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Prologue

Interest in the study of Roman coin finds in India dates back to the early nineteenth century. The presence of these coins in remote areas of India appeared strange and unusual to the nineteenth century scholars because such finds, that too in large numbers, had never been recorded earlier. Hence, the attention of early scholars was confined to simply reporting these finds. No attempt was made to analyse the historical significance of the coins. Thus, most of the early published accounts are descriptive notices of the finds. These notices, scattered in various obscure journals and museum reports, have often been authored by individuals possessing little or no knowledge of the subject. Further, these notices are too brief and do not furnish details such as the state of wear and weight of each of the coins in any particular find. The value of these notices, however, lies in the fact that often they constitute the sole evidence, published or otherwise, for many of the early finds. The writings of H.H. Wilson (1832), J. Prinsep (1832, 1834), Walter Elliot (1844, 1856-7), G. Bidie (1874), Capt. Waterhouse (1879), Henry Little (1883) and Edgar Thurston (1888, 1889, 1891, 1894) fall under this category.

The nineteenth century authors did not identify many of the features unique to the Roman coins found in India. Such features include the presence of imitations among the finds and the countermarking of a few of the coins with minute symbols. The significance of the slash marks on the Roman coins in India was, for the first time, analysed in detail by G.F. Hill (1898) in his famous article on the aurei find from Pudukkottai in Tamilnadu which, till date, is the largest slashed aurei hoard in the country.

The utilization of Roman numismatic finds in India for the study of the pattern of Indo-Roman trade was first attempted by Bishop Caldwell (1851). Basing his observations on a study of the large Kottayam (Kerala)
hoard, he made a pioneering attempt to trace the route adopted by the Romans to reach the Malabar ports. He also hinted at the use of Roman coins as ‘money’ by the ancient Indians. It was, however, Robert Sewell (1904) who systematically classified all the Roman coins found in India, known to him, emperor-wise and concluded that Indo-Roman trade began under Augustus (27 BC–AD14), reached its zenith under Nero (AD 54–68), and then began to slowly decline until the time of Caracalla (AD198–217) and then almost entirely ceased but was revived somewhat in the fourth-fifteenth centuries AD. Many of the later scholars including E.H. Warmington (1928, 1974), T.G. Aravamuthan (1942), Mortimer Wheeler (1951, 1954), P.L. Gupta (1965), Paula Turner (1989) and Peter Berghaus (1991) have accepted most of Sewell's observations in the light of additional evidences. David W. MacDowall (1990, 1991, 1996), however, differs from the other scholars by asserting that Indo-Roman trade reached its peak after Nero and that all the Roman Republican and Julio-Claudian coin finds in India were exported from Rome after AD 70.

A noteworthy observation is that several of the writings of the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries are based solely on numismatic data, to the virtual exclusion of all other evidence including literary sources. A few of the early scholars did, however, make use of the references in the classical literature in their works but ironically, they have not fully utilized numismatic evidence. Credit goes to Warmington (1928) for attempting to correlate numismatic data with the evidence in the classical accounts, mainly the Periplus. Most of the subsequent scholars, both in India and Europe, have relied heavily on Warmington’s monumental work.

Following Warmington, the Periplus has been the focus of numerous studies and much research has also been done by classicists on Rome's interest in trade with India and the effect of the trade on Rome's economy. Such studies including Raschke's (1978) mainly identify the place-names in the Periplus and the cargoes loaded and unloaded at different locations. Many of these studies have, albeit to a limited extent, made use of the available archaeological evidence. Issues relating to navigation directly from the Red Sea to the coast of India, and the technology of shipbuilding have also been researched (Casson, 1986, 1991; V. Rajamanickam, 1988).

Studies on the Indian literary and epigraphical sources pertaining to Indo-Roman links are comparatively few. The references to the yavanas (Romans?) in the ancient Tamil poems, incorporated in the Sangam texts, have been studied by Meile (1940-1), Zvelebil (1956, 1973) and Champakalakshmi (1990).

Mortimer Wheeler’s famous excavation (1945) at Arikamedu on the south-eastern coast of India provided, for the first time, archaeological confirmation for the export of a variety of Roman objects other than coins to India. Following this excavation, scores of sites in southern, western and to a limited extent, even in eastern India, have revealed Roman and/or pseudo-Roman pottery. These sites are often referred as ‘Roman sites’ or ‘Indo-Roman sites' by Indian archaeologists, and the Roman and pseudo-Roman ceramics at these sites are mostly dated on the basis of the chronology of Arikamedu. Detailed studies of such ceramic finds from Arikamedu have been done by V. Begley (1983, 1986, 1988, 1991), H. Comfort (1991) and E.L. Will (1991). These studies throw fresh light on the nature of Indo-Roman trade specially with regard to the varieties of edible products stored in the various types of ceramics at Arikamedu. Such studies, if undertaken for similar ceramic finds at other sites as well, would yield extremely useful information.

Studies on the minor Roman antiquities such as bronze vessels, gold jewels and glassware found in India are limited and are largely descriptive accounts of specific finds.

Several general studies pertaining to ancient Indian trade and economy refer to Indo-Roman links and the Roman antiquities found in India. The writings of B. Srivastava (1964) fall under this category. During the last 25 years, there has been a spate of M.Phil. and Ph.D. theses on the trade and commerce of early historical Tamilakam. These research studies refer to the Roman finds in the Kerala-Tamilnadu region. Unfortunately, most of them have failed to make effective use of anthropological concepts and integrative frameworks within which changes in the nature of trade can be analyzed. Also, the authors of these works did not personally examine any of the artifactual materials but merely relied on the published descriptions of the objects. Hence, these studies offer nothing new by way of interpretation or even information. Even some of K.V. Raman’s papers, published between 1987 and 1993, merely enumerate the archaeological discoveries published earlier.

Regional and local histories, attempted by a few south Indian scholars in recent years, sometimes refer to the Roman finds in that particular region of the country. A case in point is V. Ramamurthy’s History of Kongu (1986) which deals with many of the Roman finds in the Coimbatore region of Tamilnadu. These studies discuss trade as an
isolated and static phenomenon and not as part of the ever-changing socio-economic processes.

Roman coins found in India have hardly received attention in any general study on Roman economy and trade. There are, however, two notable exceptions to this—one is Sture Bolin’s work (1958) on the role of the denarius in the Roman economy and the other is C. Rodewald’s study (1976) on the monetary policy of Tiberius. Both these scholars have relied on Wheeler’s work for the data pertaining to India. Both, Roman ceramics and minor Roman antiquities found in India, have rarely been discussed in any general work on Rome’s economy, history or archaeology. One reason for this is that the exports from India to the West were mainly perishable commodities such as animals and birds, textiles, various kinds of woods and spices. Thus, there is a marked paucity of concrete material evidence for the trade in the Mediterranean region. Hence, scholars, unaware of the discoveries in India, may tend to underestimate the volume of Indo-Roman trade.

The latest writings on the subject include numerous papers on the new discoveries in Rome, Africa and India. For example, the discovery of a papyrus from Vienna which documents the shipment of nard, ivory and textiles from Muziris (Kerala) to Alexandria (Africa) forms the subject matter of a series of important papers by H. Harrauer and P.J. Sijpesteijn (1985) and Casson (1986, 2001). Again, as Indian scholars are largely unfamiliar with authentic Roman objects, some of their recent reports and articles on such antiquities including coins, are factually incorrect.

At this juncture, it may be pointed out that in recent years not only Indian students and scholars, but also coin collectors have evinced an increasing interest in the study of Roman coins found in India. This is largely due to the efforts of European scholars like Peter Berghaus who have delivered lectures on the subject in various museums and universities throughout the country. They have also provided encouragement, support and guidance for the documentation of these coins. These efforts have led to the publication of a series of useful catalogues and monographs such as those of V.V. Krishna Sastry (1992), T. Sathyamurthy (1992) and R. Krishnamurthy (1994). Another descriptive monograph-catalogue (Suresh, 1992b) on Roman antiquities in Tamilnadu was brought out for a unique exhibition on the same theme, jointly organized by the Government Museum, Madras, and the C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Institute of Indological Research, Madras. This assignment provided a rare opportunity to personally examine and photograph all the relevant materials in the rich but not easily accessible collection of the Madras Museum. Being an exhibition publication, a limited number of copies were released and the work remains unknown to many scholars outside south India.

This historiographical survey reveals that so far, no attempt has been made to provide a systematic, exhaustive and integrated collation of all the Roman and pseudo-Roman antiquities—coins, ceramics, jewels, glassware, etc.—found in India. One of the objectives of the present study is, therefore, to undertake such a survey which may be expected to throw fresh light on the nature of Indo-Roman contacts.

The distribution pattern, chronology and the historical significance of each category of finds have been detailed in the chapters that follow. The main purpose of this exercise has been to investigate and analyse the reasons for the significant differences as well as ‘overlaps’ in the distribution and chronology of the different types of objects. Roman coins which constitute the bulk of the finds have been discussed in greater detail. Problems pertaining to the circulation of Roman coins as ‘money’ in various regions of ancient India, the significance of imitation coins and the use of some Roman coins as jewellery by ancient Indians have been analysed.

The Byzantine finds—mainly coins of the late fifth and the early sixth centuries A.D.—recovered from a few sites of south India, have also been included in the present study. Although finds of such a late date are numerically very few, they are definite indicators of the continuation of Indo-Mediterranean contacts in the early medieval period.

Throughout this volume, the word ‘Roman’ has often been used to include the ‘early Byzantine’ as well. Again, for the purposes of this study, ‘Roman trader’ or ‘Roman merchant’ denotes not only traders from Rome, but also their Egyptian, Arabian and other representatives who brought Roman objects to India. The name ‘India’ has often been used to denote not only the present Republic of India, but also the entire Indian subcontinent, viz., Afghanistan, Pakistan, India and Bangladesh. It may be noted that modern political boundaries have hardly any relevance to studies focusing on a very early period of Indian history.

At this stage, it should be pointed out that in the case of cities and districts whose names have recently been changed, their older names have been used as they are better known. For example, the names of the two major Indian cities Bombay and Madras have recently been changed to Mumbai and Chennai, respectively. But this book retains their earlier
The value of ‘intact’ coin hoards for the purposes of historical research, especially for the study of the widely varying state of wear and weight of the various coins constituting the hoard, was not recognized in Asia till the mid-twentieth century. Hence, whenever a large hoard was acquired by a museum, all the common coin types as also worn and damaged specimens of the hoard were either sold or gifted to other museums, without any proper records of the coins thus disposed off. For instance, in 1913, the Madras Museum acquired the entire Kathanganni (Tamilnadu) hoard of 233 denarii but subsequently, many of the coins from the hoard were gifted to various museums in India and the U.K.; 2 coins from this hoard are in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, and 2 other coins have been traced in the collection of the British Museum, London. Similarly, the Indian Museum, Calcutta, acquired 8 aurei from the large Kottayam hoard but these are now lost.

A similar problem pertains to the distribution of antiquities recovered from a single archaeological excavation, between two or more institutions, again with no record either of the precise stratigraphic position of many of the objects or of the number of objects acquired by each of the institutions. In such circumstances, it becomes difficult for the researcher to investigate the relative stratigraphic sequence of the different objects recovered from a single excavation. To mention but one instance, the objects recovered from each of the excavations at Arikamedu have been distributed among a number of museums and other institutions mainly in India and Europe.

In addition to archaeological sources, information on Indo-Roman trade is available from several Greco-Roman works, chief among them being the Naturalis Historia of Pliny the Elder (AD 77), the Periplus Maris Erythraei of an anonymous author (AD 80-91) and the Geography of Claudius Ptolemy (mid-second century AD). Of all these works, the most important and unique is the Periplus. Written in Greek, it is primarily a guide for sailor-merchants operating in the Indian Ocean. It appears to have been authored by a person who travelled from the ports of the Red Sea to the western coast of India, most probably in the second half of the first century AD. There is, however, no unanimity amongst scholars on the exact date of the work. Among other things, the Periplus throws light on the routes from the Red Sea to the western coast of the Indian subcontinent.

Apart from these major classical works, the Tabula Peutingeriana
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The classical accounts are significant not only because they provide valuable data on the Indo-Roman trading network and the ports, marts, exports and imports of India, but also because they are datable. Thus, a comparative study of the information provided in these texts may reveal a clear picture of the gradual development of the trade between south India and the Mediterranean region.

The Tamil Sangam works constitute another source for the study of Indo-Roman links. The use of this remarkable corpus of poems for historical research is, however, a hazardous exercise mainly because the poems were composed and compiled at different times spanning over 600 years. The poems were composed by individuals of varied backgrounds—princes, chieftains, merchants, potters, peasants, Brahmins, Jains and Buddhists. Moreover, being bardic literature eulogizing kings and chieftains, its concern with aspects of economic and cultural life is incidental. Nevertheless, it does provide some insights into several little known features of ancient trade.

The Sangam works refer to all foreign traders—Greek, Roman, West Asian and others—as *yavanas*. But the reference to the *yavanas* bringing wine (*Puramāniru* 56, 17-20) and gold (*Abhānāniru* 149, 7-11) to the Tamil country undoubtedly indicates that the *yavanas* were largely Romans because wine and gold were the chief commodities exported from Rome to India. There are ten references, each under different contexts, to the *yavanas* in the entire gamut of Sangam literature.

It may be recalled that the term *yavana* first appears in the Behistun inscription of Darius I (519 BC). The term is frequently mentioned in ancient Sanskrit and Pāli literature as well. Initially, the term was used to denote the Ionian Greeks who were the first foreigners to establish contact with India. The Sangam literature clearly indicates that the majority of the *yavanas* were initially traders and with the passage of time, some of them entered other professions.

The chronology of the various Sangam works has been a subject of considerable controversy, with each scholar suggesting his own chronological scheme and basing his interpretations on his scheme. Most authorities now agree, on the basis of internal evidence and linguistic styles, that the majority of the poems can be attributed to a period from the first century BC to the third century AD. The controversies regarding the date of the works are beyond the scope of this study. Yet, the date of
some of the poems referring to the yavanas is very crucial, specially in the light of the latest archaeological evidences which indicate that Tamilakam's commercial contacts with the Hellenistic world began in the second century BC or even earlier.

A few of the early Tamil Brāhmī inscriptions found on rocks, potsherds, coins, seals and jewels have also been utilized for the present study. Many of these inscriptions are short and fragmentary and, despite the admirable pioneering work of I. Mahadevan, unintelligible. Yet, their potential as sources of historical data is fairly attractive in terms of their distribution pattern and the names of persons and professions furnished by them. Several Tamil Brāhmī lithic records document the gifts to Jain monks by various groups, such as salt merchants, textile traders, iron mongers, stone masons, goldsmiths, lapidaries, kings and nobles some of whom would certainly have been yavanas. It is, however, a bit strange that the term yavana is not mentioned in any of these inscriptions. In this context, it may be noted that the cave epigraphs of the Western Deccan categorically mention donations by yavanas to religious establishments.

The three major chapters of this volume deal with the coin finds, ceramics and other antiquities, respectively. This is followed by conclusions derived from the study. Maps, charts and photographs of objects have been included wherever appropriate.

The list of Roman coins in India (Appendix I) is an improvement over all the lists published earlier and has been updated till 2002. The lists of the rouletted ware and amphora finds in India (Appendices II and III) are the first ever comprehensive lists of these objects. Lists of the other pseudo-Roman and Roman objects have not been furnished because such objects are not very large in number and they have all been clearly mentioned/discussed in the respective chapters.

This volume will be of immense academic interest, more for the problems that it raises than for the new interpretations and conclusions that it has to offer.

NOTES
1. Bibliographies of Roman coin finds in India have appeared earlier in a series of publications and have not been repeated here. For a good bibliography of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries writings, see P.J. Turner, Roman Coins from India, London, 1989, pp. 144-52. For a bibliography of the finds from Tamilnadu-Pondicherry, see S. Suresh, Roman Antiquities in Tamilnadu, Madras, 1992b, pp. 88-94.


4. In K.V. Raman 1992 (supra n. 3), pp. 19-34, a coin of Diocletian has been wrongly identified as an issue of Hadrian (?) (Plate II, no. 17). In I.K. Sarma, 'Roman Coins from Andhra Pradesh: Their Contexts, Chronology and Cultural Significance', SSIC, vol. II, 1992, pp. 35-50, an aureus of Claudius has been assigned to Constantine the Great (Plate III, no. 1). Again, in V.V. Krishna Sastry, Roman Gold Coins—Recent Discoveries in Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad, 1992, most of the coin legends have been incorrectly read.

5. I have examined the finds from Arikamedu in the collections of the Government Museum, Pondicherry; the Government Museum, Madras; the Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi; Musée Guimet, Paris and the British Museum, London. Some materials from the excavations at the site by the French are reported to have been sent to the French Museum at Hanoi.
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Coins

Roman coins found in India belong to the period between the Republican (second-first centuries BC) and the Byzantine (fifth century AD) (Map 1). For purposes of the present study, coins up to the period of Constantine I (AD 307-37) have been classified as 'early Roman' and the issues of all the later rulers as 'late Roman'. This division has been made because there is a marked difference in the distribution pattern and other features such as the occurrence of imitations between these two 'classes' of Roman coins in India.

Early Roman Coins

Finds of early Roman coins abound in the Indian subcontinent—there are nearly 170 recorded finds spread over around 130 sites (Appendix I). Two major areas of concentration of the finds are the Coimbatore region in Tamilnadu and the Krishna valley in Andhra Pradesh. The adjoining Karnataka-Kerala regions have yielded a moderate number of finds. However, there is a paucity of such numismatic finds on the west coast, specially in the Maharashtra-Gujarat region. The finds from central, north-western, northern and eastern India are also scarce. Further, each of the finds from the latter regions contain very few coins, compared to the large hoards in the south.

A majority of the finds occur as hoards, usually in a spherical earthenware pot called a _lota_. The Kottayam (Kerala) hoard is the only one which was not found in an earthen vessel. Most coins of this hoard, one of the largest among the Roman coin finds in India, are reported to have been simply buried in the soil. Some of the coins of this hoard are also supposed to have been buried in bags(?) which may have been destroyed. A few issues of the hoard were found inside a brass (bronze?) vessel.

MAP 1: DISTRIBUTION PATTERN OF ROMAN COIN FINDS IN THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
Surface finds of single Roman coins are often reported from southern India. Chavadipalayam and Coimbatore have yielded Roman issues within megalithic graves.

Finds from Ahin Posh, Manikyala and some other sites in the Pakistan-Afghanistan region are part of ritualistic deposits in Buddhist stupas. The use of Roman coins as ritual offerings is comparatively rare in southern India. However, recent reports have revealed that a few sites in Andhra such as Bavikonda and Totlakonda have yielded Roman coins within the precincts of Buddhist monuments. Roman coins have also been found beneath the foundations of an old Hindu temple at Nellore (Andhra) and within the precincts of a Hindu temple at Saidapet (Madras). Many published accounts, however, do not distinguish between coins found within the compound of a monastery or temple, viz., coins intended for future use, and those purposely deposited below a temple or within a stupa, as a gift to the shrine, never to be used again.

Roman coins from archaeological excavations are not very common, the noteworthy specimens are those from Karur (Tamilnadu); Dhulikatta, Kondapur, Nagarjunakonda, Peddabankur and Yellesvaram (Andhra); Chandravalli and Vadagaon Madhavapur (Karnataka); Nevasa (Maharashtra) and Taxila (Pakistan).

At this juncture, it should also be noted that the precise circumstances of a number of other Roman coin finds in India have never been recorded.

The earliest coins, the issues of the Roman Republic, have been reported from Karur, Krishnagiri, Kallakinar and Tiruppur (Tamilnadu); Eyyal and Nedumkandam (Kerala); Laccadives (or Lakshadweep islands); Ajaigadh (Madhya Pradesh) and Kohat, Pakli and Manikyala (Pakistan). Some more finds of the Republican denarii have been reported from Maharashtra, south India and Sri Lanka, but full details about these are not available.

Several scholars like Mortimer Wheeler, Bolin and Raschke did not consider the Republican coin finds in India to be of much historical significance. There is a widespread but erroneous belief that most of these coins are from stupa deposits. Until recently, it was also assumed that Indo-Mediterranean contacts were not firmly established before the period of Augustus (27 BC-AD 14) and hence, the few Roman Republican denarii in India would have reached this country at a much later date. Many of the well-known Republican coin hoards in India contain evidence of a terminus post quem (TPQ) in the late first or second centuries AD and hence, David MacDowall has argued that the export of these Republican issues to India took place after Trajan's (AD 98-117) currency reform of AD 107. The reduction in the purity of the silver denarius envisaged by this reform, in accordance with Gresham's Law, accelerated the disappearance of the denarii (with a higher content of silver) of the Republican and the early imperial (pre-64 AD) period from circulation in the Roman empire. Western traders could, according to MacDowall, reap huge profits by bringing the older and purer denarii to India precisely at this point of time because Indians were concerned not with the nominal value of these coins prevalent in Rome but only with the purity and weight of the coins.

On the basis of a series of recent discoveries and studies, it can be argued that commercial links between India and the West began long before the time of Augustus and that some of the Republican coins reached India shortly after they were minted. In fact, the recent discoveries of single unworn specimens of the Republican denarii in such places as Ajaigadh, Krishnagiri and Tiruppur clearly indicate that these coins were not in circulation for long before being lost or buried. Although the TPQ of the Nedumkandam hoard is not known, the mint condition of the Augustan denarii in the hoard shows that the date of burial of the hoard could, at the latest, be a few years after the reign of Augustus and in all likelihood, some of the Republican coins of the hoard should have reached India in the pre-Augustus period. Also, the discovery of Republican coins at Kallakinar and Tiruppur in the heart of the Coimbatore region, famous for its early imperial (first century AD) Roman coin finds, suggests a pre-Julio-Claudian phase of trade in this region.

The very widely known recent antiquarian finds from Karur, an important early historical site of Tamilnadu, also provide valuable clues for maritime trade prior to the time of Augustus. The site has yielded, besides a few ill-recorded Roman Republican coins, Seleucid, Phoenician and Greek coins of the third-second centuries BC. A Greek copper coin dated 300 BC is also reported from Hassan in Karnataka. Several Greek silver coins of the Hellenistic period have also been reported from Sri Lanka.

The most clinching evidence for the Roman Republican trade with south India is provided by a recent reassessment of the varied ceramics excavated from Arikanedu near Pondicherry. It has now been established that the site was first occupied in the middle of the third century BC while its contacts with the Mediterranean region began by the late second century BC. The recent archaeological excavations at...
Arikamedu and a few other sites including Alagankulam (Tamilnadu) confirm this revised chronology of the trade.\textsuperscript{7}

In the initial years of the trade, the circumnavigation of Cape Comorin was considered dangerous and some of the Western traders reached the Coromandel coast from the Malabar coast through the famous Palghat pass. Similarly, on some occasions, merchandise from south-east India would have been sent by land to the Malabar ports for onward transmission to the Mediterranean by the sea route.

Contrary to popular misconception, sea trade reached its peak not during the age of Augustus but during the reign of his successor Tiberius (AD 14-37). The gold and silver issues of no other Roman ruler occur in such large numbers in every part of India, as those of Tiberius. Hoards exclusively containing the issues of Augustus or with a TPQ of Augustus are almost unknown in India. Stray finds of single coins have, however, revealed issues of this ruler; it is not possible to determine the date when these 'single' specimens were exported to India. Some of them may have been part of an unreported hoard. The Mambalam and Pennar hoards (Tamilnadu) consist of a denarius of Augustus along with silver punch marked coins, the date and other details of which remain unknown. One of the hoards from Vellalur (near Coimbatore), discovered in 1931, comprised 121 coins of which 118 are of Augustus; if the remaining 3 coins are also of the same ruler, the find would be the only 'Augustan hoard' in India. One of the denarii hoards from Karur was described as 'mainly Augustan' implying that there were other issues as well in the find. The published coins from the Nedumkandam hoard are all of the Roman Republic and Augustus, but it should be noted that details about the majority of the coins in the hoard are not known; some of the latter coins may be of Tiberius. Also, although all the 10 coins from the Uthamapuram (Tamilnadu) hoard have been tentatively assigned to Augustus, 4 of these coins are broken and corroded beyond identification. As such, there is no clear evidence that the denarii or even the aurei of Augustus were buried in India during his reign. On the other hand, many of the Julio-Claudian finds south of the Vindhyas, especially in the Coimbatore region, have a TPQ of Tiberius. All the coins of the Vellalur aurei hoard, unearthed in 1939, are of Tiberius. Further, in any hoard containing coins of Tiberius and other Roman rulers, Tiberian coins usually outnumber those of all other rulers including Augustus. In fact, the majority of the stratified finds of Roman coins in India are of Tiberius. It is thus clear that many of the Augustan and Tiberian coin finds which together constitute over 50 per cent of the early Roman coins in India, were brought to this country at a time when Tiberian money was in common circulation in the Roman empire—most likely, during or within a few years after the reign of Tiberius. Further evidence of this is the comparative paucity of the issues of Gaius or Caligula (AD 37-41), Claudius (AD 41-54) and other later rulers in India. Only around 35 coins of Gaius, 300 of Claudius and 200 of Nero (AD 54-68) have been recorded; coins of the later emperors are even less whereas over 2,500 issues of Tiberius have been discovered in India. If it is argued that the Augustan and Tiberian coin finds could have reached India during the reign of Claudius or Nero or any of their successors, it would only be natural to expect a more liberal sprinkling of the coins of the monarch, viz., Claudius or Nero during whose reign these coins were brought to India. This not being the case, it may be concluded that the export of Roman money to India reached its peak during the reign of Tiberius.

The Julio-Claudian finds which account for around 80 per cent of the total early Roman coin finds in India are heavily concentrated in the western districts—Coimbatore, Erode and Salem—of Tamilnadu. The proximity of this region to the beryl mines, the large pepper and cardamom estates are the major reasons for this concentration. The Palghat pass, the sole land route through which Roman traders could travel from Kerala to the Coromandel region, is also located near Coimbatore.\textsuperscript{8}

It may be noted that both pepper and cardamom, specially the former, were regularly exported to Rome throughout the period of trade. The highly prized beryl which was in great demand in the Roman world during the first century AD was then believed to be found only in India. Although the Karnataka region boasted of a few beryl deposits, the two major mines were in the Tamil country—one at Padiyur near Erode city and the other at Vaniyambadi in North Arcot district, not far from the border of Salem district. Besides the Romans, the people of north India and Andhra too would have procured beryl from the Coimbatore—Erode region by paying for it in Roman currency.

A little known factor which adds to the economic importance of the Coimbatore-Erode region is the presence of high quality magnetite ores at Chennimalai hills, just 18 km east of Kodumanal, an early historical urban site, close to Erode city. Surface collections from Kodumanal include a denarius each of Augustus and Tiberius. Excavations at the site have revealed that it was a major iron and steel production centre.\textsuperscript{9} Huge quantities of iron slag, furnaces of different sizes as well as a large
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variety of iron objects such as swords, arrowheads and stirrups have been recovered. Karur, not too far from Kodumanal, has also yielded iron slag and remnants of huge ancient furnaces. It is plausible that the iron and steel produced at Karur and Kodumanal were exported to Rome either through the port of Muziris on the Malabar coast or the port of Kaveripattinam on the east coast. Significantly, Kodumanal is strategically located on the banks of the river Noyyal, almost equidistant from the Coromandel and the Malabar coasts. Noyyal is a tributary of the river Kaveri that joins the sea at Kaveripattinam. Kodumanal lies on the ancient trade route linking Karur with Muziris via Sulur and Vellalur in the vicinity of Coimbatore city. Not surprisingly, all these sites have yielded Roman coins belonging to the Julio-Claudian period.

The number of coins in many of the Julio-Claudian hoards is large: Akkanpalle (Andhra) and Budinatham (Tamilnadu) contain over 1,000 coins each; the Kottayam and the Karur denarii hoards, discovered in 1847 and 1856, respectively, are much larger. There are at least four hoards that contain around 500 coins each—two denarii hoards from Vellalur excavated in 1841 and 1891, respectively, the denarii hoard from Karur discovered in 1878 and the aurei hoard from Pudukkottai (Tamilnadu). Smaller hoards have been unearthed as well, such as Akkilandapuram and Koneripatti (Coimbatore-Salem region) (Plates 3 and 4), Nasthullapur (Andhra) and Adam (Maharashtra). Due to the complex composition of the different hoards and the lack of details about the precise coin types in many of the finds, it is not possible to state whether the 'number' of coins in each hoard has any particular significance. However, a noteworthy feature is the predominance of two common types in both the smaller and the bigger hoards—the 'Gaius and Lucius Cæsares reverse' type of Augustus and the 'Pontif Maxim' type of Tiberius. The high incidence of these two varieties may be either purely accidental or, at best, attributed to the easy availability of these common types to Western traders visiting India. These types do not seem to have been specially minted for trade with India because they have been found in considerable numbers throughout the Roman empire. Also, there is no reason to believe that Indians expressed a special preference for these two types.

The death of Nero in AD 68 was followed by a bitter civil war which greatly undermined the Roman economy. The new emperor Vespasian (AD 69-79) passed a series of laws discouraging the ostentatious lifestyle of the Roman aristocracy. The demand for oriental luxuries including silks, ivory and beryl registered a slow but steady decline in most parts.
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of the empire. These luxury goods began to be traded, more intensely and in increasing quantities, between the different regions of India as also between India, Sri Lanka and South-East Asia. Thus, by the end of the first century AD, maritime trade between India and the West was, to a large extent, confined to comparatively inexpensive items such as cotton fabrics and pepper. This was also the period when the Andhra coast saw an unprecedented proliferation of trade activities and trade guilds. In the earlier periods, the centralized organization of trade under the Mauryans had hampered the rapid growth of local trade networks in places like Andhra which were on the periphery of the far-flung Mauryan empire. Further, this rather slow and late development of trade networks in Andhra may also be ascribed to the survival of the ‘primitive’ megalithic settlements in remote pockets of the lower Krishna valley even at this late date. After the first century AD, however, Roman traders frequented the Andhra ports in greater numbers. They obtained their requirements of iron and steel not from Kodumanal but from Karimnagar area in Andhra. Similarly, besides pepper from south Kanara and Malabar regions, pepper from Andhra also began to be exported to Rome.

The geographical distribution of the post-Julio-Claudian Roman coin finds in India bear testimony to this change in the trade pattern. There has not been a single find post-dating Nero in the Coimbatore-Erode-Salem regions. Numerous finds of this period have been reported from the cotton-growing areas in Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and to a limited extent, Gujarat; the majority of the finds are, undoubtedly, in Andhra. In fact, according to Peter Berghaus, a large number of coins of Antoninus Pius (AD 138-61) have been discovered in the region lying between the Krishna and Godavari rivers in Andhra. Similarly, there is a clustering of the coins of Marcus Aurelius (AD 161-80) in Gujarat. Coins of Septimius Severus (AD 193-211), extremely rare in the Tamilnadu-Kerala region, have been recurrently reported from Andhra, Karnataka, Maharashtra and Gujarat.

Compared to the Julio-Claudian hoards, the post-Julio-Claudian ones contain fewer coins. This may be due to the fact that the value of each ‘commercial transaction’ in the later period was comparatively less. Any transaction involving cotton fabrics would certainly require fewer coins as against the large numbers involved in trading in silk, ivory or precious stones. Due to the lower value of the chief commodity of trade (cotton), the number of Roman coins reaching India in the late first and second centuries AD was less even though the volume of trade remained almost the same. By the beginning of the third century, however, there was a marked decrease in the quantum of trade. Roman issues of the third century are very rare in India—a mere 17 odd coins.

The paucity of both the Julio-Claudian and the post-Julio-Claudian finds in eastern India as also in large areas of northern and western India is partially explained by the fact that the Kushans and the western Kshatrapas, who ruled over these regions during the period of Roman trade, melted some of the foreign coins to use the metal to mint their own coins. At a much later date, the Guptas could have melted, for the same purpose, not only the Roman aurei and denarii but also the Kushan gold coins accessible to them.

The earliest Roman coins that were brought to India were of silver. All the Republican issues found so far are of silver and even among the Augustan and Tiberian finds, silver coins predominate. Since the time of Gaius, however, there is a gradual increase in the number of gold issues vis-a-vis silver ones. One reason for this is that during the reigns of Gaius, Claudius and Nero, Roman gold coins were minted in greater numbers than silver coins. Silver issues post-dating Nero are very few in India—a coin of Vespasian from Jabalpur (Madhya Pradesh); two denarii of Hadrian (AD 117-38)—one from the Pakki and the other from the Laccadive hoards—and a few other finds. It is also clear that as soon as Roman gold reached India, Indians expressed a preference for the gold issues even before Nero’s currency reform of AD 64 which reduced the purity of the denarius and the weight of the aureus. It is pertinent to note that the heavy pre-AD 64 aurei appear in large quantities compared to the later issues in India, even in hoards with a TPQ of the late first or second centuries AD. This is neither because Indians, who were mainly concerned with the bullion value of the Roman issues, desired to acquire the heavier aurei, nor because Roman traders themselves preferred to trade in the old heavy aurei in India for a profit instead of the new lighter ones, both of which had the same nominal value in the Roman market. On the other hand, as Indo-Roman trade reached its zenith much before AD 64, the majority, if not all, of the pre-AD 64 aurei reached India prior to the reform of AD 64. Thus, at no point of time, any special preference for the heavier aurei was expressed by either the Indians or Roman merchants.

Finds of early Roman issues in base metal are very few in India. According to Paula Turner, indigenous gold and silver coins are very scarce in south India during this period but Tamil kings had a well-developed system of copper coinage and hence, Indians did not evince...
much interest in Roman copper issues. This theory is unacceptable because there is ample evidence to show that silver punch marked coins were in circulation in the Andhra-Tamilnadu region during the period of Roman trade. Further, several silver coins issued by the Sangam Cheras have recently come to light. In such circumstances, the paucity of the early Roman base metal issues can be traced to the subtle link between the metal of the Roman coins of different periods in India and the type and quantity of Indian goods exported to Rome during those periods. Thus, in the first century AD when the volume of trade in precious goods was large, the use of copper coins in these 'high-value transactions' was not thought of. However, from the end of the first century AD when the trade was mostly confined to non-luxury items, there was a slow and steady increase in the number of Roman copper coins finding their way to India.

The preceding detailed survey of the early Roman coin finds in India reveals that the differences in the metal and quantity of Roman coins reaching the various regions of India, at different times, are related to the nature and quantum of trade during the different periods. MacDowall's arguments in support of his theory that Roman coins were brought to India only after AD 70 can be refuted on several grounds. First, the mere fact that the Republican and Augustan coins were in circulation in the Roman empire during the Flavian period (AD 70-98) cannot be a reason for the import of these coin types to India at such a late date. Further, he has argued that the Julio-Claudian denarii seen in hoards found in both India and Europe show similar loss of weight due to wear and tear and hence, Roman coins could have reached India after being reduced to this state of wear in the Roman empire itself. This is hardly an argument because any coin will show weight loss over a period of use whether in India or Rome and thus, many of the worn Roman coins in India could have shown weight loss due to being used in India. Further, MacDowall's dating does not conform to the chronology of Indo-Roman trade furnished by archaeological excavations in scores of early historical sites spread throughout India.

As most of the early Roman coins in India are found in hoards, it is important to probe the factors which prompted people to bury such huge quantities of money in pots. Could some of the hoards represent 'reserve capital' saved by a trader? Wheeler has suggested that the hoards in the neighbourhood of Coimbatore may have been hidden or lost by travellers threatened by brigands operating in the area which, due to its hilly terrain and its being the 'border' of the Sangam Cōla, Sangam

Chera and Sangam Pāṇḍya kingdoms, provided ideal 'escape-routes' to the bandits. More recently, in the same vein, MacDowall has opined that the hoardings may have been the result of panic or fear of a sudden attack or war or some natural calamity which forced people to hide their wealth, away from nature's fury and human attacks.

K.V. Raman's contention that Roman coins could have been hoarded around AD 300 when the Tamil country faced the Kalabra invasions is unacceptable because it has been conclusively proved that the maximum number of Roman coins reached India in the first century AD and most of them were buried long before AD 300. Further, Roman coin hoards, similar in composition to those found in Tamilnadu, have been discovered in many other regions of India not subjected to the Kalabra incursions.

It may be concluded that the early indigenous coins of south India were invariably thin small pieces of silver or copper whereas the Roman issues in gold and silver were heavier and artistically superior; hence, the latter were often hoarded in large numbers mainly for their bullion value. In this context, it is significant to note that hoards containing the issues of the early Tamil kings and chieftains are very rare, the only notable exception being the Ṇṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟṟ الرحمن and can be assigned to the second century BC.

At this juncture, it may be pointed out that the composition of many of the Roman coin hoards in India is quite different from those found in the Roman empire. This is not surprising because the quantum and types of Roman coins in circulation in the empire were more than those in India. Similarly, the metal, denomination, level of wear and quantity of Roman coins found in India are different from those in other regions which were not part of the Roman empire but which carried on trade with Rome. These 'differences' may be explained in terms of the variations in the 'nature', 'volume' and 'period' of Roman trade in each of those territories. The varying monetary policies of the different Roman emperors and the consequent changes in the metallic composition and metrology of their coins had a direct bearing on the export of these coins to Free Germany, Scandinavia, Eastern Europe, Arabia as well as India and Sri Lanka.
LATE ROMAN COINS

Finds of late Roman coins, viz., coins post-dating Constantine I are fewer than the early Roman issues in India. Also, as the majority of the late Roman finds in India are small, worn, unattractive copper coins, they have hitherto not attracted the attention of many scholars, museums and coin collectors. In almost all the studies on Indo-Mediterranean trade, these late coins are either simply ignored or at best, accorded cursory treatment.

There are over 30 well attested finds of late Roman coins spread over 27 Indian sites (Appendix I). There have been several inadequately recorded finds both from western and southern India, particularly from the Coimbatore region in close vicinity of the Palghat gap.21

Details about the precise number of late Roman coins in different regions are not available. In the towns of Madurai and Karur, thousands of copper coins issued from the mints of Antioch and Alexandria have been unearthed. But the finds from all the other places are extremely limited.

Unlike the early Roman coins which are mainly found in hoards, the later issues are largely surface finds of either a single coin or at the most, a small batch of not more than ten coins. However, at least five hoards contain late Roman coins—Weepangandla (Andhra Pradesh), Akkialur and Katryal (Karnataka), Puthankavu (Kerala) and Nathampatti (Tamilnadu). Nathampatti, Puthankavu and Katryal hoards contain only late Roman issues. Weepangandla has one early Roman coin—an issue of Constantine I, while Akkialur hoard contains three early Roman coins—two of Septimius Severus and one of Caracalla (AD 198-217). It should, however, be noted that all the foreign coins from Weepangandla and a few from Akkialur are imitations. In any case, the presence of both the early and late Roman coins together in the hoard proves that they were accorded a similar status and were used for the same purpose.

The stray find from Ahin Posh (Afghanistan) consists of five Byzantine solidi set in a ‘modern’ bracelet.

A few late Roman coins reported from the north-western part of the subcontinent are ritualistic offerings in Buddhist establishments. For instance, stupa no. 10 at Hadda or Hidda (Afghanistan) has yielded five solidi along with Kushan and Sasanian coins. Such stupa finds of late Roman coins are numerically far less than similar finds of the early period. A plausible explanation for this is that Buddhism itself was on the decline in those regions during this late period.

One reason, as discussed earlier, is that the chief exports from India, at that time, were non-luxury items for which payment in Roman copper coins sufficed. Another reason is linked to the law, passed in AD 396 by the Roman government, decreeing that the nummus (Roman copper coin), which had all along been a heavily overvalued token currency, would henceforth be worth its weight in copper.24 In the subsequent period, the value of copper in relation to gold steadily
increased in Rome. For instance, 1 solidus equal to 25 pounds of copper earlier, was equivalent to just 20 pounds of copper in the fifth century. Also, compared to the solidi, the nummi were available in greater quantities to Roman traders. Hence, they deliberately chose, for trade with India, copper coins instead of gold ones, both of which were accepted by Indians solely for their ‘metal-value’.

The view, repeatedly expressed by many scholars, that trade ceased in the third century AD and was slightly revived during or soon after the reign of Constantine I (fourth century AD). was erroneous. It may be noted that coins of almost all Roman rulers right from Augustus to Justinus I (AD 518-27) have been unearthed in India in varying numbers and there is no reason to believe that trade activities ceased in the third century AD. Instead, the process of decline beginning in the late first century AD, continued slowly but steadily till the sixth-eighth centuries AD when contacts finally ceased. It is difficult to determine the precise date of the end of trade activities. A solitary gold imitation coin of Leo III, a Byzantine ruler of the early eighth century, has been reported from Madurai. But late Roman copper coins and their imitations from Madurai and other Indian sites all belong to the fourth-sixth centuries AD.

The reasons for the final decline of trade are chiefly rooted in the changed politico-economic scenarios and ideologies not only in India and Europe but also in the countries lying between India and Europe. As far as south India is concerned, the scores of urban centres, which sustained the trade during the early historical period, declined by the early medieval times. Further, the ruling families, mercantile communities and guilds that had initiated the trade were no longer available. The decline of Buddhism and the consequent desertion of the monastic establishments set up on the major trade routes made these routes unattractive and unsafe for merchants.

SLASHED COINS

One of the unusual features of Roman coin finds in India is the presence on some of the coins of slash marks, generally 1 to 2 mm long, effected by a knife, a chisel or a file. Such marks are totally absent on Roman coins found outside India including those reported from Sri Lanka, Africa and Central Asia.

Regarding a few Roman coins found in India but now lost, the published accounts are unclear as to whether these coins are slashed or not. For example, the famous Kottayam hoard contained a few coins which were ‘partially obliterated’ but there is no certainty whether this refers to slashes or not. Similarly, some of the coins preserved in a pot beneath an old Hindu temple at Nellore have been described as ‘much defaced and perforated’. This, again, may refer to the state of wear of the issues rather than a deliberate attempt to disfigure the coins. Nevertheless, from the fact that all the coins from the Nellore hoard belong to the second century AD, it is possible to infer that these coins were not slashed because, with the exception of a few coins of the second and fourth centuries AD, all the known slashed coins are of the first century AD.

There are at least nineteen well-recorded slashed finds in India. The largest number of finds (nine finds) is from the Andhra region, closely followed by Tamilnadu (five finds). Kerala, Karnataka and Madhya Pradesh have yielded one find each. There have been reports of some more slashed coins, specially the denarii, but neither the exact find-spot nor the circumstances of these finds are known. The site-by-site distribution of the known slashed coins is as presented in Table 1.

Almost all the slashed coins are part of either small or big hoards. The defaced coin from Chakherbedha (Madhya Pradesh) was, however, discovered along with a supposedly ‘modern’ ear ornament in a non-hoard context. Slashed coins from archaeological excavations are very rare, a notable instance being Peddabankur (Andhra) where defaced and non-defaced Augustan and Tiberian issues have been recovered together in stratified layers (Plate 5). Slashed coins are unknown among finds of single Roman issues discovered in many parts of India, specially the Coimbatore region. Slashed coins are also not found among coins deposited in Buddhist stupas.

Another peculiar feature is that only a few hoards contain all slashed coins. Nagavarappupadu, Peddakodamagundla, Adam and Belgaum are the only well attested specimens of such hoards. In the case of the other hoards, there is no discernible pattern in the quantity of slashed and unslashed coins in the various hoards. At Kaliyampattur, Nandyal and Eyyal, barely 10 per cent of the total coins in each hoard are incised. On the other hand, at Pudukkottai and Akkanpalle, over 90 per cent of the coins in each hoard are defaced. At Madurai Hills, the defaced coins constitute around 50 per cent of the total issues in the hoard. In many of these finds, the non-slashed coins are of the same ruler and sometimes of the same type as the slashed coins.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Number of Slashed Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamilnadu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaliyampattur</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madurai Hills</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pudukkottai</td>
<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tondamanathan</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soriyapattu</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akkanpalle</td>
<td>1505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alluru</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gumada</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagavarappupadu</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nandyal</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narthullapur</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peddabankur</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peddakodamagundla</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinukonda</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyyal</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnataka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgaum</td>
<td>30+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maharashtra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uppavahr</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madhya Pradesh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakkerbedha</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>2134+</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The marks effected by a knife, a blade or a chisel are less than 2mm in depth and are mostly seen on the royal bust depicted on the obverse. Very few coins from such hoards as Akkanpalle, Nagavarappupadu and Pudukkottai carry marks on the reverse. A few coins from Akkanpalle and Pudukkottai and at least one coin from Nagavarappupadu are slashed on both sides. Usually, coins bearing marks on the reverse have a bust-type reverse but there are instances of slashes on the non-bust reverse also such as the ‘Gaius and Lucius Caesares reverse’ coins of Augustus from Akkanpalle.

Many coins bear two or more marks, usually intersecting each other but rarely running parallel to one another. A notable specimen of the
latter category is a coin from Gumada bearing three slashes running parallel to one another. The slashes are generally vertical but horizontal slashes are also seen on some coins, especially those from the Andhra region.

It is not clear as to whether the differences in the types of slash marks found on the coins of various hoards have any significance. In the absence of more details about many of the relevant coins, it is difficult to arrive at any definite conclusion regarding the distribution pattern of the varied types of slashes, both region-wise and period-wise. None the less, differences in the types of slash marks found on the gold and silver coins have been reported by Paula Turner. The gold coins, according to her, carry marks which are usually quite short and nearly as deep as they are wide, that is, 1 to 2 mm, but not deep enough to bend the coin. These marks are believed to have been effected by punching a dull blade on the issue. She has also pointed out that the gold coins normally have only one mark but an exception cited by her is an aureus bearing two slashes from the Adam hoard. The marks on the silver coins are attributed by her to a sharp knife and they are supposed to be longer, sometimes crossing the circumference of the coin twice. These marks are generally less than 1 mm wide and are thinner in comparison to those on the gold coins but are deep enough to almost cut the coin. The dissimilarities between the marks on the gold and silver coins are not, according to her, the result of the varying properties of the two metals.

Studying the types of slash marks on both gold and silver coins, Peter Berghaus has pointed out that the denarii rarely possess more than one mark. At the same time, he has reported significant differences between the marks on the issues (gold and silver) of the first century and those on later coins (gold). According to him, slash marks on the later coins do not deface the emperor's portrait as much as the chisel cuts on the first century coins.

The present study, however, shows that these views on the differences in the types of slashes on coins of different metals and those on the coins of the first century and later, are not substantiated by the more recent finds. Considering the supposed differences between the gold and silver coins, it may be seen that the little known aureus from Alluru, most of the issues in the aurei hoard from Nagavarappupadu and one aureus each from the Gumada and Eyyal hoards bear more than one mark, and this does not substantiate the observations of Paula Turner. Again, the slashes on the gold issues from the Gumada, Nandyal and Pudukkottai hoards are as deep as those on some of the Akkanpalle silver coins. A good number of gold coins—at least five Gumada coins which seem to have been slashed with shears and a few more issues from other places including Pudukkottai and Chakerbedha—bear slash marks which have nearly cut and bent the coins, indicating that this phenomenon is not confined to silver coins alone. Further, several slash marks on the Gumada aurei are longer than those on some of the Akkanpalle denarii. Thus, slash marks on both gold and silver coins have several features in common, although in varying degrees. Regarding the differences in the earlier (first century AD) and later (second-fourth centuries AD) coins as pointed out by Peter Berghaus, there does not seem to be any major difference between the slashes on the coins of these periods. In fact, the mark on the Chakerbedha coin (second century AD) is almost identical in terms of length, depth and other features to the slashes on several of the Nagavarappupadu coins (first century AD). Hence, most of the marks on both the earlier and later coins seem to have been effected with the sole objective of damaging the royal bust as much as possible. Thus, if the heads on a few coins of the Gumada hoard (second-fourth centuries AD) have not been severely defaced, so are the heads on several coins of the Adam find (first century AD).

It is a little known fact that with the exception of Akkanpalle, slashes on coins belonging to a single hoard largely share certain features such as depth and size. Akkanpalle, which incidentally is the largest slashed hoard in India, has revealed three distinct types of slashed coins—issues with vertical slashes, those with horizontal slash marks, and those depicting a combination of both types. slashes on the coins of this hoard also show wide variations in depth. On seven of the eight known slashed coins in the Gumada hoard, the mark is a single straight vertical line extending from almost the centre of the coin to the circumference below. The other slashed coin from this hoard has three such lines running parallel to each other. The only known slashed coin from Uppavam, a Septimius Severus imitation, also has two marks, parallel to one another, extending from almost the centre of the flan down to the circumference below. Many of the slashes on the coins in the Nandyal hoard are short straight vertical lines but none of these lines ever touch the circumference of the coin. These marks are, as usual, on the royal head but do not touch the facial features such as the eyes, nose and lips, that is, these marks largely extend from the back or side of the head to the neck below but do not disfigure the face. Most of the coins from Nagavarappupadu have 'multiple marks' consisting of vertical and
horizontal lines intersecting at different angles. The find from Alluru has only horizontal marks while those from Peddabankur have only vertical slashes. All the known slashed coins from Pudukkottai bear one mark extending vertically from the head. The slashes on six of the seven coins from Eyyal are almost identical to those on the Nandyal coins mentioned earlier. The other slashed coin from Eyyal, a Tiberian aureus, has two slashes—a vertical and a horizontal one intersecting each other at right angles to form a 'cross'.

Significant variations in the size, shape, depth and number of slash marks on the coins of different hoards seem to suggest that the practice of slashing coins was followed by different persons/agencies using a variety of instruments. Hence, it is impossible to accept Paula Turner's suggestion that the slashing of the aurei was a 'one time incident' and the coins thus slashed travelled to distant places where they were hoarded.\(^{29}\)

Regarding the chronology of the slashed coins, defaced specimens of the Republican period (first century BC) or of the late Roman rulers post-dating Constantine I are unknown. As indicated earlier, over 99.9 per cent of the slashed coins belong to the first century AD. In many hoards containing coins both of the first and second centuries AD, the first century coins alone have been slashed, even if the second century coins outnumber those of the first century in the hoard. In fact, the latest slashed coin in most of the hoards is that of Nero. These observations may be further clarified by citing details of some of the hoards: the Kaliyampattur hoard contains issues of Augustus (number: 3), Tiberius (6 coins), Gaius (1), Claudius (18), Nero (17), Domitian (AD 81-96) (5), Nerva (AD 96-98) (2) and some other coins now lost. All the known slashed coins from the hoard are of Claudius (2) and Nero (2). In the Vinukonda hoard, only the 2 coins of Tiberius are slashed although the hoard contains 13 post-Nero coins including those of Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius, Commodus (AD 176-92) and Caracalla. Similarly, the Eyyal hoard comprises Republican issues (5), coins of Augustus (47), Tiberius (14), Claudius (8), Nero (4), Trajan (1) and unidentified types (4); here again, only 7 specimens—5 of Tiberius and 1 each of Claudius and Nero—bear slash marks.

The majority of the slashed coins in India are of Tiberius, followed by those of Augustus, Claudius, Nero, Gaius and Vespasian in that order. The post-first century AD slashed coins, confined to three sites—Uppavam, Chakberedha and Gumada—are imitations of the issues of Septimius Severus, Marcus Aurelius, Commodus and Constantine I.

In the light of these facts, it may be concluded that the majority of the coins were slashed during the second half of the first century AD, viz., a few years prior to the burial date of the major slashed hoards.

Slashed coins are largely in silver or gold. Slashed base metal issues, until recently unknown, have been found in the stratified context at Peddabankur (Andhra). An imitation of the Tiberian 'Pontif Maxim' type in lead, from this site, has two slashes on the obverse. The coin was probably originally coined or plated with silver. From the same layer at Peddabankur, eight more issues of the Augustan and Tiberian types including a slashed issue of the Augustan 'Gaius and Lucius Caesar's reverse' type have been recovered. These eight coins are of silver. Since some of them are broken/perforated, their lead core is clearly discernible.

Among the slashed gold and silver issues numbering over 2,132, over 70 per cent (1,540+ coins) are of silver. The number of slashed gold hoards is more than double that of the silver ones. The unusually large Akkanpalle hoard, which has revealed 1,505 incised coins, alone accounts for over 99.5 per cent of the slashed silver specimens in India.

The distribution of the slashed coins is in consonance with the general pattern of distribution of Roman coins in India. As previously mentioned, the earliest Roman coins to reach India were of silver, hence, the earliest slashed coins were also of silver. Roman gold issues are fewer in number but are more widely scattered in India than silver ones. Hence, it is not surprising that the slashed gold and silver coins show the same pattern of distribution in the subcontinent. In fact, all the three major slashed denarii hoards are confined to a limited geographical area: northern Andhra Pradesh and Belgaum region in Karnataka, whereas the slashed gold issues have been recovered from Adam and Uppavam in Maharashtra down to Madurai and Eyyal in the south.

There are varied views on the significance of slash marks on Roman coins in India. The possibility that the slashes may have been effected to ascertain the quality of the metal of the coins is not accepted by most scholars because the marks are large, deliberately cut across the royal bust and have been effected with such force that often the coin is bent. Shroff’s marks need only be tiny strokes and they are generally near the edge of the coin.

G.F. Hill initially opined that the early Indian kings may have ordered for the coins too worn for further use to be slashed before being melted; some such incised coins could have accidentally reached the hoarders.\(^{30}\) Hill has subsequently argued that the slashing was done by Indian rulers to prevent foreign coins from circulating in India.\(^{31}\) Both these
Islam was dominant almost throughout the medieval period, have not found in north and north-west India and the adjoining regions, where Islam spread to India. Further, the limited number of Roman coins (hoard) was buried in the fourth century AD, nearly five centuries before coins buried within 'breakers' and not the 'sellers' of idols. He has further stated that the Roman coins reached India, by Muslims who wanted to be hailed as the spearhead of Roman trade.

Denarius, were in circulation, at least in south India, during Akkanpalle and Nasthullapur. Moreover, as pointed out earlier, punch marked coins, some of which were equal in weight to the Roman currency did not exist. This line of argument is again not valid because the slashing was reserved for the aurei alone. According to him, the denarii were not slashed because there were no silver coinages comparable to the denarii in India during the first two centuries AD and hence, the risk of the incoming foreign silver issues competing with the local silver currency did not exist. This line of argument is again not valid because of the subsequent discoveries of the major slashed denarii hoards of Akkanpalle and Naschullapur. Moreover, as pointed out earlier, the silver punch marked coins, some of which were equal in weight to the Roman denarius, were in circulation, at least in south India, during the period of Roman trade.

Accoding to W. Theobald, the slashes were effected, long after the Roman coins reached India, by Muslims who wanted to be hailed as the 'breakers' and not the 'sellers' of idols. He has further stated that the coins buried within stupas were not incised because those shrines predate the Islamic conquest of India. This theory can be dismissed on the grounds that the latest hoard containing defaced coins (Gumada hoard) was buried in the fourth century AD, nearly five centuries before Islam spread to India. Further, the limited number of Roman coins found in north and north-west India and the adjoining regions, where Islam was dominant almost throughout the medieval period, have not been slashed. On the other hand, most of the slashed coins are found in the extreme south where Muslim rule was not known until the fourteenth century AD. Paula Turner has opined that the chisel cuts on the coins are very different from the damage inflicted by Muslim iconoclasts on the sculptures of Elephanta (Maharashtra).

Yet another opinion, not very widely known, expressed by T.G. Aravamuthan, is that the slashing was done in regions hostile to Rome such as Arabia and to a limited extent, Africa. The defaced Roman coins would have reached India along with other items of trade from these regions. According to him, unlike Indians, the people of Arabia were well aware that the busts on the obverse of Roman coins were that of the Roman emperors or other members of the royal household while the figures on the reverse were those of gods and goddesses. Hence, the Arabians deliberately defaced the obverse bust to express their indignation against Rome. Aravamuthan has identified a number of specimens of slashed coins in Africa and in the Black Sea region. He has concluded that defacing the coins of a political rival was a common practice in these regions but was unknown in ancient India. However, the absence of slashed gold and silver Roman coins in all the countries lying between Rome and India makes it difficult to accept Aravamuthan's reasoning.

Another well known suggestion, proposed by P.L. Gupta, is that the early rulers of south India would have incised Roman coins merely to obliterate the denominational value of the issues and validate them as local currency. This was done to save time, energy and expense involved in minting new coins. In the same vein, Ajay Mitra Shastri has argued that the obverse bust was obliterated so that the circulation of foreign coins as currency in India would not adversely affect the political prestige and status of the local rulers in the eyes of the public. Here again, it may be noted that Indians would have had little knowledge, if any, of the Roman denominational system and, the punching of minute countermarks, instead of the unsightly slashes, would have been a far better and easier method of authenticating foreign coins as a local medium of exchange. Further, if there was a regular system of incising Roman coins immediately after their import into India, one would expect a larger number of slashed finds in all parts of the country, or at least a paucity of unslashed issues in a particular area—probably near a major port—where the practice of slashing all the incoming foreign issues would have been a regular feature. But in all areas of the country, including the Andhra-Tamilnadu region which has yielded the maximum
number of slashed issues, unslashed coins far outnumber the defaced ones. Even among the known slashed hoards, there is hardly any find in the coastal areas where the arrival of foreign coins by sea could be expected. All this evidence clearly suggests that the slashing of coins was a localized phenomenon confined to a few pockets in the interior regions of India and was not a systematically organized practice.

According to Paula Turner, the reasons for the slashing of gold coins are entirely different from those of silver ones. The defacement of the gold issues, according to her, can be directly linked to Nero’s monetary reform (AD 64) that reduced the purity of the denarius by 11 per cent and the weight of the aureus by 4 per cent. Prior to Nero’s reign, Indian traders would have readily accepted any Roman gold coin offered to them as they would have been sure of its purity and weight, specially because the weight of the aureus was stable during the early Julio-Claudian period. After AD 64, specimens of the new lighter aurei were brought to India along with the heavier pre-reform coins. At this juncture, a few Indian traders may probably have decided to slash the old heavier aurei to differentiate them from the post-reform aurei. Incidentally, this would have also checked the practice of sending the heavier coins back to Rome, for whatever reason, because such incised coins would have been viewed with suspicion even in Rome. The fact that most of the incised coins found in India were issued before AD 64 lends support to this view. In fact, a few of the defaced post-AD 64 coins such as the three Vespasian aurei from Pudukkottai are almost similar in weight to the pre-reform issues. This theory, however, does not account for the defacement of the royal heads portrayed on the coins and the presence of many non-defaced pre-AD 64 coins along with the incised ones in the various hoards. It should be noted that slash marks also appear on a few post-first century AD aurei of very low weight.

Regarding the silver coins, Turner has argued that they were mutilated to prevent their competing with the Sātavāhana silver coinage issued by Gautamiputra Sātakarni between AD 70 and 90. This argument can be supported by the fact that all the three known slashed denarii hoards— Akkanpalle, Nasthullapur and Belgaum—were in the Sātavāhana territory. This theory can be refuted on the grounds that non-defaced Roman silver coins are not uncommon in the Sātavāhana region. If the denarii were incised merely to ensure that they did not compete with the local silver currency, then one would expect that the Roman aurei would have been untouched at least in south India where none of the local dynasties including the Sātavāhanas had an indigenous gold currency system. However, slashed aurei belonging to the same period as the denarii have been recovered in large numbers and interestingly, all the major slashed aurei hoards, except Pudukkottai, are in the Andhra region, very much within the Sātavāhana domain. Further, the Andhra region has also yielded slashed coins of the post-Sātavāhana period, viz., the fourth century issues from Gumada.

Turner has put forward the theory that the slashes on the Akkanpalle and Nasthullapur coins may be the result of Buddhist iconoclasm. The main flaw in this theory is the absence of slash marks on the figures of Greaco-Roman gods and goddesses invariably portrayed on the reverse of these coins. Moreover, the Sātavāhana coins depicting the royalty and Hindu deities were not defaced.

Another suggestion linking the slashing of the coins with Nero’s reforms has been proposed by R. Champakalakshmi and R. Sumathi. According to them, during the years following Nero’s reign, there was a heavy demand, within the Roman empire, for the pre-reform coins which had a higher intrinsic value than the new issues. The nominal value of the Roman coins was not recognized by Indians who accepted these coins mainly as bullion. Hence, Roman merchants would have made special efforts to trade only in the older coins—the heavier aurei and the purer denarii—with India for a profit, instead of the new issues, both of which had the same nominal value in the Roman market. In these circumstances, it is likely that the Roman government decided to slash the pre-reform coins to invalidate them as legal tender not only to prevent their circulation within the Roman empire but also to positively discourage their export to Asia. A few Western traders who somehow managed to procure limited quantities of the slashed issues may have brought them to India. This view is not plausible because it is highly unlikely that the Roman government decided to deface some of its own issues merely to invalidate them as legal currency among its subjects, specially when it had other more effective means at its command to organize a total recall of the older coinage. Also, such slashed coins have not been found anywhere in the Roman empire. This theory is based on the erroneous assumption that all the defaced pre-AD 64 coins in India reached this country after AD 64. Further, this theory does not take into account the significant differences in the types of incision found on the coins of the various hoards.

Thus, each of these theories of the significance of slashing is flawed in one or more ways. Future discoveries and studies may shed light on the precise purpose of these chisel cuts.
Slashed coins, other than Roman coins, are extremely rare in India, specially in south India. The collection of the State Archaeological Museum in Hyderabad includes an Ikšvāku lead coin bearing a prominent chisel mark on the trunk of the elephant depicted on the obverse. This mark is strikingly similar to some of the slash marks on the Roman coins in Andhra.

COUNTERMARKED COINS

Another peculiar characteristic of Roman coin finds in India is the depiction of countermarks on some of the coins. The marks include dots, crescents, circles, lines and letters of the Roman alphabet such as C and S (Fig. 1). All these marks are extremely small in size.40

Most of the earlier scholars either failed to observe these countermarks or chose to ignore them. It is indeed surprising that many coins of the wellknown hoards that have been extensively photographed and published bear interesting countermarks which have not been studied or described. The tiny marks are rarely discernible in the published photographs of these coins. In the course of this study, it was observed that the marks are fairly widespread; a re-examination of a number of hoards revealed several new types of marks on the coins. Many published hoards which may include countermarked coins are, however, not available for study.

There are instances, particularly in the case of worn silver coins, where it has been very difficult to ascertain whether some of the minute lines, curves and dots are actually countermarks or mere accidental scratches. Also, the countermarks are sometimes partially obliterated by slash marks.

There are around 1,500 well attested countermarked coins spread over 16 sites. In addition, the Government Museum in Madras has in its possession a few gold and silver coins of unknown provenance, bearing countermarks such as circles and crescents. Besides, a research article by Peter Berghaus has reported an unusual countermarked coin—an imitation of a Caracalla aureus countermarked on the obverse with the 'shell of Travancore' (conch symbol?).41

The maximum number of finds is from Andhra Pradesh. In Tamilnadu, most of the finds are from the Coimbatore-Salem region.

The site-wise break-up of the countermarked coins is given in Table 2.
Symbols of Trade

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Number of Countermarked Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tamilnadu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akhilandapuram</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budinatham</td>
<td>200+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koneriipati</td>
<td>3+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pudukottai</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madurai(?)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerala</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nedumkandam</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valuvally</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian Islands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kadmat Island</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karnataka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeshwantpur</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andhra Pradesh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akkanpalle</td>
<td>1279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darmavaripalem</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kudavelli</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagavarappupadu</td>
<td>10+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasthullapur</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peddabankur</td>
<td>4+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uttar Pradesh</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1514+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many of the countermarked issues occur in hoards. At Kudavelli and Peddabankur, countermarked coins have been found in the stratified context. The circumstances of the find from Uttar Pradesh are not clear. There is no hoard in which all the coins are countermarked. At Akkanpalle, over 80 per cent of the coins are marked but in most of the other hoards, marked coins constitute a small percentage of the hoard.

Various types of marks have been noted on the coins of the different hoards. At Akhilandapuram, the countermarks are only on the obverse of the coins. An Augustan issue from this find bears the 'S' mark just beyond the royal head, near the lips of the emperor. Another issue of Augustus portrays a small scratch with the numeral '2' below it in front of the neck of the bust. The letter 'C' is marked near the chin of the bust on one of the Tiberian issues from this hoard.

The Koneriipati denarii have marks only on the obverse. All the marked coins of the find are of Tiberius. These marks include dots, curves and small strokes. Dots, lines and letters of the Roman alphabet appear on some of the coins from Budinatham. In the Pudukottai hoard, a Nerovian aureus of the 'wreath reverse' type bears the countermark 'R' on the obverse. The worn slashed Augustan aureus from Madurai(?) bears a circle punch mark just below the chin of the bust on the obverse. The marks on the coins of the Kadmat island are small scratches while the Nerovian aureus from Valuvally has a semi-circle punched on the obverse.

The sole marked coin from Nedumkandam is a Republican issue minted in 50 BC. The coin has on the cheek of the obverse bust, two marks—a prominent crescent and below it, a much smaller crescent. This is the only specimen of a countermarked Roman Republican coin in India.

An Augustan denarius from Yeshwantpur (Karnataka) is reported to bear the countermark 'KARKH' in Persian language below the figure of a galloping horse of Gaius Caesar on the reverse. As Karkh is the name of a town in Persia built around the eighth century AD by Marufi Karkhi, a Sufi saint, it is believed that this coin was brought to India by a Persian horse dealer and the countermark, appropriately placed below the figure of a horse, may be the identification mark of the dealer. However, the unworn condition of the coin is indicative of the fact that it was buried long before the eighth century AD.

As many as 59 distinct marks have been noted in the Akkanpalle hoard. These include 'dot within crescent', various forms of svastika, a wheel with 16 spokes, birds, a three arched hill, triangles, stars, circles of varying sizes, 'dot within circle', two dots, three dots, four dots, five dots, six dots and seven dots. The commonest mark is, however, the 'dot within crescent' which is depicted both alone as well as in association with other symbols. The majority of the coins of the hoard have marks only on the obverse but some issues have marks only on the reverse; a few coins are marked on both sides.

The Darmavaripalem hoard contains an aureus of Nero which has a mark resembling the letter 'P' punched close to the temple depicted on the reverse.

In the Nagavarappupadu hoard, the coins have marks on the obverse. A Tiberian aureus from the hoard bears a unique star-shaped punch mark (nine-petalled flower or wheel?) in front of the eyes of the royal bust. Another Tiberian aureus bears three punch marks, all circles; the circle on the royal head is slightly smaller than the one behind the bust; the third one which is almost equal in size to the one on the head appears...
in front of the neck. Some other coins of the hoard have circles and crescents of various sizes on or near the bust. On a few coins, the marks are obscured by the unsightly slashes.

At Nasthullapur, countermarks are seen on the obverse of two Augustan and two Tiberian slashed denarii. These marks are tiny circles punched on or near the bust. The Peddabankur coins depict dots and scratches.

Kudavelli is the only site where countermarked late Roman gold coins have been recovered. The two coins from the site are countermarked on the obverse. One of the coins, an issue of Constantius II (AD 337-61), bears the countermark ‘X33’. The other coin, an issue of Anastasius (AD 491-518), depicts small cross marks or scratch marks.

The Augustan denarius from Uttar Pradesh has the letter ’U’ (or crescent?) near the lips of the royal figure on the obverse.

It is clear that the marks are usually on the obverse although not unknown on the reverse. These marks are generally seen on the obverse or reverse device or on the legends or in the space between the device and the legends. One cannot visualize any pattern in the depiction of the various marks or symbols. A large number of coins bear a single mark but several coins, mainly from Akkanpalle and Nagavarappupadu, have two, three or even four marks in various combinations. There does not seem to be any ‘relationship’ between the marks and no particular ‘combination of marks’ appears on more than a few coins.

It is, however, significant to note that certain types of markings predominate in a specific area or site. For example, religious symbols such as the nandipada, svastika and cakra are all confined to the Roman coins from Akkanpalle. Although these symbols are equally sacred to the Hindus, Buddhists and the Jains, on the basis of circumstantial and contextual evidence, it may be inferred that these symbols on the Akkanpalle coins are undoubtedly connected with Buddhism. All the denarii from the site are of the first century AD—a period when Buddhism was popular in the Andhra region. Further, as will be discussed later, Buddhist monasteries in Andhra and elsewhere actively participated in the maritime trade and Buddhist monks and pilgrims were familiar with and had access to Roman coins.

Again, religious symbols and other marks commonly seen on kārīṇāpanas are often countermarked on the Roman coins in the Andhra country but are rarely seen on the Roman coins from Tamilakam. A possible reason for this is that the punch marked coins were in more intense circulation and for a much longer time in the former region than in the latter. This view is corroborated by the fact that finds of kārīṇāpanas are more numerous in the Andhra territory than in the Tamil country. In this context, it may also be noted that many of the kārīṇāpanas found in Tamilnadu appear to have been brought there from north India via Andhra as a result of inland trade. At Nasthullapur in Andhra, countermarked Roman coins are found in association with eight kārīṇāpanas. Surprisingly, the symbols on these eight kārīṇāpanas are not found among the countermarks on any of the Roman coins in India.

Roman coins countermarked with letters of the Roman alphabet and numerals are more common in Tamilnadu than in Andhra.

Among the other types of marks, circles and crescents of varying sizes are the most numerous. These are depicted on Roman coins from many sites in Kerala, Tamilnadu and Andhra.

Most of the countermarked Roman coins are of silver and are predominated by the issues of Augustus and Tiberius. Marked gold issues, restricted to a few sites, mostly belong to the period of Nero or later. The majority of the coins were countermarked in the second half of the first century AD—at a time when the slashing of some of the Roman coins was also in vogue.

The few countermarks on the post-first century AD Roman coins are mostly not Buddhist motifs or kārīṇāpana symbols but mere dots and scratches. The apparent reason for this is that the second-third centuries AD saw a marked decline in the circulation of punch marked coins in all parts of India as also the decline of the early Buddhist centres in Andhra.

There are varying views on the precise significance or purpose of these countermarks. The likelihood of these marks being effected to test the quality of the metal is ruled out because many of the marks are intricate floral or geometric designs. According to P.L. Gupta, while the slash marks cancelled out the issuing authority, the countermarks were intended to authenticate these foreign coins as local currency and were thus ‘authority symbols’. Gupta's theory implies that the function of the countermark is complementary to that of the slash mark. According to him, the practice of counterstamping foreign coins to validate them as local money was known throughout history. The close similarities between the countermarks on the Roman coins and the symbols on punch marked coins lend ample support to this theory.

Recently, T. Sathyamurthy has hinted that the countermarks on the Roman coins may be ‘bankers marks’ effected in India prior to the circulation of these foreign coins in the country. He has pointed out that the semi-circle countermarks on the reverse of some of the
IMITATION COINS

IMITATION COINS

Imitations of Roman issues have been discovered in more than 25 sites mainly spread over Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu. Further, some coins vaguely labelled as 'found in India/south India/Andhra' are part of various private and public collections. Thus, unlike the genuine Roman coins which are unevenly scattered over large areas of the Indian subcontinent, the imitations are confined to select 'pockets' of west and south India.

Numerically, the maximum number of imitation coins are from Madurai and Karur. They are, however, more widespread in the Andhra region where at least 15 sites have revealed imitations but the number of specimens from each find is comparatively small. The finds from all other regions are very few.

Many of the imitations are found in hoards, for instance Akkanpalle, Darmavaripalem, Gumada, Nagavarappudalu, Nashtullapur, Veeravasaramu and Weepangandla (Andhra); Uppavah (Maharashtra); Akkialur (Karnataka); Valuvally (Kerala); and Soriyapatru and Malaiyadiputhur (Tamil Nadu). Important sites where the imitations have been found in the stratified context are Peddabankur (Plate 6), Dhulikatta and Kondapur in Andhra. The remaining imitations are stray finds of two or three coins, mostly on the surface and rarely under the ground.

It is pertinent to note some general physical characteristics of the imitations. In many cases, the workmanship of the imitations compares favourably with that of the genuine coins. Imitations from such sites as Gumada and Valuvally are stylistically inferior to the original coins. In fact, the human figures on many of the Gumada coins appear like thumbnail sketches devoid of illusion of depth or sense of movement. This presents a sharp contrast to the gods and kings displaying robust physiognomy usually seen on the genuine Roman coins. The legends on many of the imitations of the first century AD Roman coins are, except for some minor errors, identical to those on the original issues. But the legends on the imitations of the later periods often appear to be meaningless combinations of letters of the Roman alphabet and in some instances, are mere dots, circles and tiny vertical lines, clearly indicating that the producers of these coins had absolutely no knowledge of the Roman script. Another significant feature is that while genuine Roman coins are invariably die-struck, the copies are both die-struck and cast. The imitations in gold reported from Nagavarappudalu, Gootiparti and Valuvally are die-struck while those from several other sites such as Darmavaripalem and Veeravasaramu appear to be cast. The imitations in silver are, however, largely die-struck. Both these techniques seem to have been simultaneously in vogue throughout the period when the imitations were produced. Due to the non-availability of many of the imitations for physical verification, it is not possible to determine
whether the copies produced through any one of these techniques predominated in any given region.

Very few hoards such as Nosagere in Karnataka and Gopalapuram in Andhra exclusively contain imitation coins. The number of coins in such hoards is normally very small, not exceeding four or five. In hoards such as Akkanpalle and Nasthullapur, genuine coins constitute over 95 per cent of the total coins of the find. On the other hand, in Gumada, Veeravasaramu and Darmavaripalem, over 90 per cent of the coins are imitations. In the Malayadiputhur hoard, the original and imitation coins are equally represented. In any given region or area, imitations constitute a small percentage of the total Roman coin finds in the region.

Imitations of the Roman Republican coins are unknown in India. The copies vary in date from the first century AD to the seventh–eighth centuries AD. The first century AD imitations are limited but there is a steady increase in the number of imitations of the second–fifth centuries. Imitations of the fourth-fifth centuries number in thousands, specially in Madurai and Karur. Imitations of a very late date, i.e. seventh-eighth centuries AD have been reported from a few sites such as Madurai and Weepangandla. Such finds are, however, very rare and they belong to a period after the cessation of regular commercial ties between India and the Mediterranean region.

There are certain similarities in the composition and chronology of the imitation and genuine Roman coin finds in India. As the earliest Roman coins brought to India were of silver, the earliest imitations were also of silver. All the known silver imitations are of Augustan or Tiberian types. Silver imitations began to be produced in the mid-first century AD. The manufacture of gold imitations also began, although on a very small scale, during the first century AD itself, a few years after the production of the denarii copies. Nagavarappupadu has yielded three first century AD gold imitations—two of Augustus and one of Claudius—while a gold imitation coin of Tiberius has been found at Nagarjunakonda. The maximum number of gold imitations were, however, produced during the second-third centuries AD—a period when the majority of genuine Roman coins exported to India were of gold. Again, just like the genuine Roman gold issues of the second century AD, the imitation aurei of this period are also found in small batches and are scattered throughout Andhra and Maharashtra—Gumada and Darmavaripalem are the largest among such finds containing 19+ and 23 imitations, respectively.

Lead imitations of Roman issues, unknown outside India, have been
recovered during the course of archaeological excavations at Nevasa (one coin), Kondapur (two coins), Veerapuram (one coin) and Peddabankur (four+ coins). One of the issues from Kondapur is fully plated with gold. Some of the lead imitations from Peddabankur are also silver plated. It is significant to note that all these lead imitations are of Augustan or Tiberian type and are found within the Satavahana territory along with Satavahana antiquities.

As the export of genuine Roman copper coins was at its height in the fourth-fifth centuries AD, the majority of the imitations during this period in India were also of copper. Most of these imitations, as noted earlier, have been discovered in Madurai and Karur; the finds from Madurai far outnumber those from Karur. Reports of the finds from Madurai have been appearing regularly since the third quarter of the nineteenth century, while the finds from Karur have been discovered only after 1985. While imitation finds from the other parts of the subcontinent are either regular hoards mostly in an earthenware pot or accidental discoveries of two to four coins, at Madurai and Karur, imitation coins are frequently discovered in many parts of the old township and its surroundings, mainly in the river beds—river Vaigai near Madurai and river Amaravati in Karur. Most of the imitations in copper are small, worn out, irregular pieces of metal having lost their original circular shape probably due to decades of circulation before being finally buried or lost. It has, however, been argued by Peter Berghaus that the poor condition of the coins is the result of corrosion caused by the rivers (Vaigai and Amaravati) during the period when the issues were buried in the soil and also due to the improper methods of cleaning them, adopted by the finders. The legends on most of these imitations are blurred and the royal bust on the obverse is hazy, making the task of identifying the Roman emperors represented on the specimens difficult. The reverse of many of these coins portray two or three Roman warriors standing with spears in their hands. Often, several genuine late Roman copper coins have also been found along with the imitations at both Madurai and Karur. It may be noted that such finds are common in Sri Lanka as well, although the number of imitations in the Ceylonese finds is higher than those in the Indian finds. Further, while the finds in India are mainly confined to Madurai and Karur, in Sri Lanka, they have been discovered in several coastal and inland sites in hoards and/or in stratified contexts.

The origin and purpose of Roman imitations in India remains a debated issue. It has been repeatedly argued that these imitations were not minted in India but in the Roman empire itself. It should be remembered that Roman imitation coins comparable to those found in India have not been discovered outside the subcontinent.

Genuine Roman coins circulated as money in several parts of ancient India and imitations were produced whenever there was a scarcity of genuine issues. There are no imitations of the early period of trade (second-first centuries BC), the first copy was, as already mentioned, produced in the middle of the first century AD. This is because the use of Roman coins as money in India would have taken place a few decades after the commencement of the export of Roman coins to India. Moreover, there ought to have been a further lapse of a few decades before there was a shortfall in the supply of the original coins and there was a consequent need to mint imitations. As the number of genuine Roman coins brought to India during the first century AD was very large, the need for imitation coins was minimal; thus the number of imitations in the hoards of the first century AD is less than those in the hoards of the subsequent periods. Again, unlike the first century imitations, the later copies depict different rulers and their distinct coin-motifs on the obverse and reverse in various ‘impossible’ combinations. This is because the coin producers of the later period had access to specimens of many genuine first century AD and later Roman coins, and they randomly selected the obverse and reverse devices on these for portrayal in several unusual combinations. In some cases, the imitations depict the known obverse and reverse types of a single ruler but in hitherto unknown combinations!

The most clinching evidence in support of the production of imitations in specific regions of India is provided by the distribution pattern of imitation and original coins of the various Roman emperors in India. All regions yielding the imitation issues of a particular ruler also reveal his original issues but the reverse is not always true, i.e. the genuine issues of a ruler are often found in those areas where his imitations are not known. If the imitations were produced abroad and were exported to India along with the genuine coins, then it would be expected that any region revealing the original issues of a ruler would also yield a few imitations ascribed to him. Since the imitations of a particular coin type are found in only a few of the various places which have revealed the originals of that type, it may be inferred that the copies were produced in or near the areas where they have been recovered, solely for the purpose of local circulation. For instance, there have been over fifty finds of Augustan issues in India of which only about six.
finds, all confined to the Andhra region, contain imitations. Similarly, Tiberian issues have been reported from more than fifty four finds spread across the subcontinent, from Taxila in the north-west to Eyyal in the south, but the imitations of this ruler are found in only seven sites of which six are in Andhra.

In all likelihood most of the imitations were produced in a few places in west and south India. All the imitations of gold coins from Darma-varipalem, Gumada, Veevasaramu, Gopalapuram and Uppavahr show identical workmanship thereby indicating that all these coins were issued from a single mint which was probably located in Andhra. Regarding the silver imitations, most of which have been unearthed in the Andhra country, these were probably minted either in or near Akkanpalle which has yielded the largest number of denarii copies or at Dhulikatta where a single silver imitation coin was found in the course of archaeological excavations. The latter site was significantly a mint town. Although imitation coins were normally in circulation in limited areas, the solitary denarius copy from Arikkamedu reached the site from Andhra possibly along the coast. Again, lead imitations may have been produced at Kondapur which was a major mint town; the site revealed hundreds of coins including Sātavāhana specimens in potin and lead, as also punch marked issues along with their moulds.\(^5\) The site has even revealed a rare burnt dark grey terracotta 'proof piece' (model) of the reverse of the silver portrait coin of the Sātavāhana ruler Vasiṣṭhiputra Śivaśri Pulumāvi.\(^6\) The lack of lead imitations of post-first century AD foreign coins may be because in south India, specially Andhra, even the local lead coins are very rare after the decline of the Sātavāhanas and the Ikṣvākus.

The copper imitations were produced in Madurai and Karur. As there are no copper deposits in or around these two places, it may be inferred that the copper mines in Andhra provided the raw material for these imitations. Both Karur and Madurai were royal capitals and mint towns. At Karur, two interesting bronze dies have been recovered—a cylindrical Roman coin die bearing the portrait and legend occurring on Hadrian's coins\(^5\) and the die of a punch marked coin.\(^6\) The latter die is similar to the kārāpāṇa die earlier discovered at Eran in Madhya Pradesh.

Until recently there were no copper mines in Sri Lanka and hence many scholars have asserted that the island imported copper for the production of imitations. In recent years, however, copper deposits have been located in the island and it has been proved that the smelting of copper was known to the local people even during the early iron age.

According to Sudharshan Seneviratne, South Asia's largest copper-magnetite deposit south of the Bihar—Orissa region is in Sri Lanka. Brahmī inscriptions in the island specifically refer to guilds of coppersmiths.\(^5\)

As the Indian imitations were probably produced with royal sanction, with the objective of using them as local legal tender along with the genuine ones but without any intention of criminal fraudulence, many of the Indian imitations equal not only in weight but also in the purity of the metal, genuine Roman coins. It is likely that the services of a Roman artisan who came to India or an Indian coinmaker trained by him in the skills of low relief die cutting, could have been utilized to make the copies which certainly exhibit a higher level of workmanship than most of the early Indian issues including the kārāpāṇa and the early Chera and Sātavāhana coins. Indeed, these imitations have often been hailed as the best specimens of early south Indian numismatic art.

The view that imitation coins were treated as currency on par with genuine Roman coins is substantiated by the fact that the slash marks and countermarks seen on some of the genuine Roman coins in India are found on the imitations as well. Further, both the original Roman and imitation coins are often found together, sometimes along with the early Indian coins.

The paucity of imitations in many parts of India may be explained by the fact that the copies were not produced regularly or at frequent intervals but solely in response to a demand for more coins in a specific area during a given period and each such batch of newly minted coins was mainly used for circulation within that region alone and at the most, for trade with a neighbouring kingdom. Hence, although the imitations were accepted as legal tender on par with the genuine issues, they were not in circulation over large areas because of the very reason for which they were produced, i.e. to offset the shortfall in the supply of genuine coins in an area. Thus, regions not yielding Roman imitations may be of two types:

1. Regions where Roman currency was not used as a medium of exchange and therefore the need for local imitations of the foreign currency did not arise. For example, north-west India where genuine Roman coins were known but only Kushan and other local issues were used as money.
2. Places which did not face a scarcity of foreign coins for use as money, such as the Coimbatore region in Tamilnadu.
According to T.G. Aravamuthan, the legends on some of the Gumada imitations resemble the letters of the Brāhmi script.\(^6^0\) Further, the letters forming the legend on the imitation Claudius aureus from Nagavarappupadu have been described by Krishna Sastry as resembling Brāhmi.\(^6^1\) However, physical examination of these hoards did not reveal a single Brāhmi letter on any of the coins; the legends in all these cases are similar to those on other imitation coins in India. After a lengthy and confusing discussion of the subject, Aravamuthan finally concluded that the resemblance between the Gumada coin legends and the Brāhmi script does not exclude the possibilities of resemblance of the legends to a system of writing which may have been used outside India.\(^6^2\)

CIRCULATION OF ROMAN COINS IN INDIA

The most crucial question pertaining to Roman coin finds in India is whether any of these issues were in circulation as a medium of exchange in the subcontinent.

Opinions have been expressed both in favour of and against the theory of the circulation of Roman coins as currency in ancient India. Most of these views are based on certain characteristics such as slash marks and countermarks found on some of the Roman coins in India. The views supporting the non-circulation theory may be examined first.

It is widely believed that the Roman coins—specially gold coins—were received in India purely for their intrinsic value. In fact, the *Periplus*, (49) categorically states that at the port of Barygaza (Gujarat), Roman gold and silver coins were exchanged for the local Indian currency at a profit. This, however, is surprising because all the known early Indian issues, barring the Kushan coinage, were tiny pieces of silver, lead or copper and were not a match for the foreign currency either in terms of purity of metal or aesthetic value. Most of the local coins were much lighter than the Roman issues; the few silver punch marked coins which are equal in weight to the Roman denarius being an exception. Thus, in normal circumstances, it is extremely unlikely that Roman traders expressed a desire to acquire the native Indian coins for any purpose whatsoever. However, on the basis of the *Periplus*’ statement, it has been argued by David MacDowall and N.G. Wilson that the Roman denarius would have been received by the Western Kshattrapas, most probably during the reign of Nahapana, purely as bullion and later melted for minting the Kshattrapa silver specie and the resultant profit was shared between the suppliers of bullion (Roman traders) and the local minting authority.\(^6^3\) They have added that this may be the only way in which Roman coins could have been exchanged with the native coins, to the advantage of the foreign merchants. This theory alluding to the non-circulation of foreign silver coins as money in India is silent on the aurei which too, according to the *Periplus*, were exchanged for a profit with the local issues. Further, it is unbelievable that the minting of silver coins by the Western Kshattrapas yielded huge profits for them and that even if profits had accrued, they would have been shared with the foreign merchants. A more plausible explanation is that the flourishing port of Barygaza may have like Ter in Maharashtra and Arikamedu near Pondicherry, supported a regular colony of Roman merchants who would have exchanged a few aurei and denarii for large quantities of the indigenous currency for their everyday transactions.

Some of the reasons propounded by scholars like G.F. Hill, Mortimer Wheeler and Paula Turner for the slashing of Roman coins in India, indirectly support the theory that these coins did not circulate as money in this country.\(^6^4\) Turner has observed that several Roman coins, specially the denarii, in the hoards, are unworn and seem to have been buried soon after they reached India.\(^6^5\) She has reiterated that the Roman issues did not circulate as money but were hoarded as bullion. She has also cited the scarcity of Roman coins in excavated contexts as evidence that Indians did not use these issues as currency in their daily transactions.

In his recent study, David MacDowall has suggested that except the late Roman copper coins of the fourth-fifth centuries AD found mainly in Madurai and Sri Lanka, none of the other Roman coins ever circulated as money in India.\(^6^6\) A series of currency reforms in Rome, during the first century AD and later, steadily reduced the weight of the aureus and denarius and hence, he has argued that as these coins were valued in India, not as a denomination in the Roman monetary system but for their bullion content, older issues containing a greater proportion of gold or silver were carefully selected for export to the subcontinent. He has concluded that the large number of worn Roman coins found in India were exported to this country after being reduced to this state of wear due to decades of circulation within the Roman empire itself.

Another argument in favour of the non-circulation theory has been put forth by Balram Srivastava. According to him, as minting was under state control in early historical India, the local government would have thwarted all attempts of Roman traders to circulate foreign coins in the Indian markets, as it would have adversely affected the region’s
This view is merely based on the doubtful factor of royal control and its effectiveness on the minting and circulation of coins during the early period; in fact, the local coins may have been issued by merchant organizations or trade guilds. Further, there is no reason for the local ruler to object to the introduction of the readily available Roman gold coins as circulation money, specially in the light of the fact that such a move would have provided a boost to large-scale trade, in which most of the early ruling families evinced an interest.

It has recently been argued by I.K. Sarma that south Indians may have never thought of using the foreign coins as money but would have certainly preserved these coins as decorative objects. In support of this line of argument, he has drawn attention to the extremely limited occurrence of these coins in a large and commercially important excavated habitation site as Nagarjunakonda (Andhra). Sarma has also suggested that the aurei may have been used by the kings and nobles in religious ritual.

The use of Roman coins as jewellery in ancient India, as evidenced by the occurrence of pierced coins meant to be used as pendants, also indicates that these coins did not circulate as legal tender in the sub-continent. But the pierced coin finds are so few that it is impossible to accept that Roman coins were mainly used as jewels.

Regarding the arguments in favour of the 'circulation theory', it is significant to note that the same characteristics such as slash marks which were used by scholars in favour of the 'non-circulation theory' have been differently interpreted by other scholars to support the theory that Roman issues did serve as legal tender in parts of ancient India. Interestingly, scholars like G.F. Hill and Wheeler have put forth several arguments both in favour of and against the 'circulation theory'. Many scholars favour the 'partial circulation theory', that is, certain varieties of Roman coins were used as money in specific regions of India.

Some of the interpretations of G.F. Hill, P.L. Gupta and Ajay Mitra Shastri regarding the slash marks on Roman coins admit, albeit indirectly, that these coins circulated as currency in India. Even B.N. Mukherjee has opined that the slashing of coins may indicate an attempt on the part of the authorities in various regions of India to remind the people using these coins as money that the bust on the coins did not represent the local ruler. It may be recalled that the countermarking of Roman coins has also been interpreted by P.L. Gupta as evidence that these coins circulated as money in India.

According to Robert Sewell, among all the Roman coin finds in India, the late Roman coppers recovered from Madurai alone seem to have most effectively served as a local medium of exchange, mainly among the Roman, Syrian and Egyptian merchants residing at Madurai in the fourth-fifth centuries AD. This view is substantiated by the fact that these foreign merchants would have been familiar with the Roman monetary system and hence, would have decided to use the Roman issues for their transactions within India.

A little known theory, put forth by T.G. Aravamuthan, refers to the 'limited circulation' of Roman coins in India. According to him, the coins were regularly brought to the country in batches through the port cities which were also market towns. The native merchants who brought various products from the interior areas to the ports for export to Rome, would have been the first to receive the foreign issues from Roman traders. The local merchants at the ports would have later passed on these Roman coins to the smaller merchants—the middle-men—in the hinterland who, in turn, would have given them to artisans and agriculturists in the remote villages in return for goods which were to be eventually sent to the ports for external trade; the foreign coins would not circulate any further. In other words, these coins would not be used as a medium of exchange among the common masses for their day-to-day transactions for which purpose they would use the thin and small local coins mostly in silver or copper. Further, it has been argued by him that as the Roman issues were mainly in gold and sometimes in silver and as they were much heavier than the indigenous coins, it is possible that a few of the Roman issues may have been, at each stage when they changed hands, melted or lost or bartered by the merchants themselves for their personal requirements. But at no stage would there have been a chance for the coins of a given batch, which may represent the payment received by Indians for a single consignment of goods meant for export to Rome, to be completely scattered or distributed over a wide area within India. Thus, Roman coins occur in significant numbers in each hoard but hoards of indigenous coins are much larger, the reason being that each of the Roman hoards may contain coins from one, or at the most, two batches of denarii or aurei reaching India whereas indigenous coins would be available in very large quantities for the hoarder.

Aravamuthan's arguments imply that Roman coins passed through certain specified trade routes: port city → big merchants → smaller merchants → producer of various products for export, in small towns and villages. This is consistent with the general pattern of distribution...
of Roman coins in the country. However, the fact that there are a few large Roman coin hoards such as Bamanghati in Orissa which are at a great distance from the main areas of concentration of Roman coin finds would militate against Aravamuthan’s reasons for the theory of limited circulation of Roman coins in India. Moreover, the absence of die links among Roman coins belonging to different hoards for which die link analysis has been done, raises serious doubts about the contention that Roman coins were dispatched to India in specific batches which travelled, without being dispersed, through merchants to the remote sites where they were finally hoarded, because if all the coins of a single type belonging to one hoard had reached India together, then it would be expected that a few of those issues would be of the same die.

Wheeler’s interesting theory states that a few Roman coins may have circulated as money in certain regions of India for a limited period, while the majority of Roman issues were procured and later buried simply as bullion. Further, he has pointed out that even among the Roman gold and silver coins which served as legal tender, single specimens of these issues barely circulated in India. In most instances, a batch of coins, probably representing a unit of stamped silver or gold of a certain weight agreed upon for a specific wholesale purchase, changed hands amongst the merchants. Many of the Roman coin hoards probably represent the value of such a single commercial transaction. It has been further stated by him that the find from Chandravalli (Karnataka) which has revealed around six denarii—one (or two) of Augustus, four of Tiberius and an unidentified type—sometimes in the same die.

Wheeler’s interesting theory states that a few Roman coins may have circulated as money in certain regions of India for a limited period, while the majority of Roman issues were procured and later buried simply as bullion. Further, he has pointed out that even among the Roman gold and silver coins which served as legal tender, single specimens of these issues barely circulated in India. In most instances, a batch of coins, probably representing a unit of stamped silver or gold of a certain weight agreed upon for a specific wholesale purchase, changed hands amongst the merchants. Many of the Roman coin hoards probably represent the value of such a single commercial transaction. It has been further stated by him that the find from Chandravalli (Karnataka) which has revealed around six denarii—one (or two) of Augustus, four of Tiberius and an unidentified type—sometimes in the same die.

The production of Roman imitation coins and the reference to the term ‘dinari’ in Ikṣvāku epigraphs have been cited by her in support of her argument. She has added that in Western Deccan, Roman coins were valued merely as bullion because this region had its own local currency. This, according to her, explains the comparative paucity of Roman coins on the west coast. However, her observation that during this period, the east coast had no local coinage is wholly incorrect, specially in the context of the discoveries of hundreds of Sangam Chera, Sangam Cōlā, Sangam Pāṇḍya and Malayāmān coins in many parts of Tamilnadu.

A thorough analysis of all these views on the circulation or otherwise of Roman coins as money in India leads to the conclusion that slash marks and countermarks do not have any bearing on the question of the circulation of these issues. Four other factors, which have till date not been collectively considered by scholars in the context of the ‘circulation theory’, are crucial to determine the extent to which these coins were in circulation in India:

1. Finds of Roman coins in archaeological excavations.
2. Finds of early indigenous coins in association with Roman issues in the hoards.
3. The state of wear of the coins, i.e. the incidence of worn coins in the various finds.
4. References to Roman coins in Indian inscriptions and literature.

ROMAN COINS IN EXCAVATIONS

The presence of foreign coins in archaeologically stratified layers facilitates in determining the exact period during which these coins along with the local issues were in use in the different sites. Many of the excavations yielding Roman coins remain unpublished. Even in the published reports, details regarding the precise layer in which the various coins have been discovered and the wear condition of the coins are seldom recorded. Some observations have been made on the basis of the meagre data obtained from these reports, the physical examination of some of the coins as well as personal discussions with a few of the excavators.

Around fifteen sites spread over Pakistan, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Andhra and Tamilnadu have revealed Roman coins in the excavated context. The maximum number of finds (at least nine) is from Andhra (Plate 7).

Most of the finds are from first-second centuries AD layers of habitation sites. Of all the indigenous coin series, the Sāravāhāna issues...
occur most frequently along with Roman coins in the excavated context at Karnataka-Andhra sites such as Chandravalli, Peddabankur and Bavikonda. At Veerapuram (Andhra), a Roman imitation lead coin has been found along with at least one Satavahana coin and two Mahārāṣṭra coins.

In almost all the excavated sites where Roman issues have been found along with the local ones, the latter greatly outnumber the former, clearly indicating that the local coins constituted the main currency while the foreign issues merely supplemented the indigenous series. Also, in any region, stratified finds of Roman coins are very few compared to hoard finds and 'stray' finds.

The uneven geographical distribution of the stratified finds may provide a clue to the intensity of circulation of Roman issues in the different regions. Thus, compared to the Satavahana empire, the circulation of Roman coins in the Kshatrapa territory seems to have been less intense. Hence, it may be recalled that the foreign traders at Barygaza were compelled to exchange a few of their aurei and denarii for large quantities of local issues to be used for their daily living expenses.

In the Tamilnadu-Kerala region, the occurrence of stratified Roman coin finds in merely two sites, viz., Karur and Alagankulam is, however, surprising because other evidence indicates that foreign money circulated extensively in the region.

The chronology of the excavated Roman coins also reveals certain interesting facts. No coin belonging to the Roman Republican period has, so far, been recovered in archaeological excavations. Most of the excavated coins are Augustan and Tiberian issues.

Among the excavated finds, silver issues predominate. This may imply that although the foreign gold coins were more numerous in India, the silver ones circulated more extensively probably even for day-to-day transactions. The excavated Roman gold coins are confined to three sites in Andhra—Kudavelli, Nagarjunakonda and Yellesvaram. Alagankulam near Madurai is the only site which has yielded genuine Roman copper coins in the stratified context.

Slashed, countermarked and imitation coins are not unknown among stratified finds. It may be noted that the occurrence of both genuine and imitation Roman coins in the same layer is rather rare, the finds from Peddabankur being the only well attested exception. Roman coins pierced to be used as necklace pendants have also been found in excavations.
FINDS OF EARLY INDIAN COINS WITH ROMAN COINS IN HOARDS

Although the bulk of Roman coins found in India are in hoards, the presence of early Indian coins in these hoards is rare. Hoards containing Roman and Indian coins are almost unknown not only in north and north-west India where Roman coins were not in circulation as money, but even in west India where these coins did circulate as currency, albeit to a limited extent.

The hoards from Nasthullapur and Weepangandla (Andhra), Mambalam, Tondamanathan and Pennar (Tamilnadu) and Eyyal (Kerala) have revealed Roman issues along with punch marked coins. The Claudian aureus and more than six Sangam Chera portrait coins (first century AD?) recovered together from the dry bed of the river Amaravati at Karur (Tamilnadu) are believed to belong to a single hoard, emerging piecemeal. In all these hoards, the indigenous coins are invariably of silver while the Roman coins are of either gold (Weepangandla, Tondamanathan), or silver (Nasthullapur, Mambalam, Pennar), or both gold and silver (Eyyal).

Roman coins in most of these hoards belong to the first century AD. Among these, the issues of Augustus and Tiberius are the most numerous. Slashed, countermarked, imitation and rarely even pierced coins are found in these hoards.

STATE OF WEAR OF ROMAN COINS FOUND IN INDIA

The state of wear of ancient coins is an indication of the extent to which the coins were in circulation before being lost or buried. Unlike indigenous coins, the state of wear of the foreign issues does not throw much light on the extent to which they were in circulation in India. This is because there is no certainty about the condition in which the foreign coins were transported to India. The occurrence of mint fresh Roman coins in a sizeable number of sites in India may imply that at least some of the worn Roman coins found in this country were reduced to this state of wear solely due to their being circulated in India.

The hoards from Eyyal, Kumbalam, Nedumkandam, Valuvally, Kaliyampattu, Nandyal and Nagavarappupadu exhibit a peculiar phenomenon: while the earliest coins are very worn, there is a gradual improvement in the condition of the later coins in each of these hoards, implying that the later coins did not circulate for long before being buried. No such pattern is, however, discernible in the case of most of the other hoards.

REFERENCES TO ROMAN COINS IN INDIAN INSCRIPTIONS AND LITERATURE

One of the most important but little known aspects pertaining to the circulation of Roman coins in India is the context in which these coins are referred to in inscriptions and literature.

It should be noted that epigraphs directly referring to the aurei or denarii or even Roman traders do not exist in India. Recent studies have revealed that some of the terms and phrases referring to certain types of coins in early Deccani inscriptions allude to the Roman coins which were very common in the Maharashtra-Andhra region during the same period. Similar lithic records referring to Roman money are surprisingly absent in the early Tamil country which has yielded the largest number of Roman coins.

The most relevant record is an inscription from Nashik (Maharashtra) dated Saka 42 (AD 120) which mentions that 70,000 kārāpanas is equivalent to 2,000 suvarnas. The suvarna mentioned here, no doubt, refers to a gold coin but its identification is problematic. The argument
that the term may refer to a Kushan gold coin has been dismissed on the grounds that the site of the inscription was not a part of the Kushan empire and also, Kushan coins were not known in the region. In the absence of any other indigenous gold coin of the early historical period, the **suvarṇa** in the inscription has been, on circumstantial evidence, identified with the Roman aureus.

The integration of imported Roman coins with the local currency system in India is also indicated by a few Ikṣvāku epigraphs found at Nagarjunakonda. Two of the inscriptions here refer to the 'dināri' and 'dināri-māsaka' respectively. The māsaka is usually equivalent to 1/16th of a 'standard' coin. According to B.D. Chattopadhyaya, the reference to the dināri in the inscription may denote the Kshatrapa silver coins which may have circulated in the Ikṣvāku territory and the māsaka may refer to certain low weight punch marked coins. On the other hand, Ajay Mitra Shastri has argued that the dināri denotes the Roman denarius while the dināri-māsaka may be the Ikṣvāku lead coin which would have been assigned the value of 1/16th of a Roman silver coin.

The circulation of Kshatrapa silver coins as currency in the Ikṣvāku domain can, however, be ruled out because of the paucity of these coins in the Andhra country, specially in the stratified context. Hence, Chattopadhyaya's identification of the dināri with the Kshatrapa silver coin is unacceptable. Again, the dināri cannot be identified with the Roman denarius because while these Ikṣvāku inscriptions are of the third-fourth centuries AD, Roman silver coins were exported to India in the first century AD, and they were buried long before the Ikṣvāku rule. In these circumstances, it may be argued that while the dināri-māsaka may be the Ikṣvāku lead coin, the dināri refers to Roman gold coins that were exported to India during the pre-Ikṣvāku, Ikṣvāku and post-Ikṣvāku periods. Also, the use of Roman aurei exported to India in the first century AD even during the subsequent period is amply attested by the fact that gold imitation coins portraying a combination of the motifs on the Roman aurei of the first century and later were produced in large numbers in the Andhra region. Thus, although Roman coins were used as a medium of exchange from the first century AD itself, it was only during the Ikṣvāku rule that the relative value of the base metal local currency and the foreign goid issues was fixed probably by the royal authority.

Besides the dināri and the suvarṇa, the term hiranya mentioned in the Ikṣvāku epigraphs also refers to gold coins which again should have been the Roman aurei alone.

In this connection, the references to coins in the Tamil Sangam literature are also relevant. The Sangam works mention three distinct terms: kātu, kāṇam and pon, all of which also find a place in the medieval inscriptions of south India. Kātu denotes both the coin and the jewel including the bead. Pon initially denoted any metal but mainly refers to gold; here again, whether the term pon in the Sangam literature refers to coins alone or other items of gold as well such as ingots and jewels is not clear. Kāṇam, however, definitely refers to a gold coin and as per the available evidence, seems to be the Roman aureus. The denominational relationship between the kātu and the kāṇam, however, remains unclear.

In all likelihood, the gifts of gold coins bestowed by the Tamil kings on the Sangam bards were the aurei. Roman coins may also have been offered as dākṣinā to priests and scholars during the performance of Vedic sacrifices by the Tamil kings. These kings performed a number of such sacrifices including the āsvamēda (horse sacrifice) as evidenced by the recent discovery of 'āsvamēda type' coins of the Sangam Pāṇḍyas.

It is plausible that the term pālankātu, literally meaning 'old coin', mentioned in some Pallava inscriptions may also denote the Roman aureus.

The literary and epigraphical evidences confirm the circulation of foreign currency of different metals in early historical India. If the imported gold coins reached the king, he used them as 'gift items'. When these issues reached the traders, they used the coins both as 'money for immediate use' and as 'reserve capital' to be hoarded and used in future. The foreign silver and copper coins appear to have circulated more extensively among all sections of society. As the early epigraphs largely pertain to royal grants, they do not shed much light on these silver and copper coins.

**ROMAN COINS AS JEWELLERY**

Some Roman coins appear to have been used as jewellery by the people of ancient India. The coin was converted into a jewel to be worn round the neck by drilling one or two small holes along its edge or by attaching a small metallic loop to it. Such pierced Roman coins are largely confined to select sites in the Tamilnadu-Andhra and Karnataka-Maharashtra-Gujarat regions. The maximum number of finds is from Andhra.

Some of the looted or pierced coins are found in hoards such as Malayadipurthu, Nathampatti and Soriyapattu (Tamilnadu); Bhagavantapavam, Gootiparti (also known as Gaiparti or Gootipalle),
Gopalapuram, Gumada, Nellore, Upparipeta, Vinukonda and Weepangandla (Andhra Pradesh); Akkialur and Nosagere (Karnataka) and Dharpul and Uppavahr (Maharashtra). Pierced issues have been found in the course of archaeological excavations in Kondapur, Kudavelli, Nagarjunakonda and Peddabankur (Andhra). The finds from Arlikamedu (Pondicherry), Junagadhi (Gujarat) and Chakherbedha (Madhya Pradesh) are all stray or accidental discoveries. At Nagarjunakonda, apart from the pierced genuine aureus and the pierced Roman imitation copper coin found in the course of excavations, two pierced imitation Roman gold coins or medallions have been unearthed along with other items of jewellery as part of a ritualistic deposit within a stupa. Roman medals, probably imitations in bronze and copper found in the Coimbatore-Palghat area, have loops of various shapes attached to them. Some of these medals are linked to one another with a thin iron or silver chain. A looped gold medallion from India (?) with the bust of Constantine I on one side and Ardoks, the Iranian goddess of wealth, on the other, is part of the collection of the British Museum, London. A unique twice pierced gold coin (third century AD) depicting a standing Kushan king on the obverse and a Roman bust on the reverse has been excavated at Sisupalgarh (Orissa).

None of the Roman Republican issues found in India are pierced. Pierced first century AD coins are fewer than those of the later periods. An apparent reason for this is that the circulation of foreign coins as 'money' was maximum in the first century AD and, hence, the use of these coins as jewels was limited during that period.

The use of Roman and pseudo-Roman coins as jewellery is hardly surprising because even the indigenous coins were often worn as pendants of necklaces and chains. For example, a treasure trove from Lohardaga (Ranchi district, Bihar) has brought to light two looped Kushan coins—an issue each of Wima Kadphises and Vasudeva(?)—along with a lump of gold. Belwadaga and Sultanganj (Bihar) have also yielded looped Kushan coins; at Sultanganj, the Kushan coin was discovered together with a looped 'standard type' of Samudragupta and some ornaments in a pot. Looped or pierced imitation Kushan coins have also been reported from archaeological excavations in Bihar. Bonai (Orissa) yielded pierced Kushan imitation coins along with a looped genuine gold issue of Huvishka and broken pieces of a gold ring and a gold chain. Double-pierced coins are seen among the silver issues of Nahapana overstruck on the Indo-Parthian coins. Even punch marked coins were sometimes pierced for use as pendants. Whether these coins were used as ornaments during the period when they were in circulation or after they had declined to be valid legal tender—having been replaced by the coins of a new ruling dynasty—is not clear.

The urahadatma māla mentioned in Kalpa Śūtra, a Jain text, may refer to a garland of Roman aurei. Necklaces made of coins are frequently depicted in early Indian stone sculptures. The gold kāśu mālai—garland of gold coins—is still in use in the temples and households of Tamilnadu.

Pierced indigenous coins have not been found along with pierced Roman coins in the hoard context. However, both pierced and non-pierced Roman coins are often found either as part of or in association with other types of jewellery (Plate 8).

In some instances, the pierced hole(s) in the Roman coin is refilled either with metal or a peculiar reddish paste (lac?). The precise reason for 'refilling' remains a mystery. Such 'refilled' coins are found in the Gumada hoard and Peter Berghaus has reported similar coins from Akkialur and Vinukonda.

Some of the Roman coins, have a small circular punch, slightly larger than a dot, close to the edge. These marks are not 'countermarks' but an indication of the unsuccessful attempt to pierce the coin at the point of the mark.

Moulds to produce medals or pendants in imitation of Roman coins have been discovered at Banavasi and Talkad (Karnataka), and Ujjain and Besnagar near Bhilasa (Madhya Pradesh), and Palanpur (Gujarat).

The moulds from Karnataka depict the famous reverse device of Tiberian coins—Livia seated on a throne. Stylistically, however, the devices on the moulds are cruder than those on the genuine Roman coins. The mould from Banavasi is made of agate. The terracotta mould from Talkad, the famous capital of the Western Gangas, is reported to be of the same size as the gold and silver coins of Tiberius. The recovery of this mould from stratified deposits in association with an ancient kiln belonging to the first century AD has led the excavators to propose that the mould could have been used by a goldsmith for producing necklace pendants although unlike the Banavasi mould, it does not have a loop at the top. In stratified layers, a terracotta mould portraying the effigy of the Roman emperor Hadrian (?) has been found at Ujjain. The moulds from Besnagar and Palanpur are made of stone.

It is clear that the manufacture and use of such moulds is restricted to a few areas. Again, although Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka...
have revealed pierced imitation Roman coins, no metallic medal or pendant produced from these moulds is known to date. But looped or pierced clay bullae probably produced from such moulds have been recovered from a number of sites such as Rajghat and Kausambi (Uttar Pradesh); Garh (near Ujjain, Madya Pradesh); Bhokardan, Brahmapuri, Karad, Kausam, Nevasa and Ter (Maharashtra); Chandravali and Sannari (Karnataka); Sisupalgarh (Orissa) and Kondapur (Andhra). Such bullae were probably not known in the Tamil country. The bullae are usually circular discs of baked clay. Some bullae like those from Sisupalgarh have a plain flat reverse. The bullae from Kondapur and a few other sites bear figures on both the sides: the obverse and the reverse are usually produced separately using two different moulds and later cemented together back to back. Many of the bullae may have been originally gilded to appear like gold jewels. In all the excavated sites, the bullae are usually found along with pseudo-Roman and Roman coins and pottery.

It may be inferred that these clay bullae were mainly used by the common people who could not afford genuine Roman coins and their metallic imitations. The indigenous coins were normally not imitated in clay because these coins were not of gold and hence were within the reach of even the poorer sections of society. Moreover, these coins were available in greater quantities than the imported ones.

NOTES

1. Besides the Kallakinar coins, the Madras Museum has at least four Republican issues whose exact provenance has not been recorded. As most of the objects in this museum have been discovered in south India, it may be assumed that these coins too were recovered from the same region. Similarly, the British Museum, London, has three Republican coins from India whose precise find-spot remains unknown (India Office Collection [IOC] 1228, 1229 and 1230). For more details about the Roman Republican coins found in Maharashtra and other places in north India, see P.P. Kulkarni, 'Early Roman Coins in India', JNSI, vol. XLVI, 1984, pp. 37-8. For Republican coins found in Sri Lanka, see H.W. Codrington, Ceylon Coins and Currency, Memoirs of the Colombo Museum, series A, no. 3, Colombo, 1924, pp. 240-1.

The British Museum possesses at least eight post-Nerovian denarii which were
found in India. These include two issues of Vespasian (IOC 1253,
1254); two of Domitian (IOC 1255, 1256); one of Trajan (IOC 1257);
two of Hadrian (IOC 1258, 1259); and one of Antoninus Pius (IOC 1260).

15. Museums in India including the Government Museum, Madras and the Indian
Museum, Calcutta, have small collections of base metal Roman coins found in
India. The precise find-spots of these coins are, however, not known.


17. MacDowall, 'Trade on the Maritime Silk Route', idem, 'Indian Imports of
Roman Silver Coins', pp. 145-63; idem, 'The Evidence of the Gazetteer of
Roman Artefacts in India', pp. 79-95.

18. R.E.M. Wheeler, 'Roman Contact with India, Pakistan and Afghanistan', in
Aspects of Archaeology in Britain and Beyond: Essays Presented to O.G.S.
Crawford, ed. W.F. Grimes, London, 1951, pp. 345-81; idem, Rome Beyond the Imperial

19. D.W. MacDowall, 'Lecture' at the Tamilnadu Numismatic Society, Madras,
1990, quoted in K.V. Raman, 'Roman Coins from Tamilnadu', SSIC, vol. II,
1992, pp. 19-34. In 1994, I had a long discussion on this topic with
MacDowall.

20. Raman, 'Roman Coins from Tamilnadu', p. 28.

21. Late Roman and Byzantine coins continue to be unearthed in large numbers
in the villages around Coimbatore and also in Madurai and Karur. In recent
years, the maximum number of finds has been from Karur. A visit to this
town in 1998 revealed hundreds of such coins in the possession of local coin
dealers and street urchins. I have also examined such coins in the personal
collections of Vidwan I. Ramaawani, Boulavampati and A. Sitaraman, Tanjaur.
Some publications of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries refer
to finds of such coins but the circumstances of the finds are rarely recorded. For
a brief survey of some of these writings, see B.D. Chattopadhyaya, Coins and
Currency Systems in South India c. AD 225-1300, New Delhi, 1977, pp. 116-
17.

22. This opinion was expressed by I.K. Sarma during the course of my discussions
with him at Madras in 1990 and at New Delhi in 1994. Also see I.K. Sarma,
'Roman Coins from Andhra Pradesh: Their Contexts, Chronology and Cultural

23. The site was excavated by the Archaeological Survey of India. See T.
Sathyamurthy, 'Numismatic Finds from Bandar Pattanam in Tamilnadu', SSIC,

24. MacDowall, 'Trade on the Maritime Silk Route'.

25. K.V. Raman, 'Roman Contacts with Tamilnadu (South-eastern India): Recent
Findings', paper presented at the international seminar on India and the Roman
World Between the 1st and 4th Centuries AD, Madras, 1990; idem, 'Roman
Coins from Tamilnadu', pp. 19-34; Sarma, 'Roman Coins from Andhra Pradesh,
pp. 35-50; Sewell, 'Roman Coins Found in India', pp. 591-637.

26. Turner, Roman Coins from India, p. 34; Wheeler, 'Roman Contact with India,
Pakistan and Afghanistan', p. 363. The sole slashed denarius in the Madras Museum mentioned by Wheeler, on the basis of the information that he received from T.G. Aravamuthan, Curator at the museum, is to date not traceable.
27. Turner, _Roman Coins from India_, p. 29.
29. Turner, _Roman Coins from India_, p. 33.
34. Turner, _Roman Coins from India_, p. 32.
38. Turner, _Roman Coins from India_, pp. 33-6, 43-4.
40. Small countermarks are found even on Roman coins in European sites. These marks are totally different from, and cannot be compared with the marks on the Roman coins in India. Also, unlike the marks on the coins in India, the marks on the coins found in Europe have been extensively studied and published. See H. Mattingly, _Coins of the Roman Empire in the British Museum, Volume V: Augustus to Commodus_, London, 1965, pp. xxvii-xxlii.
41. Berghaus, 'Roman Coins from India and their Imitations', p. 112.
42. Many coins of the Akkanpalle hoard are in an extremely worn condition. In 1989, I examined the hoard in the Andhra Pradesh State Archaeological Museum, Hyderabad, and found countermarks on 1,279 coins although many of these marks were only faintly visible. I strongly believe that some more coins of the hoard bear countermarks which are to date not discernible. In Gupta, _Roman Coins from Andhra Pradesh_, p. 70, mention is made of 1,279 marked coins but Appendix A of the same book lists only about 1,123 marked coins.
45. Gupta, _Roman Coins from Andhra Pradesh_, pp. 69-70.
49. Berghaus, 'Roman Coins from India and their Imitations', p. 112; Ghosh and Ismail, ibid., pp. 11-17; Turner, _Roman Coins from India_, pp. 34-6.
52. Berghaus, 'Roman Coins from India and their Imitations', p. 111.
53. The bibliography covering the late Roman copper coins in Sri Lanka is vast. In recent years, R. Walburg and O. Bopearachchi have compared these Sri Lankan finds with similar ones in south India. For more details about these finds and for a bibliography of the publications of these two and other scholars,


55. Kondap was excavated around 1940. However, the full details have not been published. See Aloka Paraskevi, 'Kondup: A Forgotten City (Reflections on the Early History of Telangana)', *Indian History Congress—Proceedings of the Forty-eighth Session*, Delhi, 1988, pp. 82-90; G. Yazdani, 'Excavations at Kondap: An Andhra Town, c. 200 B.C.—A.D. 200', *Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute*, vol. 22, 1941, pp. 171-85.


64. For full details of the opinions of these scholars, refer to the section on 'Slashed Coins' in this chapter.
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84. For a detailed survey of all these finds from Bihar, see P.L. Gupta, 'Kushana-Murunda Rule in Eastern India—Numismatic Evidence', JNSI, vol. XXXVI, 1974, pp. 25-53.


86. Sarma, 'Roman Coins from Andhra Pradesh', p. 39.

87. Berghaus, 'Roman Coins from India and their Imitations', p. 110.


90. R.S. Sharma, Urban Decay in India (c.300-c.1000), New Delhi, 1987, p. 68.

91. Wheeler, 'Roman Contact with India, Pakistan and Afghanistan', p. 351.

92. Gupta, Roman Coins from Andhra Pradesh, p. 77.

93. Lists of such finds have been included in several publications. See S.B. Deo, 'Roman Trade: Recent Archaeological Discoveries in Western India', in Rome and India: The Ancient Sea Trade, ed. V. Begley and Richard Daniel De Puma, Madison, 1991, pp. 39-45; Gupta, 'Roman Coins from Andhra Pradesh', p. 77; idem, 'Kushana-Murunda Rule in Eastern India', p. 39; Lal, 'Sisupalgarh 1948', pp. 101-2. The find from Sannati is a recent one and is not included in these lists. For details about the find from Sannati, see D.V. Devaraj, 'A Roman Terracotta Pendant from Sannati in Karnataka', SSIC, vol. VII, 1997, pp. 45-8.

Ceramics

The principal Roman ceramic types discovered in India are terra sigillata and amphora jars. The rouletted and the red polished wares were earlier considered as imports from the west, but recent studies have revealed that these are indigenous products.

Any study of Roman pottery in India is beset with two major problems:

1. Lack of sufficient information about the chronology of the ware: Many of the major archaeological excavations remain unpublished. Even in the case of published excavated sites, the stratified layers are, very often, not assigned any precise date but are merely termed as 'early-historical' or 'early-medieval', etc., leading to confusion in determining the exact date of the antiquities recovered from those layers.

   Again, several important sites such as Kanchi (Tamilnadu) have been subjected to archaeological excavations more than once and by different teams. But full details of none of these excavations are forthcoming. On the basis of the available information, significant differences may be observed between the stratigraphy of different trenches within the same site, thus making it extremely difficult to assess the relative chronological sequence of pottery types, i.e. the sequence of their occurrence.

2. The non-availability of statistical data pertaining to the potsherds found in each of the sites: As the quantity of Roman and pseudo-Roman pottery in India is limited, the precise number of fragments from each site would assume considerable significance, particularly for the purposes of a comparative analysis of the quantity of one variety of ceramic vis-à-vis another in different regions of India. However, precise data on the number of sherds are not available for several excavated sites. In other words, exact numbers of the different varieties of potsherds obtained
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from each layer have not been recorded. There is great ambiguity in the reports which use vague terms such as 'few', 'many', 'not much', 'a good number' and 'hundreds' to describe the quantity of the wares. It should be noted that non-quantified distribution patterns can lead to extremely distorted results by according the same importance to one sherd or hundreds of them.

**ROULETTED WARE**

This refers to a pottery type which bears concentric bands of rouletted decoration usually effected by a toothed wheel. The rouletted designs include small triangles, parallelograms, ovals, dots, etc. The ware has a remarkably smooth surface and normally exhibits a metallic lustre. Such ceramics are common in early historical Europe.

Indians undoubtedly learnt the rouletting technique and designs from Western traders who would have definitely brought specimens of the Mediterranean ware to India. But all the rouletted sherds recovered from a number of Indian sites and presently housed in various private and public collections appear to be local products.1

Around a hundred sites spread over India have yielded rouletted ware (see Appendix II). The maximum number of finds, not surprisingly, is from the Andhra-Tamilnadu region. In fact, rouletted ware is found throughout the Coromandel coast and also in Sri Lanka, indicating a well established communication network linking the entire east coast of India with northern Sri Lanka. There is a marked paucity of this ware in most parts of the west coast, specially Kerala and Gujarat, though specimens have been recovered from a few sites in Maharashtra. Rouletted ware has not been found in Pakistan and north-west India. The ware occurs both in the course of archaeological excavations and also as surface finds. A good number of excavated sites have yielded rouletted ware on the surface as also in stratified layers.

It is clear that rouletted ware is widely distributed throughout the subcontinent both in the coastal regions and in the interior areas (Map 2). The general pattern appears to be that while Roman coin finds are more numerous in the coastal areas, rouletted ware sites are more in the interior. Rouletted ware seems to have been first produced in the coastal areas and some of the inland sites probably received the ware from the port towns. Almost all regions yielding rouletted pottery have also revealed Roman coins except West Bengal where rouletted ware has been recovered from eleven well attested sites but hardly any
Roman coin has been reported from the region. In all other parts of the
country, rouletted ware sites are, compared to Roman coin sites, fewer
in any given region, specially in the south which has revealed the largest
number of coins.

The absence of the rouletted ware in Kerala is difficult to explain
specially in the light of the fact that even in some of the Coromandel
port sites, rouletted ware occurs in layers of second-first centuries BC
which is precisely the period when Kerala's link with the Western world
was at its zenith. It should, however, be noted that the maximum number
of Mediterranean merchants visited India only in the first century AD
when the main focus of the trade had shifted from Kerala to south-
eastern India.

The reasons for the absence of rouletted pottery in Gujarat are not
clear. Unlike Kerala, Gujarat has, surprisingly, revealed the largest
number of amphorae finds in the whole of India. Bronze objects of
Hellenistic origin have also been found in Gujarat. Moreover, rouletted
ware is common in sites of neighbouring Maharashtra.

It may be inferred that rouletted pottery-making technique did not
reach India through the land route across West Asia because the ware is
not known in north-western India, Pakistan and the adjoining regions
where various types of Roman antiquities such as coins, bronze objects
and even amphorae have been discovered. The view that rouletted pottery
in India is closely and specifically linked to the seaborne trade is attested
by the fact that rouletted finds, very similar to those found on the
Coromandel coast, have been reported in considerable numbers not
only from Sri Lanka but also from East Africa, Maldives, Burma,
Indonesia and several other South-East Asian sites. Further, X-ray
diffraction analysis and neutron activation analysis of selected rouletted
ware sherds from Sembiran and Pacung in Bali, Arikamedu and
Karalkadu in south India and Anuradhapura in Sri Lanka indicate that
all these sherds had a common geological source in terms of their clay
and temper compositions. Thus, it is likely that several of the rouletted
ware finds in Sri Lanka and South-East Asia may have reached those
places from Alagankulam, Arikamedu and other ports along the east
coast of India. Significantly, Arikamedu was a major pottery
manufacturing centre. The active commercial exchange between
Arikamedu, Sri Lanka and South-East Asia is further corroborated by
recurrent discoveries in Sri Lanka and further east, of several other types
of India related objects. For instance, glass and semi-precious stone beads
believed to have been produced in Arikamedu have been unearthed in

Thailand. Recently, archaeological excavations at Khuan Luk Pat on
the west coast of Thailand have even revealed a copper Sangam Côla
coin and a copper Pallava coin.

It is interesting to analyse the probable routes through which rouletted
pottery and the rouletting technique spread in India from the ports to
the hinterland which has revealed the ware in large numbers. All the
important port towns yielding rouletted ware are situated close to the
spot where a major river joins the sea (Vasavasamudram: river Palar;
Arikamedu: river Gingee and Ariyankuppam: Kaveripumpattinam: river
Kaveri; Korkai: river Tamraparni; Alagankulam: river Vaigai). The reason
for this is that the south-eastern coast of India is devoid of natural
harbours and hence, most of the port sites are situated close to the
estuaries of the rivers. Romans apparently travelled in India, from
the coast to the interior, crossing the rivers in canoes. Hence, the location
of the ports on the rivers would have certainly facilitated the spread of
rouletted ware and the rouletting technique from the port towns, along
the various rivers, to the hinterland where several rouletted ware sites
have been discovered, for instance, Kanchi, not far from river Palar;
Uraiyr on the banks of Kaveri; and Karur on the banks of Amaravati,
a tributary of the Kaveri. There seems to have been some interaction
between Arikamedu and Suttukeni situated, not far from Amaravati,
along the river Gingee, even though Suttukeni has not revealed any
rouletted ware till date. In several cases, a group of sites, on either bank
of a major river, has revealed numerous Roman objects as well as rouletted
pottery thereby indicating that trade was very brisk along that river.
Two such instances are the lower Kaveri valley in Tamilnadu (in the
first century AD) and the lower Krishna valley in Andhra Pradesh (in the
second century AD).

Even in the case of rouletted ware sites of north India, the pottery
reached those places only through rivers. Ayodhya, on the banks of the
river Sarayu, may be considered the innermost site (farthest from the
sea) where rouletted sherds have been found in an archaeologically
stratified context. Here, the trade would have been along the arterial
geriverine routes of the Sarayu and through it, the Ganga, after their
confluence at Chapra, linking coastal sites such as Tamralipti (Tamluk)
in eastern India with the hinterland. Rajghat, another important
rouletted ware site, is also located on the banks of the Ganga. Till recently,
both the Sarayu and the Ganga were used for water-borne trade between
north and east India by means of bagåras (large boats). The rouletted
ware sites of Maharashtra too are all located not too far from important

In rare instances, the rouletted ware as well as the rouletting technique seem to have spread from trade centres, either on the coast or on the banks of rivers, even to remote inland sites which had no direct contact with the Roman world. Some of these sites have not yielded any Roman object and have been mentioned neither in the classical accounts nor in ancient Indian literature, and trade has not been a major activity in these places. Such sites are few in number and include Appukallu and Tiruvamattur in Tamilnadu.

It may be noted that there are several varieties among the rouletted ware sherds found in India. Broadly, the finds fall under two distinct categories—a finer variety which is almost identical to the Mediterranean rouletted ware, and an inferior variety which is invariably coarser in fabric, unpolished and unslipped and in which the rouletted designs depict crude workmanship. In bright light, minute mica particles can be seen on the finer variety. As the sherds from several sites are not available for physical examination, it is not possible to comment on the exact number of the inferior and finer varieties in the different regions. The available data, however, indicates that the finer varieties are more numerous in the coastal areas, specially the port sites. This may be explained by the presence of a larger number of Mediterranean traders and artisans proficient in the rouletting technique in the coastal towns. Vimala Begley has even suggested that the rouletted dishes in Arikamedu may have been originally meant for use by the Greek, Arab, Indian and other traders who flocked to the site. It is plausible that the colony of Roman merchants at the site initiated the production of the ware here. Not surprisingly, the finer varieties of rouletted ware mostly occur in the site’s ‘Northern Sector’ which is supposed to be the residential zone of the traders.

While most of the rouletted sherds in India, both of the finer and cruder varieties, are of varying shades of grey and black, the recent excavations at Arikamedu and Alagankulam have brought to light a fine bright red rouletted ware (Plate 9). At Alagankulam, all the rouletted sherds recovered from the third-fourth centuries AD layers are of the red variety. This red variety was, however, known even in the pre-Christian era. A sherd of this variety, collected from the surface at Alagankulam, depicts the Tamil Brāhmī legend ‘śi-ca-a-n’ (personal name?) palaeographically akin to the Tamil Brāhmī rock inscription at Māngulam (Tamilnadu) and dated to the second-first centuries BC. It appears that the production of the grey, black and red varieties began almost simultaneously in the pre-Christian era although in the initial period, the production of the red variety was limited. Moreover, the red variety is not known in a large number of sites. In any case, the non-availability of data pertaining to the precise stratigraphic context of each of the rouletted ware sherds on a site by site basis makes it extremely difficult to draw any generalization about the precise chronology of the black, grey and red varieties of rouletted ware in India.

Regarding the centres or sites where rouletted pottery was produced in India, Vishwas Gogte has argued that it was manufactured at multiple production centres in the lower Ganga plains, mainly in the Chandraketugarh-Tamluk region of Bengal. This view is based on the fact that the mineral patterns of select rouletted ware specimens from several sites such as Arikamedu and Alagankulam (Tamilnadu region), Sisupalgarh and Manikpatna (Orissa), Kothapatnam (Andhra) and Nashik (Maharashtra) are identical with the clay found in the Chandraketugarh area. Gogte’s theory, however, fails to take into account the fact that the quantity of rouletted ware found in Bengal is far less than the finds in many south Indian sites, specially Arikamedu. It is
extremely unlikely that the finds of a particular type of pottery would be far less in the vicinity of the production site than the finds in places where the pottery was exported. Further, there is concrete evidence in support of the fact that rouletted ware was produced in many sites outside Bengal. For instance, the rouletted sherds from Arikamedu and Brahmagiri (Karnataka) were originally believed to be identical but a recent re-examination of the finds reveals that although the surface treatment appears to be similar, the difference in the clay contents of the two sets of finds indicates that each of them was manufactured at a different centre. Again, an archaeo-chemical analysis indicates that there is no difference in the mineral content of both the megalithic black and red ware and the rouletted ware recovered from Satankota (Andhra Pradesh) implying that both these wares were produced at this site itself.7

It is clear that rouletted ware has always been considered as 'precious' or 'deluxe' pottery, too precious to be discarded even if cracked or broken. For instance, at Vaddamanu (Andhra), broken or cracked rouletted ware dishes were, after being suitably rivetted with iron or copper, used by the people.8

A study of the various early Indian ceramic types as also coins found along with the rouletted ware, both in the stratified and non-stratified contexts, may be expected to provide a clue to the date of rouletted ware in India. Surprisingly, Roman coins have been found along with rouletted ware in stratified layers only in a few sites such as Karur and Alagankulam (Tamilnadu) and Nevasa (Maharashtra). The early Indian coins found along with rouletted pottery include the punch marked, Sangam-Çöl, Puri-Kushan, Såtavåhana, Mahârathi and Iksvåku.

The black and red ware is the main type of pottery found to be associated with rouletted ware in almost all parts of India.

Rouletted ware has been recovered with the Russet Coated Painted (RCP) ware—erroneously termed 'Andhra ware'—at several sites such as Jambuladiinne, Kambaduru, Mittapalli, Nilugondla and Satanikota (Andhra); Nashik and Nevasa (Maharashtra); Banavasi, Brahmagiri, Chandravalli and TNarsipur (Karnataka); Kodumanal and Uraiýur (Tamilnadu) and Arikamedu (Pondicherry). At Arikamedu, only a single sherd of RCP ware could be identified. At Kanchi, both rouletted and RCP wares occur together in period IB which varies from the first century AD to the third century AD. It is not clear whether RCP ware first appeared at Kanchi or M-1 which dates from the first century BC to the first century AD. At Kodumanal, RCP ware was first identified in layers earlier to those of the rouletted ware. The case of Karur is not clear. According to one published account, the beginning of the use of RCP ware at Karur can be traced to around 300 BC, thus predating the appearance of rouletted ware at the site.10 Another published account categorically mentions that the RCP ware phase at the site post-dates the rouletted ware phase and is datable to the third-fourth centuries AD.11 At Perur near Coimbatore, RCP ware has been found in many of the layers of the early historical period but the site has not revealed any rouletted sherd. Rouletted ware has not been discovered at Nagarjunakonda (Andhra) either, although the site has been repeatedly excavated.12 As both Perur and Nagarjunakonda have yielded Roman coins, and amphora has also been recovered from Nagarjunakonda, and as many places in the vicinity of these two sites have revealed rouletted ware, the reasons for the absence of this ware in these two sites are not clear.

Incidentally, the geographical distribution of RCP ware is very wide from Nevasa in western India to Madurai in south-eastern India. In different sites, the ware occurs in layers dating from 400 BC to AD 400. According to K. Rajan, contrary to popular belief, the ware originated in Kongunadu (Coimbatore area) and not in the Karnataka-Andhra region.13 The non-occurrence of the ware in numerous early historical urban commercial centres in Karnataka-Andhra including Nagarjunakonda may be cited in support of Rajan's view. However, V. Begley's contention that the RCP ware, common in Coimbatore and Malabar regions, is normally not found on the Coromandel coast is true only with regard to the southern part of Tamilnadu of the east coast as sites in the eastern districts of Andhra have revealed the ware.

Rouletted ware has been found along with Northern Black Polished (NBP) ware at Alagankulam (Tamilnadu); Chebrolu, Daranikota and Vaddamanu (Andhra); Sisupalgarh (Orissa); Chandraketugarh, Haritarpur and Tamluk (chakolitic NBP) (West Bengal) and Arni and Ter (Maharashtra). The NBP ware, as is well known, originated in the Ganga valley around 500 BC and was extensively used throughout the Mauryan empire. Hence, its occurrence in the extreme south of India initially came as a surprise. It may, however, be noted that Alagankulam is not the first Tamilnadu site to reveal the ware, as six NBP sherds have been unearthed earlier, most probably along with rouletted pottery, during archaeological excavations at the Pândyan secondary capital and port town of Korkai, close to the peninsular tip of India. NBP pottery has also been recovered from Anuradhapura in Sri Lanka in layers of the pre-Christian era.15 At Alagankulam, more
than 10 fragments of NBP ware have been found from a depth of 2.90 m. to 6 m. suggesting the use of the ware at the site from almost the third century BC to the second century AD. The recent discoveries of NBP ware all along the Coromandel coast, specially in the Nellore region of Andhra, provide valuable clues to the precise route along which the ware travelled from north India to the Tamil country and thence, across the sea, to Sri Lanka.

Recent studies and excavations at Arikamedu have indicated that the main period of rouletted ware is from around the second century BC to the late first century AD. This early period during which rouletted pottery was introduced in India is corroborated by finds from a number of other sites. Daranikota has yielded a wharf and a navigational channel together with multicoloured foreign glass objects, earrings, bangles and a seal of the second century BC. Both at Daranikota and at Amaravati (Andhra), rouletted ware has been recovered from the post-Asokan levels (period III). At Salihundam (Andhra), rouletted ware has been found in the mid-second century BC layers. Some of the sherds at this site also contain inscriptions palaeographically belonging to this date. At Vanagiri, near Kaveripattinam, black rouletted ware has been recovered along with a silver punch marked coin from the second century BC deposits. Alagankulam has also yielded rouletted ware in layers of the pre-Christian era. From a depth of 4.10 m., an interesting inscribed rouletted sherd has been found at Alagankulam. The legend on this sherd reads ‘pi-ti-u-ra-y’ meaning ‘handle-cover’. Probably this sherd, assigned to the beginning of the Christian era, was the lid of a vessel. In all the excavated sites, the quantity of rouletted ware in the first century AD levels is far more than that of the earlier period.

It is obvious that rouletted ceramics were produced in India mainly during the period of maritime trade. When the trade began to slowly decline from the late first century AD, there was a corresponding decrease in the popularity, production and use of the ware, Alagankulam being the sole recorded site where the ware was in vogue as late as the fourth century AD.

In conclusion, the ceramic traditions of the early Tamil country where several rouletted ware sites are located may, with minor deviations in the case of a few sites, be summed up as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>Black and red ware of thin fabric</td>
<td>400 BC–200 BC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase II</td>
<td>Black and red ware of thick fabric;</td>
<td>200 BC–AD 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCP ware, NBP ware, rouletted ware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AMPHORAE

Amphora is a Latin term derived from the Greek ‘amphoros’ or ‘amphiphoreus’, ‘amp’ meaning ‘on both sides’ and ‘phoreus’ meaning ‘bearer’. The term usually denotes an ancient jar or vase with a large oval body, a narrow cylindrical neck and two handles rising almost to the level of the mouth. The earliest amphorae were made by the Greeks but later different versions of such jars were produced almost throughout Europe.

Amphora finds have been reported from around forty sites scattered all across the Indian subcontinent from Taxila in the north-west to Alagankulam in the extreme south (Appendix III). Many specimens have been obtained from the early historical sites of Maharashtra and Gujarat. Finds from the east coast are comparatively less (Map 3). The majority of the finds are from archaeological excavations while a few are surface collections.

Mortimer Wheeler has argued that the import of amphorae into India began in the early years of the first century AD. Recent studies and discoveries, however, have indicated that the amphorae began to reach Arikamedu from the second century BC. At Arikamedu, almost half the number of sherds are of genuine Greek Koan amphorae of the second century BC. Many amphorae pieces from Alagankulam, too, are from layers of the pre-Christian era. A significant observation is that in all the excavated amphora sites such as Arikamedu, Karaikadu, Karur and Alagankulam which have also revealed rouletted ware, the rouletted ware pre-dated the amphorae by half a century. The contention that both rouletted ware and amphorae appear from almost the beginning of the human settlement at Alagankulam is flawed. Here, rouletted pottery has been discovered from layers dating to around 200 BC while NBP ware has been assigned to around 150 BC. All these three types of pottery, viz., amphorae, NBP ware and rouletted ware have been found together at Alagankulam in layers of the late first century BC. In most of the excavated sites, the number of amphorae is maximum in the first century AD layers. With the gradual decline in the volume of sea trade, the import of amphorae into India also began to steadily decline from around the late first century AD. Amphorae sherds from the post-first
century AD layers, restricted to a few sites in India, are generally limited in number. Alagankulam alone, however, has yielded a sizeable number of fragments even from layers of the third-fourth centuries AD.

Contrary to general belief, most sites in India have yielded very few amphora sherd, except Arikamedu where a single excavation (Wheeler, 1945) has revealed 116 fragments representing approximately the same number of vessels. Excavations at the site by the French have brought to light 77 fragments. Recent excavations have yielded many more pieces including body sherds and handle fragments. At Nevasa, 63 sherd have been found. Although archaeological excavations were conducted in different parts of Karur, only six fragments have been reported. Taxila, Mathura, Vasavasamudram and some other sites have each revealed a single fragment. Information about the precise number of sherds from many other sites is not available.

The distribution pattern of the amphora presents a contrast to that of rouletted ware. While around 100 sites have revealed rouletted ware, barely 40 sites have yielded the amphora. Most of the rouletted ware sites are on the east coast, whereas the amphora sites are heavily concentrated in the west, mainly in Gujarat (15 sites) and Maharashtra (9 sites) which together account for over 60 per cent of the total amphora finds in India. The Coromandel coast has barely 7 amphora sites including Arikamedu which has yielded the largest number of sherds among all the Indian sites. Even on the west coast, no amphora has been found in the southernmost part (Kerala). In fact, this region has not yielded any type of Roman or pseudo-Roman pottery.

Barring a few single specimens of amphorae in places such as Taxila and Mathura, there are two distinct concentrations of amphora sites—one in the west (Maharashtra, Gujarat) and the other in the south-east (mainly Tamilnadu).

Among the finds from Tamilnadu, those reported from Vellalur (near Coimbatore) and Vijayamangalam (near Erode) are not widely known. Doubts have been expressed about the identification of the amphorae from these sites. Yet, the fact that these sites lie within the region where evidence for the Roman trade of the first century AD in terms of Julio-Claudian coin hoards is numerous, makes these amphora finds assume special significance. It may be noted that among all the sites of India, Vellalur has yielded the maximum number of Roman coin hoards—six major hoards, totalling over 1,000 coins ranging in date from Augustus to Nero, besides some of the finest specimens of Roman gold jewellery of the first century AD. Recently, rouletted sherds have
been collected from the disturbed habitation mound locally known as Uppiliappanmēdu at this site.

The amphorae finds from Vasavasamudram, Arikamedu, Karaikadu and Alagankulam do not come as a surprise because all these sites were important Indo-Roman trading ports of the first century AD when trade in amphorae was at its peak. Although the excavated materials from Vasavasamudram have been dated to the third-fourth centuries AD, it may be noted that the site was badly damaged before the small-scale archaeological digs and the amphora, probably bearing the trademark stamp, from the site, is not from the stratified context.

Karur, on the banks of the Amaravati, although not a port-city, was a flourishing capital of the Sangam Cheras and a famous market town. It was well connected with several other trading centres such as Uraiyyur which supplied muslin to the Romans, and the port of Kaveripumpattinam. Karur has yielded hundreds of Roman coins and early historical jewellery revealing classical influence, mostly of the first century AD. Hence, the discovery of the amphorae at Karur is not surprising. The amphora finds from the site are confined to two trenches, lying close to one another, almost at the summit of the mound representing the old township. In both these trenches, a habitational deposit of about 5 m. has revealed that the site was in continuous occupation from the pre-Christian era to the medieval times. One of these trenches has yielded three amphora pieces: a rim at a depth of 1.10 m., another rim at a depth of 1.85 m. and a double handle at a depth of 1.75 m. The other trench has also yielded three fragments: a (body?) sherd and shoulder portion with a part of the handle at a depth of 4.30 m. and another small sherd at a depth of 4.50 m. It is therefore clear that the use of the amphora in the latter trench pre-dated its use in the former trench by a few decades. All the amphorae finds have, however, been assigned to period II of the site, i.e. to the first two centuries of the Christian era. The associated finds include rouletted, black and red and red slipped wares. Some of the black and red ware sherds bear short legends in Tamil-Brahmi script palaeographically akin to the famous Tamil-Brahmi rock inscription at Pugalur, about 15 km. from Karur. Significantly, the inscription at Pugalur mentions the names of three generations of Chera rulers who are believed to have lived around the first century AD. The two other relevant discoveries from the excavations at Karur are the badly corroded Roman silver coin found at a depth of 52 cm. (?) below ground level as well as a square copper coin bearing an elephant on the obverse and a bow and arrow on the reverse. The latter coin, probably minted in the first century BC, is obviously an issue of the Sangam Cheras whose royal insignia was the bow. It may be noted that the solitary Roman coin was found in a trench which did not reveal the amphora.

Archaeological confirmation for the trade in amphorae between south India and Rome has come from the recent finds at the coastal site of Leukos Limen (Quseir al-Qadim) in Egypt. Of all the Roman Red Sea ports in Egypt, Leukos Limen is the closest to the river Nile and the most important from the point of view of trade. The finds from the site include two potsherds bearing Tamil-Brahmi legends, huge quantities of amphorae and the remnants of an ancient glass-making industry. The amphorae from the site are so large that it is not possible to accept that all the specimens were meant for use by the inhabitants of the area. Some of these amphorae would have been intended for trans-shipment to the ports of the Tamil country. This hypothesis is corroborated by the finds, in several Egyptian sites, of innumerable Rhodian and Knidian amphorae, identical to those seen in Arikamedu. Begley’s recent excavations at Arikamedu have even revealed Tunisian amphorae of the fifth century AD. R. Nagaswamy has also reported Tunisian red ware from Alagankulam. Berenice, the southernmost Egyptian Red Sea port, has also yielded a first century AD amphora fragment bearing a Tamil-Brahmi inscription.

Among all the amphora sites of western India, Ter is very important as it lies on the trade route linking Eastern Deccan with the port of Barygaza (Broach) via Paithan (an amphora site) and Nashik. Ter was also well connected with Kondapur, Nerasa and Nagarjunakonda. Amphorae have been recovered from the latter three sites. It is quite likely that the amphorae reached many sites in Gujarat and Ter from the port of Barygaza. From Ter, the amphorae would have been carried further east, may be even to Nagarjunakonda. Bhokardan, another amphora site in western India, also lies on the caravan route linking Ter, Paithan and Ujjain, the only amphora site in Madhya Pradesh. Bhokardan was well linked with Junnar (an amphora site), Karle, Kanheri and Kalyan. Thus, all the amphora sites in western India constitute a well knit group of commercial centres and Roman artifacts from one site could have easily been carried to the other sites as part of the trade process. Significantly, many of these western sites were also mint towns. The mint at Paithan, the capital of the Sātavāhanas, was obviously a Sātavāhana mint. Junnar also had a mint used by the Sātavāhanas and later by the Western Kshatrapas.
The amphora find at Chandravalli (Karnataka) has to be viewed in the context of the discovery of several first century AD Roman coins and rouletted ware from the site. The site has yielded a fragment of an original amphora in an unstratified context and another red ware jar, comparable to the amphora, probably in a stratified layer.27

The discovery of the amphora from Manikpatna (Orissa), lying at a distance of 50 km. from Puri, is puzzling because the Orissa region has hardly yielded any notable Roman or pseudo-Roman vestiges apart from the gold coins at Bamanghati, which were never fully published and are now lost, and rouletted pottery from Sisupalgarh. Recent explorations along the Orissa coast have, however, brought to light a number of ancient port sites that may have participated in the Indo-Roman trade.16

Taxila and Mathura, two amphora sites, have each revealed a Roman coin of the first century AD. The strategic location and consequent commercial importance of Taxila are too well known.28 Three major trade routes, one from northern and eastern India, the second from western Asia and the third from Kashmir and Central Asia, converged at Taxila. The amphora and the Roman coin found at Taxila would have reached the site from Rome over the land route across Central Asia. It is not clear how a fragment of an amphora handle recovered from stratified layers during excavations at Ambarish Tila, a mound in the northern part of Mathura city, reached the site. According to M.C. Joshi and A.K. Sinha, the sherd reached Mathura from the port of Barygaza.29 This is a very circuitous route and evidence for any direct trade between Barygaza and Mathura is scanty, besides, Roman artificial finds in the region between these two important trade centres are extremely limited. A more plausible explanation is that the amphora could have reached Mathura from Taxila. The close contacts between Taxila and Mathura are attested by the discovery of Mathura red sandstone in Taxila. It may also be noted that Mathura, on the banks of the river Yamuna (or Jamuna), lies almost midway on the long trade route linking Central Asia and Taxila with the port of Tamralipti (or Tamluk) in eastern India.

As wine was an important item of export from Rome to India, archaeologists and historians have, till recently, presumed that all the amphorae in India are wine jars and that the very presence of the amphorae in any part of the subcontinent indicates that it was engaged in trade in wine. Recent studies on the amphorae from Arikamedu, however, have revealed that all the amphorae in India are not of the same type.30 Different versions of the jar showing subtle variations in size, shape and surface treatment and manufactured at different times at various European sites reached India. Moreover, items other than wine such as olive oil and garum (a fish sauce) were also exported to India in the amphorae. At Arikamedu, a few specimens of olive oil jars from Spain and from the Istrian Peninsula in the Northern Adriatic and more than nine fragments of the Spanish garum amphorae have been identified. Some of the amphorae are believed to have been used for the storage of fruits, mainly apples. The majority of the amphorae fragments are, however, of wine jars. The amphorae physically examined by me in different collections in Tamilnadu may be Greek Koan wine amphorae or Italian pseudo-Koan wine amphorae, most probably the latter. It should be stressed here that many of the amphorae finds in India are too fragmentary to determine the original shape of the vessel. The amphora sherd from Mathura bearing the inscription 'M. CAVSTR SVR' is of a wine amphora probably manufactured in or near Pompeii or Sorrento in Italy in the late first century BC. Further, many of the amphorae, both in western and southern India, are lined on the inside with a resinous substance. Such a practice, normally confined to wine amphorae, was intended either to reduce the porosity of the vessel and/or to flavour the wine with the resin. In some cases, the incrustation may merely constitute the hardened sediments in the liquid stored for long periods in the amphora. Xinru Liu's contention, not supported by any evidence, that the resinous material may be the residue of some kind of medicine31 is unacceptable. The available evidence, although in 'bits' and 'pieces', is enough to indicate that wine was the chief, although not the only, item carried to India in the amphorae. The garum jas in Arikamedu simply confirm the existence of a Roman colony at the site since the early Romans considered garum as an important culinary delicacy.

What could be the reasons for the concentration of amphora finds in the Maharashtra-Gujarat region? Could the popularity of Mahayana Buddhism in the region during the early historical period be indirectly related to these amphora finds? By the middle of the first century AD, the rigid rules governing the lives of Buddhist monks may have been considerably relaxed, and, hence, the use of wine and also olive oil may have become common in the vihāras. This, in turn, could have resulted in a sudden increase in the demand for the Mediterranean wine that was carried to the ports of Western Deccan in the amphorae. This explanation32 is not convincing but is supported by the fact that a good number of amphorae sites such as Taxila, Mathura, Devnimore, Rajbundar...
amphorae sherds within the monastery premises. In the north-west, at Shaikhan Dheri, the Kushan site of the city Pushkalavati, a workshop or storeroom of distillation apparatus was found in a Buddhist shrine. Here, the pottery used for making and storing liquor has been identified and it has been suggested that the shrine was associated with the consumption of wine for a very long period of time. The Buddhist monasteries may have participated in the far-flung wine trade chiefly with the objective of helping the merchants who passed through these establishments, many of which depended on the generosity of the traders for their very survival.

Another explanation for the greater number of amphora sites in western India is that in Gujarat and the adjoining regions, Roman trade followed a barter system; in other words, Roman amphorae and other objects like bronze statuettes and glass vessels were obtained in exchange for Indian products. The people of south India, on the other hand, insisted on payment in the form of gold and silver coins from Rome in exchange for the goods from India. The discovery of several Roman bronze and glass antiquities in western India and the absence of significant Roman numismatic finds in the region, specially in Gujarat, and the large number of aurei and denarii hoards in the four southern states of Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, and Karnataka lend support to this view.

It may also be suggested that the paucity of amphora sites in south India may be because some of the jars brought here may have been filled with Indian spices and taken back by the foreign traders.

At this point, it is important to examine some interesting evidence, from both the Mediterranean region and India, regarding the export of wine to India. In this connection, the possibility that a few ports of south India occasionally received foreign wine in containers other than the amphora, cannot be ruled out. Such containers may include Roman bronze vessels some of which have been discovered both in west and south India. This may partially account for the paucity of amphora finds in south India, specially Tamil Nadu where Roman wine was popular. It may also be noted that besides the amphorae, other types of containers including huge wooden barrels were sometimes used to transport wine over long distances in the Roman empire.

During the reign of Augustus, there was a sudden spurt in the production of wine in the empire. As there was an unprecedented increase in the volume of trade between Rome and south India during Augustus's time, wine exports to India during his reign and that of his successors are not surprising. The Periplus (56) lists wine as an item of export to India but adds that the quantity of such export is 'not much'. In any case, it is clear that the wine exported to India was mainly but not exclusively Italian. Wines from several other places including Laodicea in Syria and the Greek islands of Kos and Knidos were also known in India.

Early Indian literary works, both in Tamil and Sanskrit, contain information about wine trade. In ancient Sanskrit works, the term kusula, denoting a ceramic vessel with a conical base resembling the human leg, may refer to the amphora.

Mediterranean wine, known for its fragrance and high quality, was in great demand in ancient India. The greater demand for foreign wine in the west and south than in the north and north-west may be because the wine produced in the north-west, especially in Bagram, was of a better quality than the wine produced in other parts of India.

The amphorae and the wine contained in them were very expensive and it may be inferred that the demand for these items in India was restricted to certain specific regions enjoying political stability and economic prosperity. Unlike the Roman coin or rouletted ware sites, many of the amphora sites are early historical urban centres of political and or commercial and or religious importance. Hence, each of these towns had an 'elite' class of people who were regular consumers of imported wine. In this connection, it may be pointed out that the more important port towns such as Arikamedu and Alagankulam would have certainly had a higher proportion of 'elite' population. Amphorae finds have been recovered from different layers of many of the excavation trenches in these sites. In the lesser known inland trade centres including Karur, the amphorae finds are confined to just one or two layers in one or two neighbouring trenches. This clearly indicates that in the inland sites, the ware was used on a very limited scale for a shorter period of time. Even the Tamil Sangam literature contains a pointed reference to the sweet-scented Roman wine enjoyed by the ruling elite—the kings and nobles (Puranani, 56, 17-21). Roman wine is nowhere mentioned in relation to the common people who could probably afford only the local brands.

A bas-relief (date unknown) of a camel loaded with amphorae found in Central Italy may be part of the funerary monument of an Italian
family trading with the east, particularly India. Again, several sculptures of the later Śātavāhanas and Ikṣvākus depict the drinking of wine in Roman (?) goblets, both by men and women. Such drinking scenes are also seen in the sculptures of Gandhara and Mathura as well as in the Ajanta murals. Terracotta pedestal cups betraying classical influence and believed to be used for drinking wine have been reported from Kanchi. Karur has revealed a small red slipped ware cup probably used for serving or drinking wine. The cup with a diameter of 6.2 cm. is a surface find. The cup bears a Tamil-Brahmi inscription reading ‘kūra kal’ meaning ‘little cup’. The inscription is palaeographically dated to the second century AD.

Imitations of the amphorae, besides the find from Chandravalli noted earlier, have been recovered from a few more sites. Such finds are concentrated all along the east coast from Bengal to the tip of the peninsula.

B.N. Mukherjee has published four such handleless imitations varying from 15 cm. to 18.3 cm. in height, from Hadipur in West Bengal. All of them bear Kharoṣṭhi or Kharoṣṭhi-Brahmi inscriptions. Like the trademark stamps on the original amphorae, the legends on the Hadipur jars, too, bear the names of the owners/potters. Palaeographically, the Hadipur jars are dated between the first and fourth centuries AD. Significantly, the first century AD jar is stylistically closest to the original amphora. Similar carrot-shaped amphora-like vessels have also been found at other sites like Chandraketugarh and Tamluk. A double handled imitation (?) amphora (height 66 cm.) has recently been reported from Kamaraj village, not far from Jayarampur, a historic site on the West Bengal-Orissa border.

No details are available about some such jars recovered from the village of Pudur in the Nellore district of Andhra.

Regarding the finds from the Tamilnadu region, conical jars erroneously termed as ‘amphorae’ in a few of the earlier publications, have been reported from Tiruverkadu, Kanchi, Vasavasamudram, Nerumbur, Arikamedu, Karaikadu and Sendamangalam. Interestingly, these sites all lie in the Chingleput-South Arcot-Pondicherry region.

Unlike the amphorae, these conical jars from Tamilnadu do not have either a neck or handles and are in different shades of red including reddish yellow and greyish red. Some of the jars are grey or black inside. Jars from different sites as also those from the different layers of the same site show minor variations in size, shape and lip-type. The vessels are usually around 1 m. in height. Broadly, there are two distinct varieties of jars: one is thin, brittle with a smooth lustrous surface and is bright red on the outside and black inside (Plate 10); the other is of a much thicker and coarser material and is generally dull red in colour (Plate 11). While the coarser variety has been found in all the sites, the finer variety is restricted to Arikamedu and Vasavasamudram. Even in these two sites, the sherds of the finer variety are scarce. In fact, most of the finds from the recent excavations at Arikamedu are of the coarser variety; the interior of some of these crudely made jars are often rough with lumps of clay adhering to the surface.

Normally, these conical jars do not have a slip but a few specimens from Arikamedu have a slip which is invariably confined to the portion above the shoulder. While some conical jars are completely handmade and others completely wheel-turned, a number of jars, particularly from Arikamedu and Vasavasamudram, are handmade up to a certain height from the base, above which they are wheel-turned. Smaller conical jars placed within bigger ones have been found at Arikamedu and Kanchi but not at Vasavasamudram. Due to their very shape, the smaller conical vessels could be easily and nearly fitted into the larger ones to add to the thickness, strength and durability of the container. This was not possible in the case of the imported amphorae which had large handles.

The mouth of many conical jars from Kanchi and one from Vasavasamudram is closed except for a tiny circular hole measuring 4 to 7 cm. in diameter at the centre (of the 'lid' portion). This hole seems to have been covered with a small terracotta stopper. Several such stoppers have been found along with the jars at Kanchi.

Among the conical jar sites in the Tamilnadu region, Nerumbur, Kanchi, Tiruverkadu and Sendamangalam have not yielded even a single specimen of the original amphora. The other three sites have revealed varying numbers of amphora specimens: a single sherd from Vasavasamudram; a few sherds from Karaikadu and hundreds of sherds from Arikamedu. The exact number of conical jars in Arikamedu is not known (definitely 100+). Among the other sites, Kanchi has revealed the maximum number (50+ jars) closely followed by Vasavasamudram (30+ jars).

These conical jars, modelled on the imported amphorae, could have been produced only after the first batch of the amphorae reached the Tamilnadu region. At Arikamedu, these jars have often been found in many trenches almost throughout the occupation of the site. Thus, the production of the jars started in the second century BC and continued...
It is likely that the earliest conical jars were produced in Arikamedu. These conical jars, like the amphorae, were used to store wine. This is confirmed by the black discolouration, probably due to the action of wine, on the interior of one of the jars unearthed during the recent excavations at Arikamedu. At Kanchi and Arikamedu, the arrangement of a series of jars in rows may be the remnants of a small wine cellar or an ancient bar.

Of all the sites in the Tamilnadu region, Tiruverkadu, on the outskirts of Madras city, is a recent discovery. Located on the banks of the river Cooum, the earliest human settlement at the site was around the fifth century BC. The site had easy access to the port of Manarpha, identified with modern Mylapore (part of present day Madras), through the Cooum which, in pre-modern times, was navigable. Hence, Tiruverkadu would have participated in the maritime trade.

Large urns vaguely resembling the amphora, but not necessarily inspired by the latter, have been recovered from a few south Indian sites. In the early years of the twentieth century, A.H. Longhurst has recorded a very large ancient burial urn (date?) under a rock-cut tomb, 9 km. from Calicut. But for the absence of handles, the urn is not unlike the Roman amphora, having the same type of pointed base for insertion in a stand or in the ground. The amphora had limited influence on early Indian sculptural art. The Roman amphora depicted in a sculpture-panel (third century AD?) from Nagarjunakonda is a stray example. The site boasts of innumerable stone sculptures betraying Mediterranean influence. The amphora may also have inspired the vase motif frequently occurring on several early coins of west and south India.

TERRA SIGILLATA

Wheeler, in his report on his excavations in Arikamedu, has mentioned a red glazed ware, some sherds of which have been decorated by being pressed into a mould. For all these sherds, he has used, the term 'arretine' derived from the Latin place-name Arezzo, a famous centre for the production of such pottery in Italy. Later scholars, both European and American, have repeatedly emphasized that the sherds from Arikamedu are not exclusively from Arezzo; sherds from many other pottery centres in Italy including Pisa have been identified. Hence, the general term 'terra sigillata' which refers to a class of ancient pottery up to the first century AD.
including mould-made decorated vessels as well as undecorated wheelmade ones produced in Italy or in imitation of such Italian wares, would be more appropriate to describe this class of finds in India. Indian publications including excavation reports and university textbooks, however, continue to use the term 'arretine'.

Apart from Arikamedu, terra sigillata has been found in some other sites such as Rajamundry, Arasankuppam, Karur, Kodumanal and Alagankulam (Plate 12), all in south-east India. It has been ascertained that reports about such finds from other sites including Chandravalli, Kanchi and Uraiyur are not true.46

The circumstances of the sigillata find at Arasankuppam are not clear. At Karur, fragments of the ware were picked up from the surface, but archaeological excavations did not reveal the ware at all. At Arikamedu and Alagankulam, sigillata has been recovered from the surface as well as in the stratified context. At Kodumanal and Rajamundry, it has been found in stratified layers only.

Many of the sherds from Arikamedu bear the potter's stamp and it is therefore possible to identify the place of their origin. Unfortunately, the finds from all the other sites are tiny fragments.

Among all the Roman and pseudo-Roman ceramics in India, sigillata has been reported not only from the least number of sites but also in extremely limited quantities. Even at Arikamedu, Wheeler's excavation yielded only 31 fragments representing a smaller number of vessels. Of these, only 22 fragments are from a stratified context. Surface collections and excavations at the site before and after Wheeler have revealed some more sherds. The finds from all the other sites are far less. Karur has yielded just three fragments while Arasankuppam has revealed a single sherd along with unidentified red and thick black wares.

It is evident that sigillata reached Arikamedu and Alagankulam after crossing Africa. The other Indian sites would have received the ware from either of these two port towns. According to recent studies, different varieties of sigillata were sent to India mainly during the first half of the first century AD.47 At Arikamedu, the ware has been found in stratified layers along with amphorae, conical jars, rouletted and other indigenous wares. It is most likely that at Karur and Kodumanal too, sigillata was in use only during this period. The precise stratigraphy of the finds from Kodumanal can be known only after the publication of the series of large-scale excavations at the site undertaken by different agencies. Rajamundry, on the banks of the river Godavari, has yielded sigillata along with red polished ware in an early second century AD layer. This Buddhist settlement with a stupa and a monastery, at a great distance from Alagankulam and Arikamedu, lies in the heart of the Andhra region whose trade contacts with Rome, it may be recalled, reached the peak only during the second century AD. In any case, it is clear that the cessation of the flow of sigillata into India pre-dates the cessation of the import of the other types of foreign objects.

Wheeler has assumed that sigillata was a regular item of Indo-Roman trade and he has attributed the sudden decrease in the import of the ware at Arikamedu to the decline in the production of the ware in the west.48 In recent years, however, many scholars, both in India and outside, have expressed the view that the ware was brought to India as part of the personal belongings of western traders who visited the country in large numbers.49 This line of argument is strengthened by the fact that there was a Roman colony at Arikamedu. Significantly, most of the stratified fragments of sigillata are from the site's 'Northern Sector' which is widely believed to be the residential locality of the foreigners, probably because they would not have resided far from the 'warehouse'. It must, however, be remembered that the 'warehouse' itself was constructed only towards the end of the 'sigillata phase' of the site. Further, the abnormally fragmentary condition of the sigillata, not only in Arikamedu but in all the other Indian sites as well, implies that the ware was continuously

PLATE 12. SIGILLATA SHERD, ALAGANKULAM (TAMILNADU)
used for a good number of years. At Arikamedu, some of the best specimens of the 'superior' or 'finer' variety of rouletted ware have also been from the 'Northern Sector'. The fact that the Roman settlement at Arikamedu continued for a few decades beyond the 'sigillata phase' may be explained by the suggestion that the early groups of Mediterranean traders visiting Arikamedu would have carried the sigillata with them but after a lapse of a few years, the ware would have become scarce as it was not an object of regular trade and at this stage, the traders residing at the site would have been compelled to seek local substitutes for the imported sigillata. This, again, would not have posed any problem as Arikamedu was a pottery-manufacturing centre.

Like Arikamedu, Alagankulam also had a Roman settlement. Alagankulam, located in the delta of the Vaigai, on the northern bank of the river, is locally referred to as 'Kottaimedu' or 'fort mound'. The mound measures over 1 km. in diameter and is enclosed by a ruined brick fort from which the place gets its name. During the early historical period, the Vaigai was a perennial river, a fact corroborated by the early Tamil literature. The location of the site is geographically and historically very important because of its close proximity to the Pamban channel through which ships could cross Adam's bridge between the Indian mainland and Sri Lanka. Interestingly, Mantai at the other end of Adam's bridge, on the north-west tip of Sri Lanka, has also yielded the sigillata. Unlike Arikamedu, which declined in the second century AD, Alagankulam continued to flourish till the fourth-fifth centuries AD. The precise stratigraphy and the types of sigillata at Alagankulam are not known.

The non-occurrence of sigillata at several other well known trading ports of south India including Muziris on the west coast may be attributed to the fact that unlike Arikamedu and Alagankulam, many of the other coastal sites did not support a regular settlement of Roman merchants who would have needed the prized sigillata for their domestic use.

RED POLISHED WARE

A red polished ware (RPW), closely resembling the Mediterranean Eastern Sigillata A, has been reported from several sites in India. The Indian ware is wheel-turned and is of fine fabric and has been made from well levigated clay. A burnished slip is usually seen both on the inner and outer surface. The colour of the slip is mostly bright red and in rare cases, it is brownish red. Decorations on the ware, though not common, include lines of black paint and finger pinches.

Over 500 sites spread from Punjab and Haryana in the north to Andhra-Tamilnadu in the south have yielded the ware both in the stratified and non-stratified contexts. Over 400 of these sites are concentrated in the Gujarat region, mainly along the Saurashtra coast. The date of the ware ranges from the first century BC to the eleventh-twelfth centuries AD, although an overwhelming majority of the specimens are from the early historical period.

Subbarao, one of the earliest scholars to discuss the RPW in detail, has mentioned that the ware is an Indian ceramic whose finish and technique of manufacture betray Mediterranean influence. According to S.R. Rao, as the technology of well-fired finely made pottery was known in India even before the beginning of Roman trade, the RPW may be an indigenous ceramic type instead of an imitation of any of the Roman wares. In support of his argument, he has cited evidence obtained from the excavated site of Amreli (Gujarat), which has yielded the largest number of RPW vessel shapes. At Amreli, the RPW was preceded by a locally produced black ceramic, identical to it except in colour. An archaeo-chemical analysis of these sherds has revealed that both black and red polished wares were made from the same clay and the difference in their colour was due to their being fired under reducing and oxidizing conditions respectively. As all the RPW vessel forms are strictly Indian in character and as almost all these forms also occur in coarser Indian associated wares, it has now been established that the RPW is an indigenous ceramic without any foreign influence on it. The ware has certain peculiar characteristics in terms of its distribution pattern, associated finds and chronology.

There are a few similarities between the RPW and rouletted ware finds in India. In many instances, both these pottery types have been found along with authentic Mediterranean objects such as amphorae and to a lesser extent, terra sigillata. In most of the sites where the RPW has been discovered along with other Indian ceramics, specially in the stratified context, the latter is more numerous than the former, implying that the RPW was a 'luxury' item, sparingly used.

Generally, the RPW in the coastal sites is of a finer material and higher workmanship than that of the inland sites. Similarly, while the RPW of the period between the first century BC and the third century AD is of a very fine fabric, there is a slow but steady decline in the quality of the pottery in the later centuries. This change in quality is
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discernible even in those sites which have revealed the ware in layers of both the early historical and later periods.

Like rouletted ware, the RPW also exhibits distinct regional variations in form, fabric and colour. RPW finds are, however, more widespread than rouletted ware sites.

The predominance of RPW in Gujarat and to a lesser extent, in Andhra may be directly related to the presence of a large number of Buddhist establishments in these areas. In fact, many of the RPW sites, like the amphora sites, are early historical Buddhist centres and some of the RPW finds have been recovered from within the premises of the monasteries, for example, Devnimori (Gujarat), Chandavaram (Andhra) and Kaveripattinam (Tamilnadu). It is likely that in addition to the amphorae containing wine or oil, the red polished pottery and/or the contents therein were in demand in the Buddhist establishments. The most common shape of the RPW is the sprinkler, a flat-based elliptical jar with a narrow neck and a vertical spout at the shoulder (Plate 13). As there is no knowledge of the practical use of the sprinkler, it has been surmised that the vessel was used in Buddhist ceremonies. In this connection, it may be noted that a sprinkler has been sculpted along with a tripod on the pedestal of the Mahāparinirvāṇa Buddha in Ajanta cave no. 26.55 Again, the painting on the ceiling of cave no. 1 at Ajanta portrays a foreign (?) lady holding a wine flagon resembling the sprinkler.56 Sculptures of Buddhist deities carrying sprinkler-like vessels are known in both the Gandhara and Mathura schools. The vessel is also described in early Buddhist literature.57 Monks and traders who travelled long distances may have carried this impractical pottery-type from the Maharashtra-Gujarat region not only to the Buddhist centres of Andhra, but also to the Gangetic plains. This is attested by the fact that many of the RPW finds in Andhra have not been found in stratified layers earlier than the late first century AD whereas in Gujarat, the ware has often been discovered even in layers of the first century BC and the early first century AD. According to Begley, the RPW spread from Maharashtra to the east and south and from Gujarat to the north and north-east.58

Outside India, the RPW has been discovered in various sites in the Persian Gulf as also in Mantai, Anuradhapura and a few more sites in Sri Lanka.59 Significantly, the Anuradhapura find is from a Buddhist monastery, i.e. Abhayagiri Vihāra. In many of the Lanka sites, the ware occurs in layers of the late second century AD and later. The quantity of the ware in both Sri Lanka and the Persian Gulf region is far less

PLATE 13. SPRINKLER. YELLESVARAM (ANDHRA)
compared to the finds in India. Hence, India would have exported the RPW to these two regions. In this context, mention may also be made of a sherd of black ware, identified to be Indian but may not be of the NBP variety, reported from the archaeological excavations at Failaka, an island off Kuwait.  

NOTES

1. Initially, like many other scholars, I was under the impression that rouletted pottery found in India was imported from the Mediterranean region. However, physical examination and comparison of the relevant ceramics in Indian and European collections, undertaken between 1993 and 1997, has convinced me that the finds from India are local products. I discussed the subject with V. Begley at New Delhi in 1992 and at Pondicherry in 1994.


7. For the comparison of the finds from Arikamedu and Brahmagiri, see Begley 'Rouletted Ware at Arikamedu', p. 428, fn. 11. For Sathankulam, see N.C. Ghosh, Excavations at Sathananka 1977-80, New Delhi, 1986, pp. 107-13, 150-1.

21. Officials at the Tamilnadu State Department of Archaeology, Coimbatore, expressed the doubt that the so-called ‘amphorae’ from Vellalur and Vijayanagaram may be Venetian jars of a late period. This, however, has not been confirmed. The whereabouts of the jars are not known. It is rumoured that they have been smuggled out of India.


24. I am grateful to N. Mahadevan for this information.


27. Precise details about the imitation amphora from Chandravalli are not available. See R.S. Sharma, *Urban Decay in India (c.300-c.1000)*, New Delhi, 1987, pp. 85-6.


32. Such an explanation has been hinted in R.N. Mehta, *Urban Centres of Western India and the Western World*, in *India and the West (Proceedings of a Seminar Dedicated to the Memory of Hermann Goetz)*, ed. Joachim Deppen, New Delhi, 1983, pp. 139-48.


40. The site was excavated during 1994-6 by the Birla Archaeological and Cultural Research Institute, Hyderabad. Full details of the excavation await publication. Members of the excavation team whom I met at Hyderabad in 1997 and 1998 informed me that the finds include sherds of conical jars in imitation of the amphora.


49. Many scholars including David MacDowall, L. Mahadevan and K.V. Raman expressed such a view during personal discussions with me at Madras between...
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50. For details regarding the references to the river in early Tamil poems, see Nagaswamy, 'Alagankulam', pp. 247-54.


52. The finds from various sites are to date in the possession of different institutions. Between 1987 and 1994, I physically examined the sherds recovered from sites in north India, Andhra and Tamilnadu. Finds from specific regions have been selectively listed and sometimes briefly described in a number of publications. See Nancy Pinto Orton, 'Red Polished Ware in Gujarat: A Catalogue of Twelve Sites', in Rome and India: The Ancient Sea Trade, ed. V. Begley and Richard Daniel De Puma, Madison, 1991, pp. 46-81; Xinru Liu, Ancient India and Ancient China, pp. 29-30, 189-90, Map 4, Fig. 2. For further bibliographic citations for RPW see Begley, 'Ceramic Evidence for Pre-Periplus Trade', p. 189, fn.5.


57. Arun K. Nag, Identification and Origin of the Sprinkler, in Sri Dinakantadhi Studies in Indology, ed. B.N. Mukherjee, D.R. Das, S.S. Biswas and S.P. Singh, Delhi, 1983, pp. 389-95. Nag's statement that the sprinkler is not seen in the southernmost part of the country is incorrect as the vessel form has been unearthed even in Kaveripattinam (Tamilnadu).


60. Salles, ibid.

Other Objects

ROMAN OBJECTS such as metal artifacts, glassware, jewellery and clay or terracotta figurines are not very common in India. Nevertheless, such objects have been discovered in a few sites spread throughout the subcontinent. Each of the finds is small in number—often a single, enigmatic specimen of a particular type of object. The antiquities occur in both the stratified and non-stratified contexts, and mostly vary in date from the first century BC to the second century AD, although finds of a later period are known.

While Roman coins and ceramics found in India have been the focus of numerous studies, most of the other antiquities have, till date, not been properly catalogued or studied. An apparent reason for this is that the small number of finds of the latter types of antiquities has led to the assumption that these objects are not of much historical significance.

A major problem pertaining to the study of these minor antiquities in India is that it is extremely difficult to ascertain whether a particular object is an authentic import from the Mediterranean region or a local product betraying foreign influence. Imitations are fairly common even among Roman coins and ceramic finds in India. In the case of coins, a comparison of the legends, stylistic features of the obverse and reverse devices, weight and specific gravity of the Roman issues found in India with those of similar coins reported from within the Roman empire, facilitates in identifying the genuine coins among those found in India.

Regarding pottery, a comparative study of the fabric and texture of the Roman ceramics obtained in India and those of similar wares discovered in Europe aids in differentiating the original Mediterranean pottery from their local copies among the various Indian finds. Also, as the number of Roman ceramics and coins found in India is large, an archaeo-chemical analysis, even of a destructive nature, could be attempted on a few selected specimens of these coins and pottery, with a view to ascertain
whether the chemical composition of these objects is identical to that of the corresponding finds within the Roman empire. In the case of most of the other types of Roman antiquities such as glass and terracotta objects discovered in India, the finds are meagre and are too precious to be subject to a destructive analysis. Further, many of these objects are extremely small and fragile to permit such an analysis. Thus, almost all the Roman objects, other than coins and ceramics, discovered in India have been labelled as 'Roman' solely on the basis of stylistic considerations and hence, the identifications are open to debate. In this context, it should be remembered that several of the Indian imitations of the minor Roman antiquities are almost identical to the genuine objects in terms of their workmanship and finish, strongly suggesting that the copies were manufactured by Graeco-Roman craftsmen settled in India.

METAL ARTIFACTS

Metal artifacts, mostly in bronze, constitute an important class of finds. These include statuettes of Graeco-Roman deities, various types of vessels and mirrors. There is a marked concentration of such finds in the western (Maharashtra-Gujarat) and north-western (Pakistan-Afghanistan) regions of the subcontinent. Surprisingly, very few objects have been recovered from south India.

Brahmapuri (Maharashtra) is particularly rich in Roman bronzes. It is situated in the western part of the modern town of Kolhapur, on the right bank of the river Panchganga. However, it has not been mentioned in the Periplus. Archaeological excavations at Brahmapuri have revealed that the historical settlement at the site began around 200 BC; several NBP sherds, Roman pottery (?), terracotta and kaolin objects, iron implements, bangles, Sātavāhana coins and clay bullae in imitation of Roman coins have been unearthed. Apparently, the site was a manufacturing centre for beads and kaolin figurines. The structures comprised brick houses with stone foundations. The site was destroyed by a fire probably during the reign of SriYajfia Satakarli (AD 152-81) but was soon reoccupied. The historical settlement finally declined around the fourth century AD.

The most important and well known find from the site is a large hoard of bronzes. The precise stratigraphy of this find was, unfortunately, not recorded and the whereabouts of several of the objects are to date not known. Also, a few of the artifacts have been damaged due to improper methods of cleaning them. According to the available information, two large bronze pots have been unearthed at a depth of about 3 m. below the surface, in a 'house' of the Sātavāhana period (first to third centuries AD). Both the pots were found together in the south-eastern corner of a room, close to a well. A total of 102 smaller metal objects including iron tools, 55 Sātavāhana lead coins, and a variety of bronze artifacts such as animal figurines, lamps, vases, toy carts and mirrors were found within and around these two pots. Many of the bronze items, including the two pots containing most of the antiquities, are indigenous products but around 13 of the objects are authentic imports.

Important Roman metal objects found in Brahmapuri and other sites in India are discussed in the following paragraphs.

EMBLEMA

One of the finds from the Brahmapuri hoard is the repousse copper emblema, depicting the legend of Perseus and Andromeda. As the Perseus-Andromeda theme was fairly common in the Roman art of the first two centuries of the Christian era, it has been very difficult to pinpoint the date of the Brahmapuri specimen. Initially, the find was believed to be of the second century AD but a recent re-examination of the object has tentatively ascribed it to the second half of the first century AD.

STATUETTES AND ALLIED OBJECTS

One of the most publicized finds from Brahmapuri is the bronze statuette of Poseidon, the Roman god of the sea. The contention that this is a surface find, implying that the object was not part of the large hoard unearthed during excavations, is erroneous. The statuette is around 13 cm. in height and is well preserved. In the Mediterranean region, Poseidon frequently appears in metal and even stone (marble) sculptures from around 300 BC to AD 200. The Brahmapuri statuette was originally assigned by K. Khandalavala to the second century AD but R. De Puma, however, has asserted that this find may be dated slightly earlier because it is stylistically closer to the specimens of the Hellenistic period (second-first centuries BC) than those of the imperial Roman period (first-second centuries AD). It may be pointed out that there are hardly any major stylistic differences between the Poseidon figures of the Hellenistic and
later periods and hence, it is hazardous to determine the precise date for any of the Poseidon sculptures solely on the basis of stylistic features.

A fine bearded muscular bronze statue of Atlantes (?) has been recovered from the bed of the river Meshvo at Devnimori (Gujarat). It may be noted that the site has also yielded red polished ware and Roman amphorae.

Taxila (Pakistan) and Begram (Afghanistan) have revealed innumerable metal artifacts of Hellenistic origin. An important find from Taxila is a bronze statuette of Harpocrates, the Graeco-Egyptian god (first century AD).

An almost similar bronze statuette of Harpocrates has also been found at Begram. This figure is 13.3 cm. in height and has been assigned to the first-second centuries AD. Other notable finds from Begram are a bronze head of Silenus (height 9.5 cm.) also of the first-second centuries AD, and a second century AD bronze statuette of Hercules crowned with Egyptian calathus (height 24 cm.).

At Ai Khanoum (Afghanistan), an imported bronze statuette of the beardless Herakles has been found. Significantly, Ai Khanoum is strategically situated at the junction of two important rivers—the Amu~ Daria and the Kokcha.

A Roman bronze statue has been reported from Brahmagiri (Karnataka) but the absence of other details about this find, that too, from an area where such artifacts—whether imported or indigenous—have hitherto been unknown, makes one doubt the authenticity of this discovery.

The hilly area of the Nilgiris (Tamilnadu) has revealed a few metal artifacts including statuettes which may be of Roman origin. It may be noted that one of the earliest recorded finds from the area is a large hoard of bronzes which have not been precisely dated; the view that these objects are imported has been disputed. Among the recent discoveries from the Nilgiris is a brass or bronze sculpture portraying a Roman priest sitting in a chair and holding a thunderbolt in his left hand. The agitated folds of his garment are clearly discernible. The figure is mounted on a pedestal bearing the legend ROMAE. The exact date of this object is, however, uncertain.

In recent years, Karur (Tamilnadu) has yielded a series of small statuettes of Graeco-Roman personages in brass and bronze. One such find is the brass figure of a Roman soldier which may originally have been part of a jewel. These finds from Karur have, so far, not been published.

BRONZE MIRRORS

Metal mirrors, mostly in bronze, are among the most interesting and rare finds in ancient sites throughout the world. In the Indian subcontinent, the earliest bronze mirrors have been reported from Mohenjodaro (2500 BC).

The Brahmapuri hoard has revealed three bronze mirrors. These are small circular objects with a tang for insertion into ivory or bone or metal handles. Surprisingly, no fragment of any such handle, whether attached to the mirror or otherwise, has been recovered from the site, although a few fragmentary metal pieces in the hoard may be part of such a handle.

It was originally believed that the larger mirror in the Brahmapuri hoard was an authentic Roman import while the other two may be Satavahana copies inspired by Alexandrian mirrors. De Puma has recently pointed out that certain features of all these three mirrors such as the presence of tang, central protrusion on the reverse and rippled rims are unknown among Roman mirrors. De Puma’s study has also revealed that while the Brahmapuri mirrors would certainly have been inspired by the Mediterranean traditions, these specimens bear closer affinity to Egyptian mirrors of the Pharaonic period, which are largely tanged. On the basis of the fact that the Brahmapuri mirrors are stylistically very similar to those found in several sites in Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran, he has suggested that the Brahmapuri specimens may be local copies influenced by types found in the Pakistan-Iran region or even direct imports from the north-western part of the Indian subcontinent. This view is strengthened by the fact that the north-west and west did maintain commercial contacts with each other during the ancient period not only by land routes but also by the sea route, specially along the coastline from Barbarikon to Barygaza.

Bronze mirrors similar to those found at Brahmapuri have been recovered from a few other sites. Ten, lying to the north-east of Kolhapur, has revealed two heavily corroded bronze mirrors in the stratified context.

Metal mirrors have also been reported from a few sites in the north-western region such as Taxila and Tillya-tepe. Taxila has yielded the largest number of mirrors varying in size from 5 cm. to 15 cm.

Three specimens of bronze mirrors have been found at Adichanallur (Tamilnadu). These mirrors range in diameter from 12.6 cm. to 15.4 cm. and have a plain convex rim.
**VESSELS**

**Wok-shaped basins.** The Brahmapuri hoard has revealed two Roman specimens of this type but one of them is a badly damaged fragmentary piece. Such basins usually have ornamental handles and a lathe-turned foot and, therefore, could not have been used for cooking purposes. The foot of one of the Brahmapuri basins, probably the better preserved one, has been unearthed separately and was originally mistaken to be the base of a Roman candlestick. These foreign basins are strikingly similar to the Indian *kaḍhāi* (frying pan) and were initially believed to be local products. The *kaḍhāi*, a cooking vessel, does not have a foot and often, it does not have handles. The Roman wok-shaped basin is widely found all over Europe. These vessels belong to the first century AD.

**Oinochoai and related objects.** Among the well preserved vessels of the Brahmapuri hoard, is a Millingen-type oinochoe with a squat belly, a short flat foot and a lion-faced handle. The vessel, though small, is impressive because of its simplicity and the perfectly symmetrical features. The handle of the vessel ends in a medallion depicting floral designs. Such vessels were in vogue in Europe mainly during the first two centuries of the Christian era. The Brahmapuri specimen was initially dated to the second century AD but, according to De Puma, stylistic features indicate that the vessel may have been produced in the middle of the first century AD. The Brahmapuri hoard has also revealed two identical bronze vessel handles which end in a large medallion depicting the figure of Amor.

An oinochoe find has also been reported from the Punjab region. It was originally identified as a Corinthian vessel but a recent examination of this object has confirmed that it has several Roman features and is stylistically very similar to the Millingen-type oinochoe from Brahmapuri. The heavy solid cast handle of the oinochoe from Punjab is of a type which is not usually seen in vessels of such shapes. Such handles are invariably found on the Alikaria-type oinochoe characterized by a swollen ovoid body and a trumpet-shaped foot. Hence, the Punjab oinochoe is suspected to be a forgery probably produced at Naples in imitation of an ancient vessel from Pompeii or Herculaneum, during the late nineteenth century.

A fragmentary bronze handle has been excavated at Akota in western India. This handle has been identified as part of a Millingen-type Roman oinochoe. The size and shape of the Akota handle is almost identical to the Brahmapuri handles featuring Amor. The Akota handle and fragments of the oinochoe recovered along with it were originally assigned to the second century AD. De Puma has recently pointed out that the closest parallels to the Akota objects have been discovered in stratified layers of the second half of the first century AD at Pompeii.

Yet another fragmentary oinochoe, now lost, also seems to have been found in the Gujarat region. Details about this find are not known.

**Other vessels.** The Brahmapuri hoard has revealed a small imported bronze cup, almost like the modern tumbler, depicting a pattern of parallel flutes. Another object in the hoard is a broken circular bronze strainer with a metal handle which ends in a small circular projection. The strainer measures 17.4 cm. in diameter while the length of the handle is 9.1 cm. The object was originally believed to be of local origin but recent studies have indicated that it is imported.

The finds from Begram include, besides an array of bronze objects, an important and unique Roman alabaster jug with a handle and a trefoil rim. The height of the jug is 17 cm. and it has been assigned to the second century AD.

A rare imported bronze vessel from Tamilnadu is a unique jug discovered at Avanasi near Coimbatore. Details of the find are not known to date. It was found along with a bronze globular oil container with a straight tapering spout and a bronze lamp stand with one wick(?). The latter two objects, the types of which are used in Tamilnadu to this day, may have been local products. The exact date of the imported Avanasi jug is uncertain. Its identification as early Greek or Phoenician and not Roman is somewhat intriguing. It should, however, be remembered that although authentic Greek artifacts are rare south of the Vindhyas, several recent studies have indicated a pre-Augustan or pre-Roman phase of trade between the Mediterranean region and south India. Recently, a few Phoenician coins have been recovered from Karur.

Some of the coins of the large aurei hoard from Kottayam (Kerala) were reported to have been contained in a Roman brass (bronze?) vessel. However, no other details about this vessel are available. The abnormally massive size of the hoard, its proximity to the coast and the good condition of the coins have led to the belief that the hoard belonged to a Roman trader who had just arrived and was compelled to bury his treasures due to adverse circumstances, probably a shipwreck. The fact that this is the only find in the country of Roman coins being found in a Roman vessel adds support to this view.
Among the other finds of foreign vessels in India is a collection of thirty-five ancient Greek vases, probably from western India. A bronze wine cup depicting a Bacchanalian scene and belonging to the fifth-sixth centuries AD is another notable specimen; the occurrence of this find in India is, however, unconfirmed.

**Miscellaneous Object**

A horn-shaped bronze object, apparently a cornucopia used in rituals, was discovered in Posheri (Maharashtra). The object has been traced to the early centuries of the Christian era. The decorative motifs on this object include a lion face on its lowest band. Stylistically, this object has much in common with the lion headed handle of the Millingen-type oinochoe from Brahmapuri.

**General Observations**

It is very difficult to ascertain the precise date when all the known Roman bronzes found in India reached the subcontinent. None of the foreign bronzes found in India bear signature trademarks which could be easily dated. Some of the finds are from non-stratified contexts; even in the case of finds from archaeological excavations, the precise stratigraphic position of the objects has not been properly recorded. Some finds from archaeological excavations have been simply assigned to the ‘Sātavāhana period’ which covers a very long time span from the first century BC to about the third century AD. Most of the imported metal artifacts, however, belong to the first century AD and seem to have reached India either in the late first or the second century AD.

Several interesting observations can be made on the basis of the analysis of the distribution of all the foreign metal artifacts found in India. It is evident that unlike Roman coins and ceramics, these metal artifacts are mainly confined to three specific pockets or regions of the Indian subcontinent: (a) Pakistan-Afghanistan, (b) Gujarat-Maharashtra, and (c) Nilgiris-Coimbatore (Tamilnadu).

The imported artifactual finds from north-west India may be, as indicated earlier, the result of overland trade rather than of maritime commerce. Although the finds from the other regions of the country undeniably arrived by the sea route, it is interesting to note that coastal sites, whether in Maharashtra, Tamilnadu or elsewhere, have not yielded foreign metal artifacts. Significantly, almost all the sites revealing these artifacts have yielded other types of Roman objects as well such as coins and ceramics, and many of these sites were important early historical commercial centres and were actively involved in the trade with the west.

Were these metal artifacts commodities of trade regularly shipped to India along with other merchandise? A close scrutiny of all the available evidence indicates that some of these objects were brought to India as ‘items of gift’ while others were merchandise. The same types of objects (statuettes, vessels, etc.), on some occasions, were sent as gifts and on others, as trade items.

First, the evidence supporting the flow of these objects as gifts into India will be examined. The paucity of such objects both in archaeological excavations and as stray occurrences almost throughout the Indian subcontinent, except perhaps in the north-west, has led many scholars to ignore these artifacts in the context of Indo-Roman trade. Further, a large number of these objects are statuettes of Graeco-Roman deities which would hardly have been of any interest to most Indians. As the culinary habits of Indians were markedly different from those of Romans, Indians would not have been aware of the significance and use of many types of Roman vessels found at Brahmapuri and elsewhere and, hence, there would not have been any specific demand for such exotic foreign utensils among the local people. Even indigenous bronze utensils do not seem to have been in daily use among the common people of early historical India; the few such finds from a limited number of sites seem to suggest that they were used by the upper strata of society. Many of the local bronze objects of this period are jewellery items such as bangles and bracelets. The few foreign bronze objects reaching India would have been considered very precious and would have been beyond the reach of the common people. All these factors collectively indicate that there would not have been a large-scale market for Roman metal artifacts in India.

In these circumstances, the predominance of Roman bronze finds in the Maharashtra-Gujarat region may be explained in the context of the large number of early Buddhist establishments in the region. Many of the foreign bronze items, particularly the cornucopia and the mirrors, may have played a role in Buddhist rituals. It is also plausible that there was a specific demand in the Vibhūnas for products such as wine or oil contained in the Roman bronze vessels. The fact that Mediterranean traders often made lavish donations to Buddhist establishments of Western Deccan is attested by several early epigraphical references and hence, it is not unlikely that some of the foreign traders may have occasionally carried with them bronze artifacts as gifts to the monasteries.
This line of argument is in consonance with the fact that Roman bronze finds in any given region of India including Maharashtra, number far less than the finds of other Roman objects (such as coins and pottery) because items of gift would definitely be numerically much less than goods which were regularly traded on a large-scale. This theory of the association of Roman bronzes in India with Buddhism is also supported by the fact that many of the sites yielding bronzes have also revealed structural remains associated with the Buddhist faith as for example, Taxila and Devnimori. Although no Buddhist structures have been found in Kolhapur so far, there is no reason to believe that the site was not a Buddhist centre specially because it was a very large and flourishing urban settlement situated on a very important trade route frequented by foreign merchants who may have been patrons of Buddhism.

It is also important to examine the evidence that at least some of the Roman metal objects reached India during the course of trade. The metals mentioned by the *Periplus* as being imported into India include antimony, copper, tin and lead (*Periplus* 56). Interestingly, the copper repoussé emblems depicting Perseus and Andromeda from Brahmapuri may be among the ‘copper imports’ into India. According to a recent study, the *yasana* or Roman lamp which was exported to the Tamil country and which has been vividly described in the Sangam classics (*Perumūnakkūppadai* 316-18; *Nēduvalvādei* 101-3) may also have been in copper or bronze and may be part of the ‘metal imports’ into India, listed by the *Periplus*.\(^1\) Specimens of such lamps have till date not been found anywhere in India.

An important piece of evidence, not considered so far, pertaining to the role of Roman metal objects in India as ‘trade items’ is that many of the imported bronzes in the subcontinent are associated with either the production or storage or distribution of wine which was a major item of export to India. For example, the bronze sieve from Brahmapuri is reported to have been used to strain wine. The fragmentary bronze handles recovered from Brahmapuri and Akota are believed to have been part of wine pitchers; in fact, the Akota handle appropriately depicts Amor straddling a wine amphora. The famous *oinochoe* from Brahmapuri was of a type usually used to store wine. The imported jug from Avanasi may also have been used for the same purpose. The small basket-shaped bronze cup from Kolhapur was probably used for drinking wine. Many of these bronzes in India are believed to have been manufactured at Capua in Campania (southern Italy), a region famous for its excellent wine. Significantly, Capua is barely 15 km. north of Puteoli, the well known Italian port which carried on trade with Alexandria, which was a major ‘transit port’ in the commerce between Rome and India. It may thus be concluded that the export of most, if not all, metal objects took place along with the export of wine to India. It may be recalled that Roman wine was in great demand mainly in two regions of India, viz., Maharashtra-Gujarat and the Tamil country which are also the regions yielding a large number of metal objects. Several sites that have revealed imported bronzes have also yielded the earthen amphorae mainly used to store wine. For example, Taxila, Devnimori, Akota, Ter and Karur. Although Avanasi is not an amphora site, Vellalur, a neighbouring site, has revealed the amphora.

It has been established that almost all the amphora sites in India are early historical urban centres housing a prosperous 'elite' class which regularly consumed wine. Naturally, this 'elite' class would have evinced an interest in acquiring the various types of imported metal vessels used for straining, storing and serving wine. The same 'elite' class would also have liked to possess exotic foreign objets d'art including artistic mirrors and statuettes, for 'personal collection' and/or for display as 'showpieces' or 'status symbols' and/or for conferring the objects as 'gifts' to Buddhist institutions and others. Thus, Roman bronze icons seem to have had essentially an 'ideo-technic' or 'socio-technic' value in India. The large Brahmapuri hoard found systematically arranged in a house may represent the carefully preserved treasure of one of the leading local traders of early historical Kolhapur. In fact, it has been argued that the concentration of Roman bronze finds in Maharashtra-Gujarat was primarily due to the fact that the people there were culturally conscious and had an artistic bent of mind.\(^13\)

It is clear that foreign metal artifacts in India, both 'gift items' and 'trade items', catered to the needs of a very small section of the Indian population, viz., the Buddhist clergy and the 'urban elite'. Unlike Roman coins and pottery, foreign bronzes, specially statuettes, would have rarely been part of the local trade network, and hence, may not have been transported from one region of India to the other. This, again, partially accounts for the concentration of imported bronze finds in just a few sites confined to three distinct 'pockets' in the subcontinent.

The contention that the items in the Brahmapuri hoard were deliberately amassed for disposal at a neighbouring foundry\(^14\) is unacceptable because the hoard contains antiquities of three different metals—lead, iron and bronze—and it is extremely unlikely that objects...
of varied metals were sought to be melted together. Also, the 55 local lead coins in the find were used as currency when the hoard was buried. Moreover, the hoard includes several utility objects such as indigenous iron and bronze implements in a 'good' condition, thereby not warranting their being consigned to the melting pot. Even the worn items in the find would have been reduced to this state of wear during the centuries when the hoard was buried underground.

**GLASSWARE**

Mediterranean glass antiques have been discovered in a few sites in north-west, west and south India. The finds from most of the sites, except Taxila and Begram in the north-west, are limited in number and are often fragments of various types of vessels. The finds mostly belong to the period between the first century BC and the first century AD.

The *Periplus* contains copious references to the import of glass to India. References to glass in early Indian literature are, however, meagre. Although Roman glassware has been discovered in sites in the Tamil country, there is no reference to 'glass objects', 'glass production' or 'glass-trade' in the Tamil Sangam literature. A few of the early Sanskrit and Pali works—most of which seem to have been written in north India—do refer to glass objects but it is not clear as to whether all or some of these references are to 'Roman glass' because Indians were adept in the art of glass-making long before the commencement of Indo-Roman trade.¹⁵

The important imported glass objects found in the subcontinent are as follows.

**GLASS VESSELS**

These have been discovered at Begram (Afghanistan), Taxila (Pakistan), Paithan, Ter and Nevasa (Maharashtra), Daranikota and Kothapatnam (Andhra) and Arikamedu. Details about the find from Kothapatnam are not available.

Among the important glass finds from Begram are amphorae that were limited in number and are often fragments of various types of vessels. The finds mostly belong to the period between the first century BC and the first century AD.

The important imported glass objects found in the subcontinent are as follows.

**GLASS VESSELS**

These have been discovered at Begram (Afghanistan), Taxila (Pakistan), Paithan, Ter and Nevasa (Maharashtra), Daranikota and Kothapatnam (Andhra) and Arikamedu. Details about the find from Kothapatnam are not available.

Among the important glass finds from Begram is an amphora-shaped vessel with two handles; the outer surface of the vessel has ornamental meandering designs in relief. The site has also revealed a Roman cut-glass vessel in the shape of a tall gobelet decorated with a 'bee-hive' design and a Roman ribbed bowl. Taxila has also yielded similar bowls.

According to Wheeler, the various objects including foreign glassware in the large hoard unearthed between 1937 and 1939 at Begram, the western outpost of the Kushans, may constitute the 'tributes' exacted by the local ruler from traders of different nationalities who passed through the city.¹⁶ However, this theory is considerably weakened by the fact that this hoard includes several local products, viz., objects manufactured within the Kushan empire such as ivory carvings. Another view, put forth by Wheeler, is that the Begram hoard may be part of the Kushan royal treasures originally housed in the Kushan palace at Peshawar or Taxila or Mathura and later brought to the frontier city of Begram by one of the last Kushan princes sometime during the fourth century AD when the empire had almost declined. However, it is extremely unlikely that a defeated prince while fleeing from his royal capital would have decided to carry with him a motley collection of sculptures and vessels including small glass bowls, and later would have buried all these objects in the distant city of Begram. A more plausible explanation is that the Begram hoard, like the Brahmapuri hoard of bronzes, may represent the well preserved collection of a single wealthy individual, probably an indigenous trader, who was involved in cross border trade in which both Taxila and Begram actively participated. This line of argument is supported by the fact that unlike the Roman glass finds in west and south India, the imported glass vessel finds from Begram are not only unusually large but also consist of almost complete vessel forms instead of tiny fragments. Moreover, these glass vessels form part of a 'compact' and intact hoard comprising objects arranged in two small rooms, one of which had been walled up, within a house. The hoard includes besides glassware and ivory, other exotic luxury items such as Chinese bronzes and lacquer ware.

A notable find from Paithan is the rim portion of a mould-made cobalt blue vessel probably of the first century AD. Marianne Stern has opined that this object may have been manufactured at Mouza, the Arab port which carried on trade with Barygaza.¹⁷

Ter has yielded fragments of glass cups, the base of a small bowl as also a bulbous glass bottle or flask. A bulbous bottle or flask has also been discovered at Taxila. All these objects may be dated to the first century AD. All the foreign glass vessels from Nevasa comprise broken pieces of mould-made bowls of the first century AD.

Small pillar moulded glass bowls found in Bahrain, Begram and Taxila have also been reported from Arikamedu and Daranikota. Several such specimens have been found at Arikamedu during the course of various archaeological excavations. The bowls are around 6 cm. high and the diameter of the rim is about 4.5 cm. These bowls may also be dated to
the first century AD. Recently, Jean-François Salles has put forth the
suggestion that the Roman glass bowls may have reached Bahrain
through the port of Barbarike in the Indus delta in north-west india. 18
It has also been argued that some of the Roman merchandize, including
metals such as copper, reaching the Indian port of Barygaza, were re-exported along with Indian products such as red polished pottery to
the Gulf region, through Arab-Persian sailors. Even the solitary Tiberian
coin found at ed-Dur in the United Arab Emirates would have been
exported along with Indian products such as red polished pottery to
China. 21 This Kanchipuram glass would undoubtedly have been
routed through either the port of Arikamedu or Mahabalipuram or
Vasavasamudram as all of them are not too far from Kanchi. China
would have received Roman and Indian glass through Bagram and Taxila
as well. Although the Chinese themselves manufactured glass from the
fifth century BC, the Chinese glass, till the third century AD, was of a
very poor quality.

RAW GLASS

Although raw glass was a major item of import into India, it has been
discovered only in few of the excavated sites, mostly along the
Coromandel coast. Probably, raw glass was converted into finished
products such as beads by the local craftsmen, shortly after it reached
India. The fact that several sites, both in the Deccan and in the Tamil
country, yielding Roman antiquities such as coins and pottery, have
also revealed, in the same stratified layers, enormous quantities of glass
beads, lends support to this line of argument. The most noteworthy
among these sites are Paithan, Nevasa, Brahmapur, Ter, Peddabankur,
Kondapur, Maski, Brahmagiri and Chandravalli (Sattavahana sites) and
Arikamedu, Karaikadu, Kanchi, Uraiyur, Kodumanal and Alagankulam
(sites in Tamilakam); all these were important trade centres in the early
historical period.

Archaeological evidence indicates that although Roman raw glass
first reached the different sites of western and south-western India, the
glass industry was more prosperous in south-eastern India. Stern has
argued that much of the imported raw glass reaching the ports of the
west coast of India may have been transported to the east coast through
the Pallghat pass. 19 The coastal sites of Arikamedu and Karaikadu, as
also the Pandyar port town of Alagankulam were major glass bead
production centres. At Arikamedu which housed the largest bead-making
industry, sizeable quantities of raw glass were also manufactured
indigenously.

The bulk of the glass beads manufactured in the Tamil country were
for local use but large quantities were apparently exported not only to
Andhra, but also to Sri Lanka and South-East Asia. 20 The hexagonal
green-coloured glass beads produced at Arikamedu may have been meant
to be sold as genuine beryl stones to unsuspecting Western traders. A
late second century BC Chinese record mentions the export of
glass from Kanchipuram, a flourishing early historical trade centre,
to China. 21 This Kanchipuram glass would undoubtedly have been
routed through either the port of Arikamedu or Mahabalipuram or
Vasavasamudram as all of them are not too far from Kanchi. China
would have received Roman and Indian glass through Bagram and Taxila
as well. Although the Chinese themselves manufactured glass from the
fifth century AD, the Chinese glass, till the third century AD, was of a
very poor quality.

GLASS BEADS

The reference to 'several sorts of coloured glass' in the Periplus (6, 7, 17)
may include glass beads of various colours. A few glass beads from the
Arikamedu collection have been identified as imports from the Roman
country. Some of these are reported to be imitation of onyx beads which
were manufactured at Arikamedu and sold to Rome. Glass beads from
none of the other sites in India are believed to be authentic imports
from the Mediterranean region. It should, however, be noted that the
bead finds from many of the Indian sites, specially those in the extreme
south, have not been thoroughly investigated. It is plausible that some
of the glass beads discovered at Karaikadu, Kodumanal and Alagankulam
may have been imported from the west. Glass beads imported from
Rome have been recently found in the stratified context at Mantai (Sri
Lanka). 22 In any case, the import of glass beads into India was on a
small scale.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

The reasons for the uneven distribution of imported glass objects in
different parts of the country are many. It is plausible that some other
types of Roman glass vessels, a few of them containing wine, were
regularly sent to India but were destroyed during the medieval period
or even earlier. Again, although glass bottles and beads were often buried
under Buddhist stupas, both in India and China, the use of glass utensils
was generally prohibited in the monasteries and hence, the monks may
not have evinced as much interest in the 'glass trade' as in the 'amphora
trade'. Throughout ancient India, glass was mainly used for producing
jewels such as beads and bangles rather than vessels. Therefore, the
demand for foreign glass vessels would have been limited. Moreover,
the fragile nature of glass would not only have restricted its use but also
the probability of its being transported from one region to another across
rough terrain.
TERRACOTTA ANTIQUITIES

Clay or terracotta objects such as human figurines and lamps depicting Graeco-Roman features have been discovered in various sites throughout the subcontinent. Most of these objects, apart from some of the specimens from Arikamedu and a few other sites, are not from stratified layers. The available evidence, however, indicates that the majority of these objects belong to the first century AD. Arikamedu is the only site to have yielded a terracotta female figure revealing Graeco-Roman influence from a pre-sigillata layer which may be dated to the end of the first century BC; this is definitely the earliest object of its kind in the Tamil country.

The important terracotta objects include lamps unearthed at Arikamedu, Kanchipuram and Ter; the unique Hellenistic head from Kodumanal; the jar from Yellesvaram (Andhra) and seals with Roman letters from Rajbadidanga (West Bengal).

Of all these items, lamps are definitely imports from the Roman empire. Arikamedu has yielded several specimens of such lamps but many of them are not stratified finds. At this juncture, the interesting references to the yavana (Roman) lamp in the Tamil Sangam literature may be examined. The Perumbāṇṇāṟṟuppadai (311-19) describes a yavana lamp in the shape of a swan. Here, the poet uses the term yavanam in connection with the city of 'Nīrpeyaṟṟu', belonging to Ilantraiyan of Kanchi. The work also describes an interesting episode: a group of damsels go to the tank for their bath and the fish-shaped gold earring of one of the girls accidentally falls into the tank. The kingfisher, in search of its prey, takes the earring, mistaking it for a real fish, only to throw it away in disgust. The earring rolls down through the leaves of the palmyra tree and finally comes to rest on a pillar near the sacrificial altar of the Brahmins. The earring, reflecting the rays emitted by the fire within the altar, appears to the poet, like a real gold coloured fish atop the swan lamp of the yavana. It is likely that metallic swinging lamps were specifically designed in the shape of a swan with the fish placed at the top as if to lure the swan below. Dorai Rangaswamy has commented at length on this passage from the Perumbāṇṇāṟṟuppadai. According to him, the fire within the sacrificial altar may have appeared, to the poet, like the flame of the lamp while the sacrificial pillar at whose base the fire was lit may have appeared like the chain of the swinging lamp. He has indicated the possibility that this description in the Perumbāṇṇāṟṟuppadai may be a simile referring to the light hanging atop a ship in mid-sea; even a star in the sky might appear, to the people on the coast, an earring on top of the ship. It seems that these exotic swan lamps were not commonly used in Tamilakam and the few imported specimens were, according to the Perumbāṇṇāṟṟuppadai (316-18), a novelty for the local people. The Nedunāḷvädi (101-3) describes another variety of yavana lamps shaped like women, holding, in their folded palms, a tabāṭi or shallow bowl containing oil for lighting the lamp. Such foreign lamps may have been the prototype for the pāvai vilakkam—a metallic female figure, holding a lamp in her hands, fairly common in the Tamil country during the later periods. Even during the Sangam age, according to the bard, the damsel-shaped lamps were lighted every evening in all the homes of Madurai. The Manimēkalai (1:43) refers to the practice of installing pāvai vilakkam as offerings to the deities. The idea underlying such lamps may either be to perpetuate the memory of the female donor by depicting her holding the lamp gifted by her to the Lord or to give the donor, a representation of her offering the lamp to the deity, before her very eyes.

Surprisingly, the Periplus does not mention Roman lamps but Champakalakshmi has opined that some of the different metals listed in the Periplus as imports to India may have been in the form of finished products such as lamps. Lamps similar to those mentioned in the Sangam classics have not been discovered anywhere in the Tamil country and K.V. Raman’s identification of the lamps mentioned in the Nedunāḷvädi with the finds from Arikamedu is erroneous. It should be noted that the Tamil literary evidence implies that the yavana lamps were huge metal objects but all the finds from Arikamedu are small, plain terracotta specimens and can in no way be compared to the lamps mentioned in the literature.

Interestingly, a terracotta lamp closely resembling the lamp described in the Nedunāḷvädi has been recovered from Ter. It is shaped like a female bust; the head is hollow and has a central knob with a transverse perforation for suspension. The face is oval unlike the squarish-round physiognomy of the Sātavāhana terracottas common in the Deccan. The anatomical features of this terracotta lamp are typically Roman. It is pink in colour and is made of fine well levigated clay, quite different from the other terracottas of Ter, and hence it is believed to be an import.

Incidentally, lamps similar to the pāvai vilakkam are not known in north and north-west India but are in use in Bengal even to this day. Although the east has hardly yielded any such lamp finds, whether
indigenous or foreign, in the early historical archaeological context, it is possible that the use of such lamps in Bengal was the result of the region's contact, through Tamilakam, with ancient Romans.

Among the other types of pseudo-Roman terracotta objects found in India, the well preserved bust of Apollo(?) from Kodumanal is noteworthy (Plate 14). The clipped beard, moustache and the spiked helmet indicate that the figure is a warrior. The figure has a typical Roman nose, long and sharp, thin elongated lips, half-closed eyes and a smiling countenance. The Hellenistic elements are discernible in the shape of the helmet as also in the type of the moustache which closely resembles those on Gandharan sculptures. Similar terracotta human figurines portraying Graeco-Roman features from Arikamedu are local imitations.

A unique terracotta find unearthed at Dhulikatta in Andhra is a red slipped and polished human figure wearing a discular hat with a prominent brim and a rosette attached to the right; the eyes and ears are added applique and the mouth is open to simulate a laugh. The figure identified as that of a Roman trader seems to be part of a spout of a water jar.

At Yellesvaram in Andhra, along with the aureus of Septimius Severus, a unique pseudo-Roman red ware jar with a black band painted at the junction of the neck and the body has been found. The site has also yielded terracotta and stone figurines of nude goddesses probably of Graeco-Roman origin.

Yet another pseudo-Roman object, discovered in Vadnagar (Gujarat), is an intaglio in clay depicting a woman with a flower in her hand. It was found along with red polished ware and a clay seal with an inscription palaeographically assigned to the second-third centuries AD. Terracotta plaques depicting Roman figures have also been reported from Adam in Maharashtra.

Among the other terracotta objects in India are the seals with Roman(?) legends recovered from Rajbadidanga. One of the seals bears the inscription ‘OABORRA’, probably a personal name; this seal was discovered along with other inscribed indigenous seals belonging to the fifth-sixth centuries AD and later. Another terracotta seal from the same site bears the name ‘HORAE’.

Terracotta objects, mainly human figurines revealing Graeco-Roman influence, are more common in north-west, north and east India than in the south. The political ties between the Greeks and the Mauryans resulted in Greek terracotta art directly inspiring and influencing the terracottas of the Mauryans and their immediate successors in north India. Moreover, north India was, for centuries, exposed to the Gandhara school which itself was the fusion of several styles including the Hellenistic. Even the technique of casting terracottas in double mould, which was probably introduced in India by the foreigners, was more popular in north India than in the south during this period. Unlike north India, in the south, terracottas depicting foreign features are all confined to a limited number of trade-centres such as Dhulikatta, Arikamedu and Kodumanal.

JEWEellery

Jewels exhibiting non-Indian motifs have been recovered from sites in north-west, north, west and south India. These finds include finger rings, intaglios and cameos. The finger rings are the most numerous. While some of these jewels are part of Roman coin hoards, others have either been unearthed during the course of archaeological excavations or have been accidentally discovered from under the ground by farmers and treasure-diggers. The majority of the finds are of the first century AD.

Arikamedu has yielded two gems with carvings on them. One of them (carnelian?) is a surface find and portrays the head of Augustus in intaglio. The other intaglio is made of quartz and depicts the figure of Cupid and a bird, most probably an eagle. However, the exact
circumstances of this find are not known. According to Wheeler, although this gem is of Graeco-Roman workmanship, the fact that the intaglio is untrimmed, indicates that it is an unfinished local product made by one of the Mediterranean craftsmen settled in Arikamedu.\textsuperscript{28}

Arikamedu, specially the 'Northern Sector' of the site, seems to have been a thriving industrial centre during the period between the first century BC and the first century AD. Conch shell jewellery making, well known in Mantai (Sri Lanka) and several Tamilnadu sites including Alagankulam, was, in addition to the production of beads and intaglios, a major craft of the 'Northern Sector'. Fragments of unfinished bangles and crescent-shaped ear ornaments of conch shell have been recovered from the post-sigillata layers of this Sector. Another craft exclusive to this Sector was ivory carving. This is substantiated by the discovery of a few ivory pieces from the site. One of them, recovered from a pre-sigillata layer of the 'Northern Sector', is a long piece, elliptical in section and divided into zones with parallel lines incised on it. The other piece is a fragment of a handle(?) of planoconvex section, divided into zones by raised bands, the sides having two mortises and the intervening space decorated by rosettes. The precise stratigraphic position of this handle is not known. Both these pieces may be either semi-finished products or else 'waste-bits' discarded during the carving of large ivory products. The raw material for the ivory industry at Arikamedu appears to have reached there along with other merchandise from the Malabar area through the Palghat pass, because the breeding of elephants was almost unknown on the Coromandel coast at that time. It may be recalled that ivory was an item of export from India to Rome during the first century AD and a sizeable quantity of ivory exported may have been in the form of jewels such as bangles and finger rings, some of which may have been carved by the Mediterranean craftsmen residing at Arikamedu.

Further evidence in support of the fact that both local and the foreign artists of Arikamedu produced intaglios is furnished by the discovery of two unique rouletted potsherds, probably of the first century AD, from the site. One of the sherd depicts two figures—a lion standing majestically in an animated pose within an oval and also a standing lady. The other sherd depicts, within an oval the figure of a standing young lady holding a bronze(?) mirror in her hand. Potsherds engraved with such complex designs may have been used either as models to produce quartz intaglios or as moulds to cast signet rings. Significantly, the female figure on a gold signet ring, recently discovered at Karur,\textsuperscript{29} is strikingly similar to the figure on the latter potsherd recovered from Arikamedu.

The signet ring from Karur is a unique find. Recovered from the dry bed of Amaravati river, the ring (weighing 15.6 gm.) has an oval face which measures 2.5 cm. in length and 1.5 cm. across. On the face, in intaglio, is the signet—a pair of \textit{mithuna} figures—an amorous couple probably belonging to the Chera royal family (Plate 15). Both the figures are tall and slim, standing cross-legged. The damsel's left hand gently embraces the shoulders of her beloved while her right arm gracefully hangs downwards. She has long hair which has been tied at the back in a knot or bun, in a manner very common in the Tamil country to this day. Her supple face, slightly bent downwards, is expressive of her extreme bashfulness. Her prominent breasts and slender legs are clearly delineated. She is clad in a long, thin, loose, silk garment and is wearing large anklets and bangles. Her lover, standing to her left, affectionately touches her gently with his right arm while his left arm holds a half-bloomed flower. He is well groomed and clean-shaven. The sharp contours, the sense of proportion and symmetry of these figures undoubtedly reveal that this ring is one of the best specimens of south Indian art.

\textbf{PLATE 15. MITHUNA FIGURE ON GOLD RING, KARUR (TAMILNADU)}
The art of engraving in intaglio is primarily that of the lapidary and not of the goldsmith. It is historically well known that several Roman traders specially came in search of the beryl found at Vaniyambadi and Padiyur as this gem is most suitable for engraving in intaglio. Thus, there can hardly be any doubt that the Karur ring was inspired by Roman lapidary art introduced in the Tamil country by foreign tradesmen. The fact that the lapidary was, in early historical Tamilakam, a highly respected and prosperous professional who could afford to bestow lavish gifts on others is evident from a Tamil-Brahmi epigraph (third-fourth centuries AD) found at Arachalur in the Coimbatore region. The inscription was originally believed to record the gift of seven rock beds by a lapidary to the monks (Jain monks?). Another reading of the inscription which is flanked on either side by musical notes or notations arranged in straight lines, is that either the lapidary himself composed those musical notations or else assisted, probably in terms of funds, the scholar who composed the notations. The latter reading of the inscription indicates that the lapidary was himself a poet or one who patronized learned musicians. The term denoting the ‘lapidary’ used in this epigraph was originally read as ‘maniy-vannakan’ (lapidary dealing in gems) but has recently been interpreted as ‘malaiy-vannakan’ (lapidary from the hills). Incidentally, the term vannakan which frequently occurs in the Tamil Sangam literature mainly in the context of a lapidary who sometimes was either a poet or the son of a poet, is a surname of a certain caste in the Coimbatore region even to this day. This caste name may have been derived from the name of the occupation, i.e. gem-cutting pursued by the people in ancient times.

Despite the fact that the technique of execution of the figures on the Karur ring is Graeco-Roman, the jewel is essentially Indian in its ethos and idiom and seems to have been influenced by the Amaravati school of Buddhist art. Initially, R. Nagaswamy and I. Mahadevan believed that the Karur intaglio, in form, flexion and treatment, has much in common with the ‘middle phase’ of Amaravati art and hence, they assigned the jewel to the first century AD. However, a recent re-examination of the find has convincingly revealed that the slim and elongated figures on the ring are more akin to a ‘late phase’ of the Amaravati school and hence, can safely be assigned to the second century AD.

At this juncture, it may be noted that the foreign artists visiting south India contributed to the evolution and refinement of the Amaravati school whose origin can be traced to the Mauryan period. The earliest sculptures of this school, somewhat crude and flat, are adorned with heavy garments and turbans. Following the influence of foreigners, the sculptures of the first two centuries AD are more supple and realistic. Roman warriors are rarely depicted in these sculptures.

In addition to this ring, Karur has yielded several finds of coins and jewels mostly dated to the early centuries of the Christian era. Recently, the site has yielded ten gold finger rings depicting various Graeco-Roman motifs. These rings are unpublished and are in the possession of dealers. Among the other finds from the site are two inscribed rings—one in silver and the other in gold. The silver ring is broken and its present weight is 740 mg. This ring carries the nāndi pāda motif to the left of the Tamil-Brahmi inscription which reads: 'Tittan'. It may be noted that Abhanantārā (122) mentions a Cōla chieftain named Tittan who ruled Uraiyur, not too far from Karur; it is likely that the descendants of this chieftain resided at Karur. Viewed in the context of the discovery of several Sangam Cōla coins from Karur, this ring proves that the town functioned as an industrial hub not only for the Cheras but also the Cōlas. As the inscription on the ring runs from left to right and the letters of the alphabet are in high relief, the ring could not have been a signet ring. The gold ring, weighing 3.72 gm., also bears a Tamil-Brahmi inscription running, from right to left which reads, 'U pā an', may be 'apāukan', meaning ‘devotee’; the legend is flanked by the crescent moon and the ārika motifs. The letters of the alphabet have been formed by incuse punches and therefore the ring may have been a signet ring. It may have belonged to a merchant of Karur who was a lay disciple of a Jain monk. Palaeographically, the gold ring may be assigned to the first century BC and the silver ring to the first century AD.

Another signet ring, recently discovered at Karur, bears the inscription 'Sātan Sānavēgi' which was probably the name of a jeweller, a nobleman or a banker; the fish and taurine symbols below the legend may be the official insignia of a trade guild.

It is well known that signet rings were introduced in north India by the Indo-Greeks not earlier than the second century BC, although a finger ring with a small bezel has been reported from Harappa (2500 BC). Similarly, the south would have learnt about signet rings from the Greek and Roman traders who frequented the peninsular coast from the first century BC onwards. These rings from Karur are among the earliest extant finger rings found in the Tamil country.

The discovery of ancient jewellery from the Chera capital of Karur indicates that the Chera rulers were fond of adorning themselves with various types of ornaments. A Tamil-Brahmi inscription specifically refers
shops selling gold ornaments and other expensive curios. Besides Karur, Kodumanal was also a major jewellery manufacturing centre which catered to the needs of the ruling elite of Karur. Recent excavations at Kodumanal have yielded, in stratified layers, enormous quantities of beads made of agate, lapis lazuli, garnet, carnelian, jasper, sapphire, amethyst quartz, coral, soapstone and even beryl. The coral beads here are strikingly similar to the one excavated at Tiruvakkarai, not too far from Arikamedu. The discovery of several semi-polished and undrilled beads as well as blocks and discarded chips of various semi-precious stones confirm the existence of a large bead industry in Kodumanal. Beryl, sapphire and quartz deposits are found in the vicinity of Kodumanal, coral was undoubtedly imported from Rome, lapis lazuli from Badakhshan in Northern Afghanistan and carnelian from Gujarat. The exchange of not only precious stones but also the techniques of bead-making between west and south India is further corroborated by the fact that several quartz beads unearthed during excavations at Mantai, a Sri Lankan port close to the Indian mainland, were found to be pierced with a double diamond bit, a technique hitherto recorded only in Gujarat.

Among the other finds from Kodumanal, a standing copper tiger, inlaid from head to tail with alternating triangular pieces of carnelian and sapphire, is noteworthy. The site has also yielded copper and silver rings and 24-carat gold and silver spirals which were probably used as ear ornaments. It should, however, be noted that jewels revealing a synthesis of Indian and Graeco-Roman art are mainly confined to Karur and have not been found at Kodumanal. This indicates that while indigenous craftsmen worked at Kodumanal, foreign artisans worked in the Chera capital, probably under royal patronage.

Among the jewellery finds from the neighbourhood of Coimbatore, the one from Vellalur is a large and important one. The notable objects in the hoard, besides the Tiberian aurei, are two Roman gold finger rings. One of these rings depicts a dragon and the head of a Graeco-Roman soldier with a prominent headgear that can be observed only at a certain angle. The other ring is inlaid with a transparent violet coloured garnet or amethyst stone on which is engraved the figure of a standing nude Greek lady, dressing her hair. Interestingly, this female figure bears a resemblance to that on one of the rouletted potsherds of Arikamedu. The Vellalur hoard also includes two indigenous gold rings, one of which portrays a fish or some other imaginary denizen of the ocean and the other, a lion with a gaping mouth, a curved tail and a raised paw. Incidentally, the lion figure is similar to the one on a gold ring recently found at Karur; the Karur ring portrays a Greek or Roman warrior (Apollo?) mounted on the prancing lion whose mane, legs, paws and the partially uplifted and tufted tail are stylized. All the rings in the Vellalur hoard are believed to be either wedding-rings or those exchanged as a token of friendship. A unique object in the hoard is an oval-shaped red carnelian intaglio with the figure of a grazing (?) horse, probably meant to be fitted on a ring. All the gold neck ornaments in the hoard are local products. Among them is a rectangular pendant measuring 3.3 x 2.8 cm. with the figure of a humped bull on one side and an elephant on the other; the borders of the pendant are profusely ornamented. The other pendants in the hoard include a pair of identical gold floral beads which would have once formed part of a single long chain; these two pendants are shaped like an intricately carved trident or an inverted triratna. Another object in the hoard is a small golden billhook with a handle measuring 3.6 cm.; this also appears to have been used as a pendant.

Another important piece of jewellery has been discovered from Kampelayam (Plate 16). The precise circumstances of the find remain a mystery. The exact location of the site is also unknown but it may be tentatively identified with a place called Kempupalayam, not too far from Coimbatore city. This find is a unique circular Roman gold pendant 4 cm. in diameter and weighing 18.87 gms. The pendant has a horizontally placed cylindrical loop at the top, and it is made of two sheets of gold, beaten thin and cut in a circular shape of equal size and impressed in repousse with designs; a legend has been engraved in repousse on one of the sheets. The sheets, placed back to back, have been soldered together by two narrow strips (tubes?) of gold which run along the margins of the sheet. The solitary tiny hole near the edge of the pendant may have been meant for pouring molten lac to fill the interspace between the two sheets and to ensure that the repousse work did not get obliterated due to rough handling of the object. A series of around twenty tiny gold rings, two of which are missing to date, have been soldered at regular intervals, along the edge of the pendant. The gold beads, recovered along with the pendant, were probably meant to be grouped in the interstices between the rings and threaded through a gold wire or chain such that the pendant was laced with a chain of gold beads. Portions of this wire or chain have also been found along with the pendant.
PLATE 16. ROMAN GOLD PENDANT, KAMPELAYAM (TAMILNADU); OBVERSE AND REVERSE

The figure on the obverse of the pendant is in high relief and represents a boldly modelled female bust whose facial features appear to be those of a Greek or Roman matron. The veil covering the head is similar to that on the royal ladies portrayed on Greek and Roman coins till the beginning of the third century AD. The reverse of the pendant appears to be blank but a close examination reveals a tall and narrow flagon on the left and a long cornucopia on the right; both these devices are in very low relief and are not clearly visible because of excessive crinkling of the reverse sheet. It may be noted that both the reverse devices have frequently been depicted on Roman coins.

The reverse of the pendant bears a legend running in a circle along the periphery. Since the jewel has been badly damaged, it is not clear whether some of the minute lines near the legend are part of the legend or mere crinkles. T.G. Aravamuthan has suggested that the legend appears to be in Brāhmī. Later, he himself has admitted that some of the letters in the legend are 'foreign' to Brāhmī and he has dismissed the inscription as undecipherable. A recent re-examination of the jewel has revealed that the legend is undoubtedly in the Roman alphabet but it is too worn out to be deciphered correctly. Roman letters such as 'C' and 'T' are, however, visible.

The only other piece of ancient jewellery which can be compared with the Kempupalayam pendant is from Karivalamvandanallur in the Tirunelveli region. The Karivalamvandanallur pendant, discovered in a hoard of six Roman aurei, comprises two circular gold discs welded together; the obverse of the pendant portrays the head of Ptolemy(? of Egypt while the reverse depicts a cornucopia, a jar and a partly effaced legend along the margin. This pendant seems to have been laced, along the edges, with beads threaded through a chain as evidenced by the occurrence of fragments of a chain and a few beads along with the pendant. The Karivalamvandanallur hoard has also yielded other pieces of jewellery including two finger rings; however, details about these are not available.

Among the jewellery finds from western India, mention may be made of a Roman cameo portraying a beautiful female head recovered from Karvan (Gujarat).

Taxila has yielded a few carved gems, and two of these are reported to be imports from the Mediterranean region. One of them, depicting the winged Cupid and a bird, is almost identical to the Arikamedu gem depicting the same theme.
The clay bullae modelled on the imperial Roman coins found in India, were also, as indicated earlier, often used as jewels.

With the decline of Indo-Roman trade, jewels portraying a synthesis of Graeco-Roman and Indian motifs and techniques also went out of fashion in India.

NOTES
1. For details about the site, see H.D. Sankalia and M.G. Dikshit, Excavations at Brahmapuri (Kolhapur) 1945-46, Poona, 1952. Also see R.S. Sharma, Urban Decay in India (c.300-c.1000), New Delhi, 1987, pp. 79-80.
5. Khandalavala, 'Brahmapuri', pp. 29-75; Cimino and Scialpi, India and Italy, p. 39.
7. Khandalavala 'Brahmapuri', pp 29-75; Cimino and Scialpi, India and Italy, p. 39.
10. Although such a view has not been explicitly stated, none of the scholars writing on the subject have ever regarded the bronze bullae in India as commodities of regular trade.
11. For details regarding these references, see the chap. on Coins in this volume.
12. R. Champakalackshmi, 'Sangam Literature as a Source of Evidence on India's Trade with the Western World: Problems of Methodology and Interpretation', paper presented at the international seminar on India and the Roman World Between the 1st and 4th Century A.D., Madras, 1990.
15. For details about the glass industry in ancient India, see M.G. Dikshit, History of Indian Glass, Bombay, 1969.
24. Champakalakshmi, 'Sangam Literature'.
29. I am grateful to I. Mahadevan for information about the ring and a colour photograph of the jewel. The ring was, until recently, in the hands of a private
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collector (who prefers to remain anonymous) but is rumoured to have been smuggled out of India.


33. These two rings are in the possession of A. Sitaraman, Tanjavur. I am grateful to him for permitting me to study and photograph the jewels.


35. Kodumanal has been subjected to a series of archaeological excavations, mainly by the Department of Epigraphy and Archaeology of the Tamil University, Tanjavur. I am grateful to Y. Subbarayalu and K. Rajan of the University for allowing me to examine the excavated objects in 1991, 1996, 1997, 1998 and 2000. In 1997 and 1998, I studied the objects along with O. Boparachchi.

36. Tiruvakkurai was excavated in 1985 by the Department of Ancient History and Archaeology of the University of Madras. As a postgraduate student of the Department, I was involved in the process. For details about the site, see S. Suresh, 'Recent Archaeological Discoveries and Studies in Tamilnadu', *Quarterly Bulletin of the School of Historical and Cultural Studies*, Calcutta, vol. I, nos. 3 and 4, 1994-5, pp. 11-16.


38. N. Devasahayam, 'Roman Jewellery from Vellalore Site during the Sangam Period', *Lalit Kala*, vol. 21, 1985, p. 53.

39. I am grateful to R. Champakalakshmi for this identification.

40. The pendant is in the Government Museum, Madras (Accession no. RB 209). The beads and the chain or wire could not be traced despite repeated visits to the Museum between 1989 and 1992.


42. The coins in the hoard are in the Government Museum, Madras (Accession no. 324.141, 324.143, 324.144, 324.145, 324.148 and 324.154). The pendant and other jewels in the hoard are also believed to be in the museum but are not traceable.

Epilogue

The present study highlights the importance of archaeology for understanding the nature of Indo-Mediterranean contacts in ancient times. Literary accounts, both Graeco-Roman and Tamil, supplement the information culled from the artifactual remains.

There is lack of unanimity amongst scholars about the exact date of origin of this maritime trade. The evidence obtained from recent excavations at Arikamedu, Alagankulam and a few other sites in south-eastern India, although quantitatively meagre, clearly indicate that the trade began long before the reign of Augustus (27 BC-AD 14), probably in the second century BC or even earlier. It has now been accepted that the nature of the monsoon winds sweeping across the Indian Ocean, upon which depended navigation, was known to Arab and Indian seafarers prior to its 'discovery' by the Greek sailor Hippalos, but the precise date of this 'discovery' is not clear. Probably, this 'discovery' was not a one-time event but was made in successive stages. In any case, it may be recalled that the Roman conquest of Egypt around 31 BC provided Romans not only the wealth and other resources of Africa but also the lucrative India trade which had been efficiently organized by the powerful Ptolemyans, the Greek ruling family of Egypt, after the death of Alexander the Great. Thus, it is clear that the imperial Romans under Augustus and his successors did not 'initiate' the trade but had merely 'inherited' it.

The distribution pattern of Roman antiquities, especially coins, in the Indian subcontinent, provides a valuable clue to the routes adopted by the traders while traversing from one region to the other. Initially, the Romans frequented the ports on the west coast of India because the circumnavigation of Cape Comorin was considered too hazardous. This is confirmed by the fact that all Roman Republican coins (first century BC) are confined to the Laccadives, Kerala and the sites near the Palghat...
pass. Such finds are unknown in coastal Tamilnadu and Andhra. The absence of Roman pottery in Kerala can be explained by the fact that majority of the Roman objects including ceramics reached India during the first century AD—the period when trade was more brisk along the Coromandel coast; the zenith of Kerala's contact with the Western world was probably in the late first century BC. Thus, it is not surprising that the Ahananivir and the Purananimivir, the earliest Tamil poems, describe trade activities at Muziris, while the Sangam works of a slightly later period, such as the Poittinappadai, refer to the Coromandel ports, specially Kaveripumpattinam, in considerable detail. Similarly, while the Periplous (first century AD) provides only limited information on the east coast of India, Claudius Ptolemy's Geography (AD150) contains copious references to the Coromandel ports.

It is well known that the Julio-Claudian coin finds are concentrated in the Coimbatore region, close to the Palghat pass which was a vital 'corridor' linking the Malabar and the Coromandel coasts. Hoards containing aurei of the second century AD have often been recovered from Andhra indicating that the ports of the region were very busy during that period. On the other hand, late Roman and Byzantine coins of the late fourth and fifth centuries AD are mostly confined to coastal Tamilnadu, Madurai, Karur and Sri Lanka, indicating another major shift in the regions connected with the trade. Roman coins are extremely rare in regions to the east of India and Sri Lanka. The few poorly recorded finds of such coins from regions around the Gulf of Siam (Gulf of Thailand) and China may not have reached there because of trade but were mere curios brought by diplomatic embassies or pilgrims.

Significant changes are discernible not only in the trade routes but also in the principal commodities of trade between the initial (first century BC-first century AD) and the later (fourth-fifth centuries AD) phases of the trade. In the initial period, the main items of export from India were luxury goods such as ivory, silks, pearls and precious stones and the volume of trade, both in luxury and non-luxury items, was very large, thus necessitating the use of the Roman gold and silver issues in high value transactions involved in the trade. By the third-fourth centuries AD, the volume of trade had considerably declined and the main area of Roman activity during this period was restricted to the Madurai-Karur region of Tamilnadu and Sri Lanka. Moreover, the main exports from India, at that time, were confined to articles of everyday use such as cotton fabrics and pepper, thus warranting the use of low value Roman copper issues in the transactions between the Indian and the Mediterranean merchants. While late Roman and Byzantine copper issues are not known outside the main areas of trade of this late period, a few late gold issues have been found in the Andhra-Karnataka-Kerala region. The solidi finds in some of these sites would have reached there from Madurai during the course of inland trade. However, it is clear that the people in all the regions outside Madurai-Karur were not willing to accept the late Roman copper issues but insisted on payment in gold.

Thus, although trade began, due to geographical reasons, along the west coast, bulk of the Indo-Roman commerce seems to have been carried on through the Coromandel ports. Many factors contributed to the growth of the Coromandel ports. The most important factor is that the famous Silk Route linking China with Rome, by land, became inoperative during the first century BC because of the hostile attitude of the Parthians in Central Asia and the Chinese were compelled to divert their goods to the Coromandel ports for onward transmission to Rome. By then, the ports of south-eastern India had become important 'transit depots' in the trade between China, South-East Asia, Sri Lanka and Rome. The Silk Route across the land was, to a large extent, replaced by the 'maritime silk route'.

The origin of trade coincided with the emergence, for the first time ever in south India, of a series of 'states' or 'kingdoms' each with its own distinct administrative and judicial systems. One of the direct consequences of the trade was the emergence of scores of urban centres throughout south India, mainly in the Tamilnadu-Andhra region. These trade centres, which developed mainly due to royal patronage, fall under one or more of the following categories:

1. Capital cities such as Madurai, the capital of the Pândyas; Uraiyur, the capital of the Cólas and Karur, the capital of the Cheras. The location of Karur was, until recently, intensely debated by scholars. It has now been established beyond doubt that the modern town of Karur, on the banks of the river Amaravati in Tamilnadu, was the Chera capital. The town and its environs have, in recent years, yielded rock inscriptions and coins related to the Sangam Cheras. Significantly, all the capitals were commercially important. Karur was a jewellery-manufacturing centre. Madurai was famous for its cotton fabrics but there is no clear evidence that these were exported to Rome, particularly during the early period, because Roman coins of the first century AD number far less than those of the later centuries in the area. However, the 'Arigaritic' muslin
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produced at Uraiyur was in great demand in the Roman markets. Archaeological excavations at Uraiyur have revealed a dyeing vat similar to the ones reported from Arikamedu and Vasavasamudram.

2. Chief ports such as Muziris (Chera port), Kaveripumpattinam and Bandarpattinam (Gōla ports), Korkai and Alaganakulam (Pāṇḍya ports) and Virai or Arikamedu which was used by traders from different kingdoms and chiefdoms including the Malaiyamāns who flourished in the area.

3. Sites rich in mineral resources: The most important among such sites is Kodumanal, a thriving craft centre where jewels, iron and steel implements and textiles were produced. Terracotta spindle whorls and a piece of cloth have been recovered from the stratified layers at the site. This cloth fragment is believed to be the oldest of such finds in south India.

4. Towns which lay on important trade routes: An example of such a town is Tirukoilur, on the right bank of the river Pennaiyar. The site, not too far from Arikamedu, was the capital of the Malaiyamān chieftains. The place abounds in the quadrangular copper coins issued by this ruling family.

Among the other ‘trade route’ centres are Nagarjunakonda, Amaravati and Kondapur (Andhra). It may be noted that many of the towns and cities in Andhra developed solely on account of their strategic location on the routes linking the ports of south-eastern India with Western Deccan (Maharashtra region). Several of these Andhra sites, located on the banks of major rivers, also served as ‘inland ports’.

Yet another ‘trade route’ site is Sannati (Karnataka) which has also revealed edicts of the Mauryan emperor Asoka (third century BC).

All these urban centres frequently interacted with one another, both for regional commerce as well as transcontinental trade.

The precise ‘role’ or ‘function’ of the Roman coins in the towns and cities of early historical India has, for long, been a matter of considerable academic debate. The available evidence indicates that these coins did circulate as ‘money’ in parts of south India, specially the Tamil country, and also in Sri Lanka. The value of the foreign coins in relation to the indigenous issues is indeterminable. The kānām mentioned in the early Tamil poems as well as the terms dināra and suvarṇa appearing in epigraphs and Sanskrit literature may refer to the Roman aureus. The Roman denarii were rarely counterstruck by the Sangam Chera rulers for use in their territory. Imitations of Roman coins were produced in certain regions of India, whenever there was a shortage of the genuine foreign currency.

As the Roman coins, through the process of trade, reached almost all parts of the then known world, these coins acquired the status of a ‘multinational’ currency. In this respect, these coins may be compared to the present day US dollars which are accepted as valid legal tender in several commercial establishments in Singapore and Europe.

The ugly slash marks and the tiny countermarks including dots, curves and stars, are two peculiar features of the Roman coins in India. Several theories have been propounded that the slashes were intended to cancel out the issuing authority but none of these theories are convincing because of the extremely limited occurrence of the phenomenon. As far as the countermarks are concerned, most of them are undoubtedly ownership marks, meant to distinguish the coins of one owner from those of the other, specially on occasions when the coins of different individuals/agencies were deposited with a common banking institution or a moneylender.

The use of Roman coins and their metallic and clay imitations as jewellery was not as common as is generally believed. A small percentage of the coins were pierced or looped to be used as pendants of necklaces. The practice of using coins as jewels was not confined to the Roman coins alone; some of the Sātavāhana and Kushan coins were also converted into jewellery. The use of the Roman aurei as jewellery was mainly confined to the Andhra-Tamilnadu region presumably because in the north, the Kushan gold issues, based on the Roman weight standard, were available for use as jewellery whereas indigenous gold coins were not known in ancient south India.

Since the time of Wheeler, Indian archaeologists (including me) had assumed that rouletted pottery, mainly concentrated in eastern and south-eastern India, and the red polished ware, common in sites in Gujarat, are imports from the Mediterranean world. Recent studies of specimens of both these pottery types have, however, conclusively proved that they are indigenous products.

The amphorae recovered from select sites in west and south India exhibit variations in size, shape and surface treatment. Apart from wine, a variety of other items such as olive oil, honey, garum (a fish sauce) and fruits were brought to India in the amphorae.
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have been recovered mainly from a series of sites along the east coast of
India.

It should be remembered that Indians would have learnt the technique
and the external decorative features of Roman pottery not only from
Rome and Africa, but also from the Hellenistic settlements thriving in the
Persian Gulf region.

Some of the Roman objects, including the sigillata recovered in the
subcontinent in extremely limited quantities, reached the country not
as trade commodities, but either as 'personal belongings' of foreign
traders or as 'gifts' for mercantile families, royal households and religious
establishments. Interestingly, certain types of foreign objects such as
bronze artifacts were carried to India both as 'trade items' and 'gift items'
on different occasions.

The Buddhist vihāras were established along the major trade routes,
specially in the Deccan region. The monks themselves participated in
the trade on behalf of their patron-merchants. Hence, the presence of
foreign objects such as amphorae sherds within the premises of ancient
monasteries is not surprising. The use of foreign objects including bronze
artifacts was also known in the vihāras of western India. In Tamilakam,
however, archaeology has not shed much light on the precise 'link'
between the Buddhist institutions and Roman trade.

There were a few colonies of Roman merchants in India. Ter,
Arilikamedu, Kaveripumpattinam, Madurai and Alagankulam appear to
have housed such settlements.

Large-scale excavations at some of the principal trade sites, specially
the port towns of Tamilnadu and Kerala, enhance one's knowledge about
the trade. There is an urgent need to intensify efforts in this direction
because many of the sites are rapidly deteriorating due to a host of
factors such as erosion caused by the sea and rivers, agricultural operations
and unauthorized digging and collection of antiquities, specially coins,
by local treasure hunters. Also, in recent decades, towns such as Karur
have seen intense construction activity and are no longer available for
major archaeological operations. Even Karaikadu which was, till a few
years ago, a little known isolated, undisturbed site, has been thoroughly
spolit due to the construction of a series of commercial establishments
and offices almost atop the ancient settlement.

In conclusion, it should be reiterated that the Indo-Roman contacts
were not confined to mere commercial ties. They extended to the
exchange of diplomatic embassies and cultural interaction. The focus
here, however, has been on an intensive study of Roman coins and other
antiquities in India and their significance in trade, specially maritime
trade. Regarding cultural interaction, while efforts have been made to
highlight the results of such interaction in the case of jewellery, bronze
antiquities, etc., it has not been dealt with extensively as such a study
would include the art and monumental remains of the early historical
period.

NOTE

## APPENDIX I

### List of Roman Coin Finds in India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial No.</th>
<th>Find Year</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find</th>
<th>No. of Coins and Issuers</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Associated Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pre-1828</td>
<td>Alamporai or Alampara</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>3+; Issuer(s):?</td>
<td>AV (2+), AE (1+)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Alhilandapuram</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>30; Augustus:2, Tiberius:3, Rest:?</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1941?</td>
<td>Annamalai</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Total: Tiberius:??</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1989-91</td>
<td>Alagankulam</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>4+; Theodosius I:1, Valentinian II:1, Arcadius:1, Unidentified:1+</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1990s</td>
<td>Bandarpattinam</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>4; Arcadius:2, Honorius:2</td>
<td>AE PMC, medieval Caja coins (?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>Bishopspdown (Udhagamandalam)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Claudius:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Budinatham</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1398; Augustus:369, Tiberius:1029</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1808</td>
<td>Chavadiyappalam</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Augustus:1</td>
<td>AR PMC (AR)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1817</td>
<td>Coimbatore Area</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Augustus:1</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tamilnadu**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial No.</th>
<th>Find Year</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find</th>
<th>No. of Coins and Issuers</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Associated Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Coimbatore area</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Tiberius:2</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Coimbatore area</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>73; Augustus, Tiberius:72, Gaius:1</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Nineteenth Century</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Total: Valentinian:?, Eudocius:</td>
<td>AE Die-struck coins (AE); Perforated Chinese coins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Dharapuram</td>
<td>H(?)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1916</td>
<td>Kalikanayakiapalayam</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Justin I (?)</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>Kalyampattur</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>63; Tiberius:6, Gaius:1, Claudius:18, Nero:17, Domitian:5, Nerva:2, Rest:?</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Kallakinar</td>
<td>H(?)</td>
<td>2; Republican period:2</td>
<td>AR Other coins (AV, AR) (?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1801</td>
<td>Kangayam or Kongeyam</td>
<td>H(?)</td>
<td>10+; Augustus:?, Tiberius:?</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1832</td>
<td>Karivalamvandanalur</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>6; Nero:2, Vespasian:1, Domitian:2, Hadrian:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19a</td>
<td>1806</td>
<td>Karur</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>5; Augustus:1, Tiberius:1, Claudius:3</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19b</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>Karur</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>100s; Augustus:?</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19c</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>Karur</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>About 500; Augustus:27, Tiberius:90, Rest:?</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19d</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Karur</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Marcus Aurelius:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial no.</td>
<td>Year of Find</td>
<td>Site</td>
<td>Context of Find</td>
<td>No. of Coins and Issuers</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>Associated Coins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19c</td>
<td>1980s (?)</td>
<td>Karur</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>1; Augustus:1</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>PMC (?) (AR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19f</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Karur</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Claudius:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19g</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Karur</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Antoninus Pius (imitation?): 2</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19h</td>
<td>1988-2000</td>
<td>Karur</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1000s (genuine and imitation coins: unidentified but mostly of Constantin II and later)</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>Kallangudi</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>233; Augustus: 49, Tiberius: 184</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1887-90</td>
<td>Kilakarai</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>3+; Unidentified: AE:2, Bronze: 1+</td>
<td>AE, Bronze</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Kodumalai</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Augustus:1, Tiberius:1</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Konesipatti</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>35; Augustus:6, Tiberius:29</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Pre-1930</td>
<td>Korkai</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Krishnagiri</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Republican period:1</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>1934 (?)</td>
<td>Kulathuppalaiyam</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Theodosius I (?):1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27a</td>
<td>Pre-1888</td>
<td>Madurai</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Domitian:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27b</td>
<td>Pre-1888</td>
<td>Madurai</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Leo III:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27c</td>
<td>Pre-1888</td>
<td>Madurai area</td>
<td>S(?)</td>
<td>100s; Honorius:1, AE, Arcadius:1, Anastasius:1</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27d</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Madurai area</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Theodosius II:1, AV Constantin II:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27e</td>
<td>1917</td>
<td>Madurai hills</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>11; Claudius:5, AV, Nero:3, Domitian:1, Rest?</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27f</td>
<td>1950s</td>
<td>Madurai</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1+; Unidentified</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Appendices**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no.</th>
<th>Year of Find</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find</th>
<th>No. of Coins and Issues</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Associated Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>(f)</td>
<td>(g)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

40. | ? | Sulur | S | 1: | AR
41. | ? | Tanjavur | S | 1; | Tiberius:1, Rest?:
42. | ? | Tiruchirappalli | S | 6; Issuers?: | AE
43. | ? | Tirunelveli | S | 3: | Issuers?:
44. | ? | Tirumangalam | S | 1; | Zeno:1
45. | ? | Tiruppur | S | 1; | Republican period:1
46. | 1918 | Tondamanathan | H | 6; Augustus:1, Tiberius:3, Claudius:1, Nero:1
47. | 1990 | Udumalpet | S | 5; | Augustus:2, Tiberius:3
48. | 1995-6 | Uthamapuranam | H | 10; Augustus?, Tiberius:3, Rest?:
49. | 1961-2 | Vellaiyaniruppu | S | Issuers?:
50. | 1841 | Vellalur | H | 522; Augustus:135 AR, Tiberius:378, Galba:5, Domitian:5, Nero:1
51a. | 1891 | Vellalur | H | 547; Augustus:189 AR, Tiberius:329, Galba:8, Claudius:18, Nero:3
51b. | ? | Vellalur | H | AR

Antonius Pius:65, Marcus Aurelius:4, Septimius Severus:4, Caracalla:2, Unidentified imitations?, Rest?

51c. | 1931 | Vellalur | H | 121(+23 unstruck AR Marcus Aurelius:4, blank)Augustus:65, Rest?:
51d. | 1939 | Vellalur | H | Total?:
51e. | 1990 | Vellalur | H | Tiberius?
51f. | 1990 | Vellalur | H | Tiberius?
52a. | ? | Vellanthavalam | S | 1; Augustus:
52b. | 1990 | Vellanthavalam | H | ?

INDIAN ISLANDS

53. | 1949 | Kadmat Island, Lakshadweep | H|(?) | 15: Vespasian:5, Antonius Pius:9, Commodus:1

PONDICHERRY

55a. | Pre-1987 | Ariakamedu | S(?) | 3: Tiberius:2, Imitation Tiberius:3
55b. | ? | Ariakamedu | S | 1; Constantine:1

ANDHRA PRADESH

56a. | 1975-79 | Alluru | S | 2; Issuers?:
56b. | 1974-57 | Alluru | S(?) | 1; Claudius:1
57. | 1959 | Akkanpalle | H | 1531; Augustus:24, Tiberius:740,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no.</th>
<th>Year of Find</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find</th>
<th>No. of Coins and Issuers</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Associated Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>Pre-1832</td>
<td>Amaravari</td>
<td>S(?), S</td>
<td>Imitation Tiberius: 31,</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2; Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaius: 2; Domitian: 11,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sepimius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nero: 1; Claudius: 1,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Severus: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unidentified: 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>1838</td>
<td>Atinala</td>
<td>S 1; Trajan: 1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td>'Old Hindu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>coins' (?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>1982-6</td>
<td>Bavikonda</td>
<td>E 3; Augustus:</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>23; Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Commodus: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'Sātavāhana coin (lead)'</td>
<td></td>
<td>Seprimius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Severus: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Septimius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Severus: 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geta: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Constantine: 1:2,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rest: 3; lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>Nineteenth</td>
<td>Bezwada</td>
<td>S 2; Tiberius:</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>3; Nero: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>century</td>
<td></td>
<td>2;; Tiberius: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hadrian: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rest: ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antoninus Pius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Bhagavanpavaram</td>
<td>S 2; Unidentified</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>7; Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>imitations: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nero: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antoninus Pius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Domitian: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hadrian: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antoninus Pius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Darmavatipalem</td>
<td>H 2; Tiberius:</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2; Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1; Nero: 1;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nero: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Augustus: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Domitian: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hadrian: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antoninus Pius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Constantine: 1:2,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rest: 3; lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Dhumikatta</td>
<td>E 1; Imitation</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
<td>1824 Sātavāhana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Augustus: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>coins (lead and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>potin), 10 PMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(AR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65a.</td>
<td>Pre-1945</td>
<td>Ghatasala</td>
<td>H S</td>
<td>2; Issuer(s): 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lead (1 of the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sātavāhana coins (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td>lead coins is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>plated with gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65b.</td>
<td>1945-55</td>
<td>Ghatasala</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1824 Sātavāhana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>coins (lead and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>potin), 10 PMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(AR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Gootiparti</td>
<td>S (?)</td>
<td>3; Claudius: 1; Trajan: 1;</td>
<td></td>
<td>4; Augustus: 3;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Gootiparti)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation Antoninus Pius: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antoninus Pius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Faustina type): 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Gopalapuram</td>
<td>H 2; Imitation</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td>2; Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Septimius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Severus: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nero: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Gumada</td>
<td>H 23; Imitation</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td>Commodus: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Septimius</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Seprimius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Severus: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Severus: 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geta: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Constantine: 1:2,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rest: 3; lost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Gunur area</td>
<td>S 3; Nero: 1;</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td>2; Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hadrian: 1;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antoninus Pius: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nero: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antoninus Pius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>1980s</td>
<td>Hyderabad(?)</td>
<td>S (?) Total: 7;</td>
<td>Bronze (?)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2; Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7; Gallienus: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7; Diocletian: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nero: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7; Constantine:1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hadrian: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7; Constantine:2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antoninus Pius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7; Rest: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Kalingapatnam</td>
<td>E 2; Imitation</td>
<td>Lead (1 of the lead</td>
<td></td>
<td>2; Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 2</td>
<td>coins is plated with</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gold)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nero: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Kondapur</td>
<td>E 2; Imitation</td>
<td>1824 Sātavāhana coins</td>
<td></td>
<td>2; Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 2</td>
<td>(lead and potin), 10 PMC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(AR)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(AR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>Kotapad</td>
<td>S 4; Augustus: 3,</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td>2; Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>Pre-1900</td>
<td>Krishna district</td>
<td>S 1; Imitation</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td>2; Imitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antoninus Pius: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiberius: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial no.</td>
<td>Year of Find</td>
<td>Site</td>
<td>Context of Find</td>
<td>No. of Coins and Issuers</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>Associated Coins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75. 1978-9</td>
<td>Kudavelli</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>2; Constantius</td>
<td>AV Sātavāhana coins:1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unidentified coins:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76. 1953</td>
<td>Lingarajapalem (Lingarajapuram?)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Imitation Augustus:1, Imitation Tiberius:1</td>
<td>AR Various Indian Antiquities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77. 1914</td>
<td>Mallayapalem</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>4; Nero:1, Trajan:2, Antoninus Pius:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78. 1983</td>
<td>Nagavarappadu</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>58; Augustus:6, Imitation Augustus:2, Tiberius:21, Claudius:24, Imitation Claudius:1, Nero:3, Unidentified coin:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79a. 1936</td>
<td>Nagarjunakonda</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Hadrian:1</td>
<td>AV Sātavāhana coins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79b. 1956</td>
<td>Nagarjunakonda</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>2; Tiberius:1, Antoninus Pius:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79c. ?</td>
<td>Nagarjunakonda</td>
<td>E(?)</td>
<td>2; Unidentified Imitations:2 Copper coated (?) with gold</td>
<td>Copper</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80. 1933</td>
<td>Nandyal</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>161; Augustus:2, Tiberius:17, Claudius:8, Nero:20, Domitian:1 Nerva:1, Trajan:2, Antoninus Pius:2, Rest?</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no.</th>
<th>Year of Find</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find</th>
<th>No. of Coins and Issuers</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Associated Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81. 1952</td>
<td>Natchullapur</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>39; Augustus:12, Imitation Augustus:1, Tiberius:25, Imitation Tiberius:1</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82a. 1786</td>
<td>Nellore</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>About 40; Trajan:3, AV Hadrian:4, Antoninus Pius:1, Gordian:1, Rest?</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83b. 1904</td>
<td>Ongole</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Nero:1, Hadrian:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84. 1976</td>
<td>Peddakodamagundla</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>3; Nero:1, Hadrian:1, Antoninus Pius:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85. 1968-9</td>
<td>Peddabankur</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>9; Augustus:?, Genuine coins:AR Augustus:?, Imitations: Augustus:?, Imitation Tiberius:?, Imitation Tiberius:?</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86. 1999</td>
<td>Salikundam</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>11; Tiberius:11</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87. 1903</td>
<td>Tangulur</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Few; Hadrian:20</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88. 1980s</td>
<td>Todakonda</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>5; Tiberius:5</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89. ?</td>
<td>Tirupati</td>
<td>S(?)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>AV(?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90. 1940s</td>
<td>Upparipeta</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Imitations:2</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91. 1980-4(?)</td>
<td>Veerapuram</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>1; Imitation Tiberius:1 Lead coated with silver Sātavāhana coins: Mahārātha coins (?)</td>
<td>AV(?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial no</td>
<td>Year of Find</td>
<td>Site</td>
<td>Context of Find</td>
<td>No. of Coins and Issuers</td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>Associated Coins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Veeravasaramu</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>15; Tiberius:1, Unidentified imitations:14</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Pre-1888</td>
<td>Vidyadurrapuram</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Tiberius:1</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>Vinukonda</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>15; Tiberius:2, Vespasian:1, Domitian:1, Hadrian:2, Antoninus Pius:6, Marcus Aurelius:1, Commodus:1, Caracalla:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Weepanganda</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>3; Imitation Constantine:1, Seventh Century Byzantine imitations:2</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>17 PMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>1961-2</td>
<td>Yellesvaram</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>1; Septimius Severus:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Sātāvihāna coins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Allepe</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Total:7; (Issuers: up to Nero), Tiberius:1+, Rest?: AR</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Eyyal</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>83; Republican Period:5(AR), 34 PMC Period:5(AR), AV:12</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Idamakuduru</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Claudius:1</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Nineteenth century</td>
<td>Kilalur (Kizhoor)</td>
<td>S or H</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101a</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>Kottayam</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1000; Augustus:</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KERALA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no</th>
<th>Year of Find</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find</th>
<th>No. of Coins and Issuers</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Associated Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101b</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Kottayam</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Theodosius</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101c</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Kottayam</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Nero:1</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Kumbalam</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>9; Hadrian:1, Antoninus Pius:4, Marcus Aurelius:4</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>1963-4</td>
<td>Mankada</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Nero:1</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Nedumkandam</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>50; Republican period:8. Augustus:11, Rest?: AR</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Nirapam</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>1998(?!)</td>
<td>Parur</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1000+, issuer(s):</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>After 1944</td>
<td>Poonjar</td>
<td>S(0)</td>
<td>7+; Augustus:1, AV:5+, (AR),1 (AR), 3+; Claudius:2 (AV), Nero:1(AR), Antoninus Pius:2 (AR), Rest?: AR</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Pushankavu</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>50; (All postdate AV Theodosius I), Theodosius II: 1+, Rest?: AR</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no.</th>
<th>Year of Find</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find</th>
<th>No. of Coins and Issuers</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Associated Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>(f)</td>
<td>(g)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no.</th>
<th>Year of Find</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find</th>
<th>No. of Coins and Issuers</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Associated Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>(f)</td>
<td>(g)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Karnataka**

110. 1977 Akkikleur H 46; Septimius Severus: 2, Caracalla: 1, Late Roman / Byzantine rulers from Theodosius II to Justin I (some of these coins: imitations): 43

111a. 1961 Bangalore city(?) S 1; Hadrian: 1, Bronze

111b. 1980s Bangalore city H ?

112. 1980s Belgaum area H Around 30; Tiberius: Around 30.

113a. 1909 Chandravalli E or S 1; Augustus: 1, AR 2 Sāttavāhana coins — 1 of lead and 1 of potin

113b. Pre-1929 Chandravalli S Many Issuers: AR

113c. 1929 Chandravalli E 2+; Tiberius: 2+?

113d. 1947 Chandravalli E 60; Augustus: 1+, Tiberius: 4+, Unidentified coins: 1 Sāttavāhana coin (potin)

114. ? Gulbarga area S 2; Issuer:??

115. 1981-2 Gulbarga area H 39; Byzantine rulers: 39

116. 1965 HAL Airport, Bangalore H 256; Augustus: 29, Tiberius: 227

117. 1922 Katryal H 48; Byzantine rulers: 48

**Imitation
Antonius Pius: 2, Marcus Aurelius:??**

**Western India**

124. 1970 Adam (M) H 11; Augustus: 1, AR Tiberius: 10

125. ? Baroda area (G) S Total: 1; Republican AR period: (AR); AR Neros: Vespasians: AE Domitians: Bronze Commodors: Septimius Severus: (AR, AE, Bronze); Byzantine Rulers: (AR)

126. Pre-1888 Bombay area (M) S 2; Gallienus: 1, AR or Other coins: Bronze

127. ? Bombay area (M) S 2; Republican period: 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no.</th>
<th>Year of Find</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find</th>
<th>No. of Coins and Insers</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Associated Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128.</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>Dharulp (M)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>18; Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius, Lucius Verus, Commodus, Septimius Severus, Caracalla, Geta</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Junagadh (G)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Marcus Aurelius</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Goa</td>
<td>H (?)</td>
<td>1; Septimius Severus</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>12 other coins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131.</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Kalawad Shitala (G)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>64; Gallienus, bronze, Tetricus, Constantine I (?)?, Rest?</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132.</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Kaptivani (M)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Septimius Severus</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133.</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Mandhal (M)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>6; Aureus, Tiberius</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.</td>
<td>Pre-1890</td>
<td>Nagdham (G)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Marcus Aurelius</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135.</td>
<td>1954-5</td>
<td>Nevasa (M)</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>1; Imitation Tiberius</td>
<td>Lead</td>
<td>Sācañdhana coins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136.</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Sampewada (M)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Commodus, unidentified imitation</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137.</td>
<td>Eighteenth century</td>
<td>Surat (G)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>Greek coins?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138.</td>
<td>1929-30</td>
<td>Tadali (M)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Issue(s)</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139.</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Uppavali (M)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2+ (?) Septimius Severus, Imitation Septimius Severus Caracalla</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140.</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Waghoda (M)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Septimius Severus</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EASTERN, NORTHERN AND NORTH-WESTERN REGIONS OF THE INDIAN SUBCONTINENT: ORISSA (O), BIHAR, UTTAR PRADESH (UP), MADHYA PRADESH (MP), PAKISTAN (P) AND AFGHANISTAN (A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no.</th>
<th>Year of Find</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find</th>
<th>No. of Coins and Insers</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Associated Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>141a.</td>
<td>1879</td>
<td>Ahin Posh (A)</td>
<td>Sura Deposit</td>
<td>3; Domitian, Trajan, Hadrian</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>17 Kushan coins (AV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141b.</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>Ahin Posh (A)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>5; Byzantine Rulers</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142.</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Ajaiagadh (MP)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Republican period</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143.</td>
<td>Nineteenth century</td>
<td>Allahabad (UP)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Diocletian</td>
<td>AE, Rest?</td>
<td>Bronze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144.</td>
<td>1860s or 1870s</td>
<td>Barnanghari (O)</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Totn?, Constantine I?, Gordian?</td>
<td>Rest?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145a.</td>
<td>Pre-1908</td>
<td>Bilaspur (MP)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Septimius Severus</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145b.</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>Bilaspur (MP)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>3; Hadrian, Commodus</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Septimius Severus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146.</td>
<td>Nineteenth century</td>
<td>Bindachal or Brindachal (UP)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1+ (?); Diocletian Rest?</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147.</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Chakherbeda (MP)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2; Commodus, Imitation Marcus Aurelius</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Commodus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148.</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Chaklirar (A)</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149.</td>
<td>Nineteenth century</td>
<td>Chunar (UP)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2+ (?); Caracalla</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>Numerianus?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150.</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Ganjam (O)</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1; Tiberius</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151.</td>
<td>Nineteenth century</td>
<td>Hadda (A)</td>
<td>Sura Deposit</td>
<td>5; Byzantine rulers (Theodosius, Marcian, Leo)</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>13 Late Kushan coins (AV); 2AE; 11); 702 Sassanian coins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no.</th>
<th>Year of Find</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find</th>
<th>No. of Coins and Issuers</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Associated Coins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) (b)</td>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>(f)</td>
<td>(g)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

152. ? Jabalpur (MP) S 2+; Augustus:1, Vespasian:1, Rest?
153. Nineteenth Kanouj (UP) S Total: Diocletian? AE
155. ? Kohat (P) H 69+; Republican period;?, Rest? AR, AE Indo-Greek coins (?)
156. Nineteenth Lahore (P) H(?); Deposit Total: Augustus, AV Rest:?
157a. 1830 Manikyala (P) Sāpa? Deposit 7; Republican period;7 AR 4 Kushan (AV) and 8 Indo-Syrthian (AE) coins
157b. 1886 Manikyala (P) S 5; Antoninus Pius:5 AV
158. Pre-1951 Mathura (UP) S 4; Camella:1 AV
159. 1973 Memnadakhedi (MP) S 1; Septimius Severus:1 AV
161. 1898 Pakhl (P) H 24+; Republican period;8, Augustus:12, Tiberius:3, Hadrian:1 AR
162. Nineteenth Parna, Bihar century S 5+; Nero:2, third century issues (?) 3 AE
164. ? Raighat (UP) S 2; Diocletian:2 AE
165. Nineteenth Rewah (MP) century S 2; Imitation Claudius:1 Imitation Commodus:1

**NOTES AND CLARIFICATIONS**

1. The nineteenth century finds from Coimbatore and Madurai regions (Tamilnádu) are very confusing. Often, any discovery from the districts of Coimbatore and Madurai are simply labelled 'Coimbatore find' and 'Madurai find' respectively. The available records embody only a fraction of the very large number of finds from these two places.

2. Roman issues continue to be recovered in very large numbers from the Coimbatore, Madurai and Karur regions (Tamilnádu). The finds from Coimbatore area are generally Julio-Claudian issues. The finds from Karur are usually late Roman coppers and their imitations, and occasionally, Julio-Claudian issues. The Madurai finds are invariably late Roman coppers and their imitations. Most of these finds are in the possession of local private collectors or are available in the antique markets abroad. Unfortunately, the new discoveries neither attract academic attention nor reach the local museums.

3. It is not clear whether Kohat (Pakistan) yielded one or two hoards. Some scholars believe that the site has yielded two hoards, both containing the Republican denarii and later issues.

4. It has very recently been reported that Roman coins have been found in Lingsugur and Sannati in Karnataka. But no details about these finds are known.
## APPENDIX II

List of Rouletted Ware Finds in India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no.</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find: E or S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TAMILNADU–PONDICHERRY

- 1. Aiikamedu
- 2. Appaladlu
- 3. Alagankulam
- 4. Kanchipuram
- 5. Karikadu
- 6. Karur
- 7. Kaveripattinam
- 8. Kodumanal
- 9. Korkazi
- 10. Kilaiyar
- 11. Kudikadu
- 12. Maligaimedu
- 13. Manapatti
- 14. Massiganam
- 15. Nallur
- 16. Nattamedu
- 17. Neivasal
- 18. Nerumkur
- 19. Sendamangalam
- 20. Sengamedu
- 21. Sulur
- 22. Tirukoilur
- 23. Tiruvamattur
- 24. Uraiur
- 25. Vanagiri
- 26. Vasavanamudum
- 27. Veilaiyaniruppu
- 28. Veilalur

### ANDHRA PRADESH

- 29. Allur
- 30. Amavarai
- 31. Annangi Hill
- 32. Chagatur
- 33. Chandavaram

### ORISSA

- 75. Martikpatna
- 76. Situpalgarh
Appendices

Serial no. | Site | Context of Find: E or S
---|---|---
(a) | (b) | (c)

**WEST BENGAL**

77. | Atghara | S
78. | Bachri | S
79. | Baral (Boral) | S
80. | Bealachampa | S
81. | Chandralekutgarh | E, S
82. | Deulpota | S
83. | Hadipur | E
84. | Harharpur | S
85. | Harinanyanpur | S
86. | Mahinagar | S
87. | Mangalkot | E
88. | Sapatram | S
89. | Tamluk | E, S

**UTTAR PRADESH**

90. | Ayodhya | E
91. | Raighat | E

**MAHARASHTRA**

92. | Adam | S
93. | Arni | E
94. | Nashik | E
95. | Nasara | E
96. | Junaar | S
97. | Paishan | S
98. | Ter | E

**KARNATAKA**

99. | Banavasi | E, S
100. | Brahmagiri | E
101. | Chandravarali | E
102. | Maski | E
103. | Roja | S
104. | Shanasi | S
105. | TNarsipur | E

---

**NOTES AND CLARIFICATIONS**

1. IAR 1961-2 (pp. 26-7) states that several coastal sites in Tanjavur district (Tamilnadu) have yielded rouletted ware. But the report is too brief and not clear. The sites have not been exhaustively listed and hence, the information is not beyond doubt. Site-names such as Kilaiyur, Manigramam, Neidavasal and Vanagiri have, however, been mentioned in the report and have been included in the present listing.

2. Karaikadu, Kudikadu and Nattamedu are neighbouring coastal sites in South Arcot district, Tamilnadu.

3. K.V. Raman (1991) has stated that rouletted ware and probably amphora finds were recovered during the trial excavations conducted in the 1960s within the premises of the Santhome Church, Mylapore (Madras city) by the Church authorities. Unfortunately, no record, published or otherwise, about these finds is available. According to the local scholars, information about these finds may not be true.

4. In recent years, archaeologists have unearthed rouletted ware in many little known sites in Bengal region. Since precise details about most of these finds are not available, they have not been listed here. For the names of some of these sites, see Vishwas D. Gogte (1997).
### APPENDIX III

List of Amphora Finds in India

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial no.</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Context of Find: E or S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Alagankulam</td>
<td>E, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Arikamedu</td>
<td>E, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Karaikadu</td>
<td>E, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Karur</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Nattamedu</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Tirukollur</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Vavvasamudram</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Vallabur</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Vijayamangalam</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Daranikota</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Kondapur</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Nagarjanakonda</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Maniskarna</td>
<td>S(?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Chandravalli</td>
<td>E, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Ajabpura</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Amreli</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Devnimori</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Dhatva</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Dwaraka</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Junagadh</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Maspur</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>Medhara</td>
<td>S(?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>Nagar</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Prabhas Patan</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>Sathod</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Shamalaji</td>
<td>E(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Shrimala (Binnamala)</td>
<td>S(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Triveni</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Vallabhi</td>
<td>E, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>Akota</td>
<td>S(?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>Bhokaridan</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>Brahmapuri</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>Junnar</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>Nevasa</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>Paithan</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>Paunar</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>Rajbandar</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>Ter</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>Taxila (P)</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>Ujjain (MP)</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAHARASHTRA**

- Akota (S(?))
- Bhokaridan (E)
- Brahmapuri (E)
- Junnar (S)
- Nevasa (E)
- Paithan (E)
- Paunar (E)
- Rajbandar (S)
- Ter (E)

**MADHYA PRADESH (MP), UTTAR PRADESH (UP) AND PAKISTAN (P)**

- Mathura (UP) (E)
- Taxila (P) (E)
- Ujjain (MP) (E)
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